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I  N T R 0  D U C T  I  0  N 
This  document  consists  of  two  parts  followed  by 
general  conclusions  and  two  annexes. 
Part One  sets out  the  Balance  Sheet,  the  Revenue  and  Expenditure 
Account  of  the  ECSC  and  the  allocation of  the  excess  of  income 
over  expenditure at  31  December  1977  and  contains  analytical 
comments  on  these  items. 
Part  Two  contains,  for  the  major  sectors  of  ECSC  activity,  the 
observations which  the  Court  of Auditors  wishes  to make. 
The  Conclusions  restate  the  main critical observations. 
Annex  One  contains  analytical  tables  concerning entries  in  the 
Balance  Sheet  and  Revenue  and  Expenditure Account  and  statistical 
tables  illustrating the  main  operations  of  the  year. 
Annex  Two  sets  out  the  transactions  under  the  scrap  equalization 
system,  the  current winding-up  of which  is being carried  out  by  the 
ECSC.  As  the  ECSC  has  only  an  intermediary role  in the distribution 
of equalization ressources,  the  transactions  concerned  do  not  appear 
in its accounts. 
2  All data in this  document  are  expressed  in European 
Units  of Account  (EUA).  The  Auditor's  Report  for  1975  (n°  4) 
describes  the  transition to  this  system,  which  was  introduced 
on  31  December  1975  by  Decision  3289/75/ECSC  (1). 
(I)  0. J.  L  327  of  19. 12. 197 5 ~ . 
- 6  -
2.1.  The  EUA  is defined  as  a  basket  of the  following amounts  of the different 
currencies of the Member  States: 
DKR 
DM 
BF 
LF 
FF 
0.217 
0.828 
3.66 
0.14 
1.15 
£Irl 
LIT 
£St. 
HFL 
0.00759 
109.00 
0.0885 
0.286 
Its value  in any  currency at  a  given date  is the  sum  of the  counter-part 
in that  currency of the separate contents of the basket  at  market  rates. 
The  Commission  calculates  each day the value of the  EUA  in the  currency of 
each Member  State and  in the principal market  currencies.  The  list is 
published in the Official Journal. 
Thus,  at  31.12.76  and at  31.12.1977 the value·of the EUA  in the different 
currencies  used by the ECSC  was  as  follows: 
National  Currency  Value  at 
31.12.76  31.12.77 
Belg.ian  franc  (BF)  40.66  40.3535 
Danish  kroner·  (DKR)  6.5396  7.07974 
German  mark  ~DM)  2.66938  2.58058 
French franc  FF)  5.61696  5.76124 
Irish pound  (£Irl)  0.662646  0.641652 
Italian lira  (LIT)  989.293  l  007.50 
Luxembourg  franc  (LF)  40.66  40.3535 
Dutch guilder  (HFL)  2.77855  2.78938 
Pound  sterling  (t:S-t;)  0.662646  0.641652 
Swiss  franc  (SF)  2~7626  2.45698 
US  doillar  (US$)  1.12999  1.22509 
Canadian dollar  (CAN$)  1.14213  1.34065 2. 2. 
2.2.1. 
2. 2. 2. 
3. 
3.1. 
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Although the EUA  has  been an  important  element  in the wording of 
decisions,  recommendations,  opinions  and  communications  of the 
Community  since 1  January 1976,  and financial  operations are shown 
in the books  in EUA,  the monetary unit  used varies according to 
the nature of an activity and/or the stage of a  transaction. 
- all operations of borrowing,  lending and  investment  are still 
expressed  and administered  in the national  currencies; 
- in other matters  rights and obligations arising before  l  January 1976 
and  which were  expressed  in national  currencies are still governed 
by the  regulations  in force when  they arose; 
- those arising after l  January 1976,  decisions  on  the  levy and  on 
financial  assistance for  coke,  for  research and for rehabilitation, 
are expressed entirely in EUA,  while decisions  on  assistance in the 
form  of interest  reduction are  expressed either in EUA  or in national 
currencies. 
- with the  exception of payments  for research and  rehabilitation assistance 
based  on decisions after 1.1.1976,  which  are  made  out  of the  Commission's 
current  accounts  in EUA,  receipts  and  payments  are made  in national 
currencies.  For transactions  concluded  in EUA,  the  counter-value in 
national  currencies  is  calculated at  the  rate on the day preceding 
the transaction. 
- all transactions are brought  to  account  in EUA  at the rate of the day 
preceding the transaction or of the date  payable.  It follows  that  an 
entry directly in EUA  is valid only on  the day of conversion,  since 
the relationship between the EUA  and  any  given  currency changes  from 
day to day. 
A study of the  Balance Sheet  and the  Revenue  and Expenditure Account 
at  31  December  1977  (Tables  1  and  2)  requires several  preliminary 
explanations • 
The  Balance Sheet 
- In view of the last point  made  in 4.2.2.  it is obvious that  a  comparison 
between two  balance sheets  separated by  a  year is only possible after 
conversion of items  based  on  national  currencies  into EUA  at the  same 
rates. 
This  is why  the  figures  in the Balance Sheet  of 31  December  1976  have 
been  converted  into EUA  as at  31  December  1977  and  appear in this 
form  in Table  3;  items  expressed directly in EUA  are,  of course,  not 
affected by this adjustment. - 8  -
- All  items  in the Assets have  a  contractual basis  expressed  in 
national  currencies  except  for VIII B  (levy declared for  produc-
tion of December  1977  but  payable after 31  December  1977)  for 
which the basis is expressed  in EUA. 
- Under  Liabilities,  only the following have  an EUA  basis: 
reserves  (II),  provisions for financial  assistance relating 
to research eontracts  concluded after l  January 1976  and to 
coke  and for interest  reduction  (in part)  (III A)  other 
provisions  (III B)  and that  part of the  former  pension fund 
(IV)  which  forms  a  counterpart or contingent  security for 
commitments  for rehabilitation and  loans  for social housing. 
The  unallocated balance  (VII)  may  be  considered  as  an amount 
in EUA  but  affected by the fluctuations  of the EUA  in relation 
to national  currencies when  the  items  of the assets and 
liabilities not  based on the EUA  are  converted at  a  different 
rate. 
Collection and payment  were  effected in national  currencies.  Each 
operation is firstly entered  into both the bank account  and the 
suspense account.  This  latter account  is immediately credited or 
debited with the  counter-value  in EUA  (at the rate of the day 
preceding the transaction or of the date payable)  by allocation 
to the main  account.  The  balance of these suspense accounts  at 
31  December  appears  in the Revenue  and Expenditure Account  as 
the entry "curren(Jy adjustments".  Thus  individual movements  are 
brought to account  directly in EUA  and the  currency adjustment  is 
done  globally at the  end  of the year.·  It follows  that as there 
was  no  adjustment  of accounts  from  day to day,  no  item of the  Revenue 
and Expenditure Account  comprises  elements which  can be  compared 
over a  period of time. 
It should be  noted,  moreover,  that  the  excess  of revenue  over 
expenditure is made  up almost  exclusively of national  currencies; 
only the "adjustments  for  currency parities" is expressed in EUA. 
In contrast  to assets and liabilities, which  can at any time be 
evaluated on the basis of their value  in a  given currency,  the  items 
in the  Revenue  and Expenditure Account  - fungibles  in the accounts  -
cannot  be assessed at the  end of the year at  a  single "real" value 
(by using the EUA  value at the date of the Balance Sheet). 
This  operation will be  possible from  1978  onwards  insofar as the 
Revenue  and Expenditure Account will render transactions  in the currencies 
in which they take place. 
For the present year,  care should be taken not  to  assess the value of 
the  items  in the  Revenue  and Expenditure Account  expressed  in EUA  by 
simply translating them  into the rate given under  paragraph 4.1. - 9  -
4.  Other accounting practices and policies are to be  noted. 
- Loans  from  borrowed  funds  are made  in the same  currency 
as the borrowings which serve to  finance  them,  whatever 
the nationality of the borrower.  The  term and  other 
conditions of the loan are fixed  by reference to those 
of the corresponding borrowing. 
The  portfolio appears at  purchase price. 
- Recoverable  issuing costs are written off over the life of 
each borrowing. 
- Provisions for financial  assistance represent  the difference 
between the total allocated to  a  project  and the  amount 
already used at  the date of the Balance Sheet. 
- Income  and expenditure are entered on  the basis of actual 
movements  with the exception of the following which  are 
entered on the basis of accruals: 
- receipts and  p~ents of interest 
- levy receipts 
- expenditure on  interest  reduction. 
5.  The  Balance Sheet  (Table 1)  and the Revenue  and Expenditure 
Account  (Table  2)  shown  in the present  report differ somewhat 
from  the Balance Sheet  and  Revenue  and Expenditure Account 
published officially by the ECSC  in the Official Journal  of 
the European  Communities.  The  reason is that  from  1968lonwards 
the Institution for  reasons  of simplicity has  made  these two 
accounts  less unwieldly by amalgamating or rearranging the 
previous headings  and attaching brief explanatory notes.  In 
order to make  comparison with previous years  easier and to 
make  the Balance Sheet  and Revenue  and Expenditure Account  more 
informative,. the  Court  has set out  the two  accounts  following 
the official headings but  expanding them  to  include the headings 
of the old presentation. 
It should be  pointed out  that  in the published Revenue  and 
Expenditure Account,  item A of income  in Table  2  combines  the 
total revenue  from  loans  granted out  of borrowed  funds  and 
guarantees  (item 1) and  interest on loans  out  of non-borrowed 
funds  (appearing expressly under  item III). - 11  -
ANALYTICAL  PART 
ANALYSIS  OF  THE  BALANCE  SHEET  AND  REVENUE  AND  EXPENDITURE  ACCOUNT - 13  -
BALANCE  SHEET  ANALYSIS  AND  COMMENTS 
ASSETS 
I. - OUTST~~ING LOANS  4 055  192  910  EUA 
Tables  4,  5,  6  and 7 show  the breakdown,  by purpose,  of operations 
in the year 1977,  the amounts  disbursed and  outstanding at 31.12.1977 
and,  except  for Table 7,  the breakdown  by country. 
The  increase,  in comparison with the 1976  Balance Sheet  (624  028  418  EUA) 
arises  from  disbursements  under  new  loans or under  current  contracts 
(746  027  983  EUA)  less repayments  during the year  (121  999  565  EUA). 
A - Loans  out  of borrowed  funds  (see details in Table 4) 
3  912  527  167  EUA 
Table  8  shows  the breakdown  of loans outstanding by country and  by  type 
of security. 
For all loans out  of borrowed  funds  the rate of interest is related,  on 
a  case by case basis,  to the rate for the corresponding borrowing and 
varies according to  fluctuations  of the market  and  to the place of issue. 
The  rates of interest  on  loans made  in 1977  varied between  5.125%  and  11.9%. 
Borrowed  funds  not yet  lent are  included  in the accounts  of liquid assets 
at  41  947  447  EUA:  31  471  295  EUA  represents that  part of issues  not yet 
lent,  mostly dating from  the  second half of 1977  and  10  476  152  EUA  comes 
from  the accelerated or premature  repayment  of loans. 
1  - Loans  for the financing of industrial  3  564  196  660  EUA 
investment  projects  (Article  54  of the Treaty) 
Breakdown  by industrial sector: 
the iron and steel industry 
coal  and  coke 
iron-ore mines 
thermal  power-stations 
ship-building 
2  674  359  920  EUA 
752  033  163  EUA 
72  622  908  EUA 
62  484  931  EUA 
2  695  738  EUA 
The  balance outstanding increased by 645  412  242  EUA  between 1976  and 
1977:  55  new  loans were  made  in 1977  to  a  total of 710  261  566  EUA 
(97.5%  of the total loans made  from  borrowed  funds). - 14  -
2  - Loans  for  industrial structural re-organization 
(Art.  56)  352  132  000  EUA 
Compared  with the  previous year the balance outstanding decreased by 
30  283  240  EUA.  8  new  loans were  made  in 1977,  to a  total of 
16  366  386  EUA.  This represents  2.2% of the total loans made  in 1977 
out  of borrowed  funds. 
3  - Loans  to finance social housing construction  23  198  507  EUA 
The  balance outstanding shows  a  decrease of l  424  827  EUA  compared  with 
the  previous year.  Two  new  loans were  made  under the 8th programme  to  a 
total of 1  680  094  EUA.  This  represents 0.3%  of the total of loans made 
out  of borrowed  funds.  It is necessary however to take  into account  that 
the financing of these projects is principally provided by loans made  out 
of own  funds,  an activity described below under the heading "Other Loans". 
B - other loans  (see details  in Tables  5,  6  and  7)  142  665  743  EUA 
Disbursements  in 1977  were  17  719  937  EUA. 
1  - Loans  out  of the Special Reserve  for financing social housing 
(82%  of the total of loans  out of own  funds)  117  953  106  EUA 
P~ents made  in 1977  totalled 10  356  047  EUA  divided as  follows: 
- 2  payments  totalling 667  848  EUA  under the sixth programme 
- 4  payments  totalling 300  602  EUA  under the seventh programme 
- 39  payments  totalling 9  200  243  EUA  under the eighth programme 
- 1  payment  of 187  354 EUA  under the special action programme  in 
aid of the Friuli region. 
Table  9  gives  a  breakdown of the balance outstanding by  country  and  by 
type of security obtained. 
2  - Loans  out  of levy funds  (see details in Table  6) 
(4.5% of the total of loans  out  of own  funds) 
- for rehabilitation 
- for technical research 
275  989  EUA 
2  310  607  EUA 
2  586  596  EUA 
No  new  loan was  approved or paid out  in these two  sectors which,  for several 
years,  have been financed by grants  (see the analysis of expenditure  on 
research and rehabilitation under Nos.  IIB and  C of the "expenditure"  part 
of the Management  Account).  P.he  only changes which  have affected the balance 
outstanding come  from  regular repayments  made  during the year. 
3  - Loans  out of the Former  Pension Fund 
(13.5% of the total of loans out  of own  funds). 
22  126  041  EUA - 15  -
- Loans  granted to officials of the  Communities  for them  to 
construct  or purchase housing (see details in Table  7)  19  271  708  EUA 
In 1977  248  new  loans were  paid out. 
The  increase in the balance outstanding (3  355  222  EUA)  compared  with the 
previous year is  caused by payments  made  in 1977  (4  509  557  EUA)  less 
repayments  (l 154  335  EUA). 
- Loan  to  finance the reconstruction of steel-works  affected by the 
earthquake  in Friuli.  2 854  333  EUA 
This was  a  first  payment  under the  loan. 
II  CASH  AND  BANK  ACCOUNTS  (l) 
- current  accounts 
- fixed deposits 
16  753  095  EUA 
290  945  375  EUA 
307  698  470  EUA 
Table  12  gives  a  breakdown  of meney  invested at  31.12.1977  in current 
accounts  and  fixed deposits,  by  currency and by rate of interest. 
III SHORT  AND  MEDIUM-TERM  INVESTMENTS  (l)  59  165  404  EUA 
This  amount  may  be  broken down  as  follows: 
- 3  391  604  EUA  relates to  certain short  and medium-term  investments 
mainly consisting of securities assigned to the ECSC  and underwritten by 
the banks  which hold  them  in charge  and of bills and  bonds  with staggered 
maturities of less than 5 years. 
- 55  773  800  EUA  is the product  of purchases  by the  Institution of ECSC 
loan stock before maturity and with a  view to  cancellation.  This  itera 
shows  an  increase of 31  460  199  EUA  or 129.4%. 
IV  PORTFOLIO  (l)  104  022  873  EUA 
It increased by  29  079  472  EUA  (+38.8%)  over the  purchase price of the 
stock in the portfolio at  31.12.1976. 
Apart  from  early investments  of a  more  varied nature which  are  under 
bank management,  the portfolio is composed  entirely of loan stock mostly 
issued by the public sector and deposited with  ~he banks  through which  they 
were  acquired. 
Out  of the total funds  at  the disposal of the ECSC  at  31  December  the 
proportion represented by the portfolio has  increased by 8.2%. 
(1)  Table 10  rearranges  items  II,  III and  IV  above  and  shows  the 
breakdown  by  country and  currency of the whole  of the liquid assets 
while  Table Il shows,  in a  comparative  form,  the  changes  between 
1976  and  1977  in both the size of the  investments  and  the  interest 
rates  for  each  currency. - 16  -
V - FIXED  ASSETS  306  159  EUA 
The  amount  represents the original cost  (purchase price plus  expenses) 
of the premises  in Washington let to the European  Communities  who  have 
installed their delegation there. 
VI  - RECOVERABLE  ISSUING  COSTS  62  611  936  EUA 
This  amount  represents the  costs  incurred by the ECSC  at the time it borrows 
funds  less the amounts  already written off.  These  are costs  such as 
underwriting fees,  bank  commissions,  redemption  premiums  (discount), 
printing costs  for security certificates and  prospectuses,  first listing 
costs,  the  employment  of legal advisers  in the  course of these operations 
etc.  but  do  not  include the  cost  of servicing the  loans  (interest  and  fees). 
The  amounts  written off in 1977  total 9 713  478  EUA;  the total of 
recoverable issuing costs  remaining to be written off is 62  611  936  EUA. 
Expenditure in 1977  was  for  39  loans  (see details  in Table 13). 
VII  - MISCELLANEOUS  156  726  834  EUA 
This  item  shows  a  considerable  increase  (78%)  over the  amount  at  the 
end of the previous year.  (87  940  990  EUA). 
A - Under  levy debtors  (12  833  667  EUA)  is included the  amount 
for the temporary deferment  of levy  (2  670  698  EUA),  sums  due  from 
insolvent undertakings  (242  748  EUA)  and  sums  which are the subject 
of proceedings  or in arrear  (9  920  221  EUA). 
Table 14  shows  the  changes  between 31.12.1976  and  31.12.1977,  by  country, 
in deferred levy for coal  stocked during 1977. 
B- Under  financial debtors  (3  481  515  EUA),  a  reduction of 
4  518  385  EUA  in comparison with the  figure at the  end of the previous 
year  (7  999  900  EUA),  there are  included redemption premiums  (1  397  870  EUA). 
These  are debts  owed  to the  Institution to be  paid off by the loan service 
account  and  appear,  as  a  counterpart'under liabilities,  in the  form  of 
an  increase in borrowings  outstanding. 
In this  item there also appear 
- two  debts under  loans where the recipients have  not  made  their annual 
r~payments for some  years  now  (988  946  EUA); 
-two loan payments  in arrear  (38  513  EUA); - 17  -
- a  recoverable  exchange difference  (29  139  EUA)  arising from  the  issue 
of a  loan of £5  550  000  out  of the  proceeds  of a  borrowing of FF  50 
million,  with an  exchange  guarantee  from  the  intermediary bank; 
- late payments  of coupons  by certain financial  organizations  entrusted 
with the portfolio service of the ECSC  (157  989  EUA); 
- advances  made  to the European  Communities  from  ECSC  own  funds  to 
operate the scheme  for loans to officials  (171  248  EUA); 
-an amount  of DM  450  000  or 174  379  EUA  overpaid in respect  of the 
fixed  $urn  for the administrative expenses  of the ECSC; 
-fines due  from  one  undertaking  (9  328  EUA); 
- a  debt  for the rent of the building at Washington  relating to the 
years  1972  to 1976  (32  051  EUA).  This  debt  arises  from  bringing 
to account  in EUA  a  debt  due  to the ECSC  originally expressed  in u.a. 
and settled by the administrative budget  in US$  at the rate of l  US$ 
=  l  u.a.  When  entering this item in the  Balance Sheet,  the Institution 
considered that 1 u.a. = 1 EUA.  The  difference for 1977  has  not  been 
brought to account  (1); 
-tax charged  on  coupons  which  has  not  yet  been recovered  (357  595  EUA); 
- current  bank transfers,  banking errors not  yet  corrected and  an exchange 
difference  (124  457  EUA); 
C - The  item entitled "deposits for  coupons  and bonds  due  but  not 
yet presented"  (140  411  652  EUA)  is designed to separate the  Institution's 
free deposits  from  those which are made  with the  financial  institutions 
entrusted with the service of coupons  and  bond  redemption in order to 
cover their payments  for these two  purposes. 
The  increase of 77  275  201  EUA  is due to the  growth  in the volume  of 
borrowing,  to  payment  dates  close to the  end  of the year,  to  numerous 
delays  in cashing coupons  and to the premature repayment  of two 
borrowing issues. 
VIII - ACCRUED  INCOME  101  513  751  EUA 
This  i tern  covers  interest  and  fees'·accrued but  not  yet  due  on  31  December 
1977  (94  614  064  EUA)  and  levy declared  (6  899  687  EUA)  for the month 
of December  1977  but  not  yet  paid. 
(1)  See  comments  under  No.  7.2.3.  (Part  2). - 18  -
LIABILITIES 
I-A-OO~~rn~  3 954  503  760  EUA 
Table 15  shows,  by currency,  the original amounts  of the 181  borrowings 
incurred and the balances  outstanding at  31  December  1977. 
During 1977  the ECSC  received the  proceeds  of 31  borrowing operations 
in DM,  FF,  LF,£St,sF,  US$  and  CAN  $  amounting to  727  378  908  EUA 
(in 1976:  31  borrowing operations  for 1 004.85  million EUA).  The  total 
consists of US$  477  million,  DM  382.43  million,  FF  360  million,  SF 
160  million,£St, 20million,CAN $  25  million and  LF  500  million.  The 
principal characteristics of each  issue are shown  in Table 16.  The 
issues  carry interest rates varying between 4-5%  and 11.375%,  the 
highest  rates bejng those for two  operations  in FF  (11%  and  11.375%)  and  one 
operation in·£-St.  (9.625%). 
Including borrowed  fUnds  not  onlent  at  l  January 1977,  119.1  million EUA, 
the Institution had at its disposal during the year resources  amounting 
to 846.5  million EUA.  Taking into account  new  receipts and  repayments 
during the year  (190  852  474  EUA),  the total of borrowings  outstanding 
shown  in the Balance Sheet  increased by  536  526  434  EUA. 
Table 17  gives,  in currency and  in EUA,  the main  characteristics,  the 
original amount  and the amount  outstanding at the  end  of 1977  of each 
loan contracted by the ECSC  from  the beginning of its activity to 
31  December  1977. 
I  - B - REDE~@TION PRIDMIUMS  TO  BE  PAID  1  397  870  EUA 
This  represents the sum  of the  premiums  arising from  the difference 
between the  red~mption price of certain loans and the issue price. 
Thus  the total for item I,  including the two  sub-headings  A and  B, 
i.e. 3  955  901  630  EUA  represents the total ECSC  debt  including all 
obligations  contracted,  whatever their repayment  or maturity dates. II - RESERVES 
A.  Guarantee Fund 
- 19  -
317  500  000  EUA 
183  000  000  EUA 
The  Guarantee Fund,  increased by  23  000  000  EUA  is designed to  cover 
any part of the service of borrowings  by the ECSC  which  cannot  be  met 
out  of receipts  from  the  loans it grants  and to  cover any  call on  a 
Community  guarantee for sums  borrowed by undertakings directly from 
outside credit  institutions. 
B.  Special Reserve  134 500  000  EUA 
The  Special Reserve,  increased by 12  500  000  EUA,  has been built up 
out  of sources  other than the levy.  It is intended exclusively for 
financing programmes  of social housing construction. ever since,  in 
1970,  sums  earmarked  for other purposes  (interest reductions  on  loans 
for structural re-organization,  assistance for  coking coal etc.) were 
separated off and placed in appropriate provisions. 
III - PROVISIONS 
A.  Provisions for financial assistance 
1.  Provision for Rehabilitation 
258  529  273  EUA 
190 166  658  EUA 
119  292  465  EUA 
There is a  reduction of 10  678  801  EUA.  in comparison with 31.12.76 
as  a  result of the following movements: 
-provision at  31.12.76  (valued at 31.12.77) 
-p~ents made  in 1977  (Management  Account  rates) 
- exchange  adjustments  of  p~ents to rates 
at  31.12.1977  (1) 
- new  sums  paid in 
- cancellation of commitments 
129  971  266  EUA 
- 30  752  995  EUA 
+  86  821  EUA 
+  25  755  250  EUA 
5  767  877  EUA 
119  292  465  EUA 
Decisions  on assistance made  in 1977  concern France  (53.7%), 
Germany  (23.1%),  Belgium  (16.5%)  and the United Kingdom  (6.7%). 
(l)  Given that  the value of the  p~ents figure 'quoted  in the Management 
Account  represents the sum  of the EUA  counterparts of each  payment, 
the figure must  be adjusted to obtain the value at  31.12.1977 rates. 
This  is true also for payments  for research and  interest rate reduction. 1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
- 20  -
Table 18  provides  a  summary  by country and sector  (coal  and  steel) 
of new  intervention decisions taken during 1977,  58.5% of the total 
being for the  coal  sector. 
Table 19  shows,  by country and sector  (coal  and steel),  the amounts 
covered by provisions at  31  December  1977.  These  amounts  are to be 
compared  with those existing at 31  December  1976,  converted to the 
EUA  rates at  31  Decem~r 1977. 
2.  Provision for technical  and  social research  51  235  811  EUA 
The  provision increased by  823  139  EUA  in comparison with the 
situation at  31.12.-76  (50  412  672  EUA)  as  a  result  of the  following 
movements: 
-provision at  31.12.76  (valued at  31.12.1977) 
- payments  made  in 1977  (Management  Account  rates) 
- exchange  adjustments of payments  to  rates 
at  31.12.1977 
- new  sums  paid in 
- cancellation of commitments 
50  412  672  EUA 
- 34  666  008  EUA 
158  218  EUA 
+  36  649  276  EUA 
- 1  001  911  EUA 
51  235  811  EUA 
Table  20  breaks down  the provision by sector at  31.12.77.  Table  21 
breaks down  the provision by sector and type of research. 
New  sums  paid in are broken down  as  follows: 
Coal  Steel  Iron  · Industrial 
ore  Health, 
Safety and 
Medicine 
New  contracts  30  58  1  65 
Riders  7  27  19 
Payments  in respect  15  900  900  11  453  Boo  526  500  8  116  667 
of 1) or 2) 
Related expenses  for 
dissemination of  145  200  506  209 
research results - 21  -
In the sector of industrial health,  safety and medicine,  the new 
amounts  placed in provision during 1977  are divided into credits 
committed by duly signed contracts,  contained in various  general 
programmes  or grouped in individual operations viz: 
- safety in mines 
- fires in mines  · 
- industrial safety 
- physiopathology 
- physiopathology 
- traumatology 
- human  ergonomic  factors 
-burns 
- dust  in mines 
- measures  against air pollution 
in the steel  industry 
- health in mines 
- arresting dams 
- technical measures against  pollution 
1st programme 
2nd  programme 
3rd programme 
in the steel industry  3rd programme 
- ergonomics  and  rehabilitation 
- rescue by drilling 
- physiopathology  3rd programme 
585  635  EUA 
979  641  u.a. 
3  067  000  u.a. 
3  000  000  u.a. 
3  500  000  u.a. 
1  800  000  u.a. 
3  200  000  u.a. 
1  500  000  u.a. 
6  000  000  u.a. 
4  000  000  u.a. 
6  000  000  u.a. 
432  420  u.a. 
10  000  000  u.a. 
9  000  000  u.a. 
218  299  u.a. 
5  000  000  EUA 
3.  Provision for interest reductions  for  industrial 
structural reorganization  8  173  171  EUA 
The  provision decreased by  779  012  EUA  in  comparison with the position 
at  31  December  1976  as  a  result of the following movements: 
-provision at 31.12.76  (valued at 31.12.1977) 
- p~ents made  in 1977  (Management  Account  rates) 
- exchange  adjustments of payments  to rates 
at  31.12.1977 
- new  sums  paid in 
8  952  183  EUA 
- 3  368  483  EUA 
91  042  EUA 
+  2  680  513  EUA 
8  173  171  EUA 
New  sums  paid in concern 14 loan contracts signed to a  total of 
17  181  780  EUA. - 22  -
4.  Provision for interest reduction on industrial 
loans  (Article 54)  6  890  211  EUA 
In comparison with the previous year this provision shows  a  reduction 
of 2  288  374  EUA  which  is explained by the following movements: 
-provision at 31.12.76  (valued at  31.12.1977) 
- payments  made  in 1977  (Management  Account  rates) 
- exchange  adjustments  of p~ents to rates 
at 31.12.1977 
- new  sums  paid in 
9 178  585  EUA 
- 3  601  807  EUA 
7 618  EUA 
1  305  815  EUA 
6  890  221  EUA 
New  sums  paid in concern 7 loan contracts signed to  a  total of 
76  729  624  EUA.  -
5·  Provision for assistance to  coke  and  coking coal  4  575  000  EUA 
In comparison with the previous year this provision increased by 
725  000  EUA  as a  result of the following movements: 
- provision at 31.12.1976  (for the year 1976) 
- payments  in 1977 
•  for the second half of 1976 
•  for the first half of 1977 
- commitment  for 1977 
B.  Other provisions 
3  165  000  EUA 
2 110  000  EUA 
3  850  000  EUA 
5  275  000  EUA 
6 000  000  EUA 
68  362  415  EUA 
1. Future  commitments  (44  121  877  EUA)  represent  a  reserve showing 
the total of decisions taken by  the  Institution alone which  is given 
nine months  in which to obtain the signatures of the other contracting 
parties in.relation to: 
- technical  and social research 
- interest reduction  (Article 54) 
- interest reduction (Article 56) 
15  510  832  EUA 
4  744  909  EUA 
23  866  136  EUA 
The  movements  leading to the build-up of the total amount  for future 
commitments  at 31.12.1977  (28  611  045  EUA)  for interest reductions 
are analysed in Table  22. - 23  -
2.  Miscellaneous  Provisions  (24  240  538  EUA)  (1)  consist of: 
- the provision for doubtful  debts  "borrowed  fnnds"  (1  58"8  538  EUA) 
refers to interest and  repayments  owing by two  undertakings which  had 
received loans out  of borrowed  funds  and to two  loan payments  in arrear 
(see  item VII.  B of the Assets); 
- the provision for depreciation of portfolio  (822  000  EUA) 
even though the difference between the  purchase price and the market 
value of the portfolio at  the date of the Balance Sheet  shows  an 
appreciation of 51  489  RUA; 
- a  provision for  economic  and budgetary risks of 3 830  000  EUA 
intended to  cover shortfalls in levy receipts; 
- a  provision for the 1978  budget  (18  000  000  EUA)  intended to 
aet  aside receipts  from  interest and  from  loans out  of own  funds  for 
application to budgetary expenditure in the  coming year. 
IV  - FORMER  PENSION  FUND  39  916  421  EUA 
The  variation in comparison with the total of this fund at  31  December 
1976  (39  204  526  EUA)  is explained by the attribution of interest paid 
on  loans made  out of the  fund  (686  603  EUA). 
V  - MISCELLANEOUS 
A.  Coupons  and bonds  payable 
146  355  499  EUA 
140  411  235  EUA 
This  item represents the debt  arising from  coupons  and  redeemable 
bonds  not yet  presented.  It corresponds under Assets  to  funds  deposited 
with banks to  enable them to meet  these claims. 
B.  Sundry creditors  (5  944  264  EUA)  comprises various debts arising 
from: 
- fines  in course of being recovered  (9  327  EUA) 
- sums  deducted  in 1977  for  insurance on  loans  granted to officials 
to finance their personal housing (14  777  EUA) 
- banking errors being corrected  (9  EUA) 
- sums  to be  repaid to the  Commission  of the European  Communities 
far payments  made  on behalf of the ECSC  for technical research 
(4  683  345  EUA) 
interest on  loans made  out  of borrowed  funds  paid in advance by 
the borrowers  (802  792  EUA) 
(1)  These  are really a  collection of funds  put  into  reserve.  They  are 
different  from  provisions for assistance,  where  a  contract has been 
signed,  and from  provisions for future  commitments,  where the  element 
of reserve is diminished by the fact  that  a  decision has  been taken 
and awaits agreement with the beneficiary.  In the  interests of clarity 
this difference should be made  apparent  in the Balance Sheet. - 24  -
- a~recoverable exchange difference of 29  139  EUA  arising from  the 
issue of a  loan of £5  550  000  out  of borrowed  funds  of 50  million 
FF,  an operation which carries an exchange  guarantee by the 
intermediary bank.  This  item also appears  in the Balance Sheet 
(see  item VII.  B of the Assets). 
- an  amount  still payable in respect  of aid to  coke  and  coking coal 
(254  491  EUA) 
- the provisional profit of 150  384  EUA  arising out of the sale of 
$2  000  000  of the ECSC  $  stock 77-79  with an undertaking to  buy 
it back at the  same  price in 1978. 
VI  - ACCRUED  LIABILITIES  128  950  122  EUA 
This  item records  interest  and  commission accrued but  not  yet  due 
at  31  December  1977. 
VII  - UNALLOCATED  BALANCE  85  592  EUA - 25  -
ANALYSIS  AND  COMMENTS  ON  THE REVENUE  AND  EXPENDITURE  ACCOUNT 
(MANAGEMENT  ACCOUNT) 
EXPENDITURE 
I  - SERVICE  OF  BORROWING  AND  GUARANTEES  312  228  992  EUA 
This  expenditure represents  interest due  on  borrowings  by the ECSC 
(298  603  376  EUA),  fees  to  custodians  and agent  banks  (2  881  324  EUA), 
miscellaneous  expenditure  (1  030  814  EUA)  and writing off issuing costs 
of borrowings  (9  713  478  EUA). 
Miscellaneous  expenditure  (1  030  814  EUA)  comprises): 
-the premium  on the 1977  repayment  instalment  (890  032  EUA) 
of a  ~ench borrowing  (12%  of the nominal  value). 
- direct  expenditure on printing,  publication,  stock exchange 
quotation and safekeeping fees  (107  727  EUA); 
-a loss  on the sale of ECSC  securities  (33  055  EUA). 
II - BUDGETARY  EXPENDITURE  95  385  421  EUA 
This heading covers  a  contribution to the administrative expenses 
of the  Communities,  expenditure on  research,  on  rehabilitation,  on 
aid to  coke and  coking coal  and  on  interest rate reductions  o.n  loans 
for structural reorganization loans  (Article  56  of the  Treaty)  and 
on  industrial loans  (Article 54  of the  Treaty). 
A.  - Administrative expenditure amounts  to 18  000  000  u.a. ·, 
(17  712  127.75·EUA).  It is an integral part  of the budget  of the 
single executive and represents the ECSC's  annual  contribution to 
the administrative expenses  of the  Commission  of the European 
Communities,  under Article 20,  paragraph  2  of the  Treaty which  merged 
the executives. 
P~ent of the contribution for 1977  was  made  in accordance with 
the  internal rules  for drawing up  and  executing the ECSC  operational 
budget,  which  have been in force  since 2 August  1976.  These  rules 
provide that  the  amount  to be  paid in the different  national  currencies 
for  each Budget  - u.a.  shall be proportional to the  amount  of those 
national  currencies  comprised  in the EUA. 
P~ents were made  in eight  currencies,  as  shown  in Table  23. - 26  -
B.  Expenditure on rehabilitation was  30  752  995  EUA. 
The  percentage breakdown by country is as  follows: 
Belgium 5.5%- Germany  17.5%- France 42.2%- Italy 0.1% 
- Netherlands 12.5% - United  Kingdom  22.2%. 
c.  Expenditure on research totalled 34  666  008  EUA  and breaks 
down  by sector as  follows: 
- technical research-iron ore 
- technical research-steel  industry 
- technical  research-coal 
- research on  industrial safety, 
health and medicine  (including 
related costs of dissemination 
and experts'  travelling (69  969  EUA) 
- expenditure on the dissemination of 
research findings 
•  Steel Research 
(including 18  429  EUA  as a 
contribution towards the  cost 
of filing and keeping patents) 
•  Coal  Research 
(including 19  903  EUA  towards  the 
cost of filing and keeping patents 
and adjusted by taking into account 
the receipt of 5 769  EUA  in royalties). 
913  615  EUA 
12  816  019  EUA 
13  112  512  EUA 
7 127  863  EUA 
646  534  EUA 
49  465  EUA 
D.  Assistance under Article  56  (3  368  483  EUA)  was  mainly 
(3  245  523  EUA)  made  to reduce  interest  on  loans  granted by the ECSC 
for  industrial structural organization,  while the rest  (122  960  EUA) 
was  paid to undertakings  to  reduce the interest  on  loans  from  other 
sources. 
Assistance granted to  reduce the interest on  loans under Article 54 
of the Treaty  (3  601  807  EUA)  was  to help finance  investment  meeting 
certain specific criteria in coal and steel undertakings.  The 
p~ents were related to loans  granted by the ECSC  itself. 
B.y  means  of this assistance the  Institution gives  a  temporary  (5  years) 
reduction of interest  on  the whole  or part of loans  out  of borrowed 
funds.  For the last 2  years the reduction has been of the order of 3 
percentage points.  Until  30  June 1976  the assistance took the form  of 
a  reduction in the contrp.ctual  interest rate.  In order to keep this 
separate  from  the loans and borrowings  service account,  the  Institution 
draws  the  cost of the assistance from  its own  funds  - thus making it 
budgetary assistance - and transfers it to the loan service account 
which is thus  credited with the full rate of interest.  For assistance 
granted from  1 July 1976  the beneficiaries pay interest at the full 
nominal  rate and the  Institution refunds  them the amount  of the 
assistance. - 27  -
Assistance towards  loans  from  other sources is drawn directly 
from  own  funds  and paid to the beneficiary. 
E.  Community  aid to  coal and  coking coal  (5  275  000  EUA) 
comprises  a  part of the Community  contribution for 1976 
(3  165  000  EUA)  and  for the first half-year of 1977 
(2  110  000 EUA)  on  the basis of Commission Decision 
287/73/ECSC. 
III - OTHER  EXPENDITURE  84  010  EUA 
Connected with the ECSC's  strictly financial activity this expenditure  comprises 
portfolio management  costs  (76  636  EUA),  sundry banking charges 
(5 062  EUA)  and  costs  connected with the Washington premises 
(2  312  EUA). 
IV - EXCESS  OF  INCOME  OVER  EXPENDITURE  38  264  704  EUA 
This balance was  allocated to various  provisions. - 28  -
REVENUE 
- SERVICE  OF  LOANS  AND  GUARANTEES  326  592  113  EUA 
A.  Income  from  the service of loans  from  borrowed  funds 
(326  498  993  EUA)  is made  up of interest on  loans granted by the ECSC 
(306  087  825  EUA),  interest credited to the  loan service account 
(10  307  934  EUA)  and miscellaneoua receipts  (10  103  234  EUA). 
l. The  first  item  (306  087  825  EUA)  is the total of interest 
due  for 1977  on  loans  from  borrowed  funds. 
2.  Interest credited to the  loan service account  (10  307  934  EUA) 
comprises  interest  (10  237  493  EUA)  on  borrowed  funds  not  yet  lent, 
calculated at the average yield on liquid assets,  and  the  proceeds 
(70  441  EUA)  from  a  variety of operations  connected with the deposit 
of funds,  by the loan service (transfer of borrowed  funds,  balances  on 
interest transactions,  bank deposits made  for the service of ECSC  coupons). 
3. Miscellaneous  receipts  (10  103  234  EUA)  are made  up  of: 
- assistance  p~ents to reduce the interest on  loans made  by the 
Institution under Articles  56  (2  930  749  EUA)  and  54  (3  180  066  EUA) 
of the Treaty.  These  payments  recoup  the loan service account  for 
the loss of income  arising from  the temporary reduction from  the full 
rate of interest  on these loans.  The  p~ents count  as budgetary 
expenditure in the same  way  as assistance applied to loans  from 
outside sources  and,  as  such,  appear in the  commentary  to  item II. D 
(expenditure);  the differences between the figures  quoted under this 
heading arise from  the application of the new  system of direct  refunds 
(see the above-mentioned  commentary); 
- a  profit  (2  960  403  EUA)  realized by the Institution on  the purchase 
and  cancellation of ECSC  bonds; 
- issue premiums  (980  836  EUA)  obtained on  2 loan stock issues in 
US$  and  one  in CAN$; 
- sundry receipts of 51  180  EUA  (tax refunds,  time-expired  coupons, 
adjustments  etc.). - 29  -
B.  Guarantee  fees  (93  120  EUA)  are what  is received by the 
Institution in return for guaranteeing loans  contracted by  Community 
undertakings. 
I I  - INCOME  FROM  THE  LEVY  86  840  594  EUA 
This  income  comprises  the· whole  of the amounts  declared for 1977, 
including those for December  1977  which  are payable in 1978. 
Table  24  gives  a  breakdown  by  country and  product  group of the levy 
declared and brought  to  account  in 1977  and the percentage for each 
country of the total and of each product  group. 
Table  25  shows  the changes  in the share of each  country in the  levy 
paid from  1976  to 1977. 
In its Decision 3115/76/ECSC  of 20  December  1976  the Institution 
kept  the rate of levy for 1977  at 0.29% of the average value per tonne 
of the different types of 'chargeable product.  There was  however  a 
change  in the method  of fixing these values. 
The  revision of average values  consists of a  new  scale for the amount 
of a  chargeable product which is deemed  to be  consumed  in the process 
of production of a  chargeable product;  the chargeable amount  of this 
latter product  is thus  reduced.  The  amounts  consumed  per tonne are 
fixed as  follows  for  each product: 
Products 
Brown  coal briquettes and 
semi-coke derived  from 
brown  coal. 
Hard  coal of all 
categories. 
Pig-iron other than that 
used for making ingots. 
Steel in ingots. 
Finished products of iron 
and steel. 
Amount  Consummed 
0.03  tonnes of brown  coal 
briquettes and semi-coke 
derived  from  brown  coal. 
0.14 tonnes  of hard coal. 
0.774 tonnes  of hard coal. 
0.450 tonnes of hard coal. 
1.262 tonnes  of steel - 30  -
The  rev~s~on of average values  (l) forming the basis for the  levy 
gives the following result  : 
Produ'Ct 
Brown  coal  and briquettes 
and  semi-coke derived  from 
brown  coal. 
Hard  coal  of all categories 
Pig-iron other than that 
used for making  ingots 
Steel  in ingots 
Finished products of iron 
and steel 
Average  value per tonne  in EUA 
20~97 
35.24 
148.06 
148.35 
247.25 
The  two  tables taken together give the following scales per tonne 
for 1977  (2) 
Briquettes 
Coal 
Pig-iron 
st·eel  ingots 
Finished Products 
0.06081 
0.10220 
0-35027 
0.38423 
0 .. 17409 
Although,  since the  coal  cr~s~s of 1958,  the proportion of the 
total levy contributed by the steel  industry increased annually for many 
years  compared with that of the  coal  industry,  this tendency has  been 
reversed recently.  This  phenomenon,  illustrated by the diagram  in 
~able 27,  is explained both by the difficult  economic  position of the 
steel industry and by the  energy crisis which has  encouraged the use 
of sources which,  like coal,  had been abandoned due to their excessive 
cost. 
In 1977  the downward  tendency of the proportion contributed by 
steel  (78.7%)  was  accentuated;  in fact  it showed  a  negative rate of 
growth  (-3.9%)  while that  of the  coal  industry i3.3%  increased by the same 
proportion.  The  same  result  is obtained by  examining absolute figures. - 31  -
The  decrease in levy receipts  from  the steel industry,  about 
9 million EUA,  was  partly offset by the  increase in receipts 
from  the coal  industry  (about  3  million EUA). 
(1)  An  operation carried out  annually since 1.1.1973 
(Decision 2691/72  of 18.12.1972) 
O.J.  L 286  of 23.12.1972. 
(2)  C.f.  also  Table  26  setting out,  by  category of chargeable 
product,  the  changes  since 1953  in the rates of levy 
and  in the scale of net  levy per tonne. - 32  -
Table  28  shows  the  changes  in the proportion of total receipts  from 
the levy,  from  the  inception of the ECSC  up to  1977  accounted for 
by the four  categories of chargeable iron and  steel product.  The 
proportion for  each  product  is expressed as  a  percentage for each 
year,  the total receipts of levy on  iron and  steel being equal to 
100%.  It should be borne in mind  that  from  1 Januar.y 1976,  when 
a  single category was  created for all steels,  the table shows  only 
3  categories. 
III - OTHER  INCOME  32  530  420  EUA 
This  heading covers interest  from  bank deposits and portfolio 
(30  430  795  EUA),  interest  on  loans  out  of own  funds  (2  011  932  EUA), 
fines  and surcharges  (8  109  EUA),  miscellaneous  income  (36  398  EUA) 
and the net  effect of adapting transactions to the  currency equivalents 
of the EUA  (43  186  EUA). 
A.  Income  from  bank deposits  and  portfolio was  30  430  795  EUA. 
The  overall average annual yield (l)  on  funds  managed  by the ECSC 
was  8.38%  (against  7·95%  for 1976). 
Table  29  gives a  breakdown by country of the  income  for 1977  from 
the ECSC's  investments.  This  includes  income  from  bank deposits 
and portfolio securities and the profit or loss  from  the redemption 
or sale of bonds  held by the institution. 
In the case of revenue  from  the bank accounts  and  investments of 
the ECSC  it should be noted that: 
- interest  comprises  receipts in 1977  (less interest accrued at 
31  December  1976)  plus the accrued total pro rata at  31  December  1977; 
- the  income  shown  in Table  29  is gross  income.  Costs  incurred in the 
ECSC's  bank operations and the constitution and management  of its 
portfolio (particularly in buying and selling securities)  are 
accounted for under the heading "financial. costs". 
(1)  Based  on the relationship between interest generated by 
non-borrowed  funds  and the arithmetical  average of the 
ECSC 1s  financial  assets during the year. - 33  -
B.  Interest  on  loans out  of own  funds,  which are generally 
made  at a  very low  rate of interest  (1%)  for a  rather long term, 
amounted  to  2  011  932  EUA. 
C.  Surcharges  ( 6 434  EUA)  come  from  eight  cases and  fines 
(1  675  EUA)  from  three other cases; 
D.  Miscellaneous  income  (36  398  EUA)  comprises the amount 
received as  rent  for the premises  in Washington  (36  318  EUA)  and 
the proceeds of sundry transact  ions  ( 80  EUA).  · 
E.  Exchange  adjustments  (43  186  EUA)  represent  the net  effect 
of adapting transactions to the end-year currency equivalents of 
the EUA. - 35  -
CRITICAL  PART 
COMMENTS - 37  -
l.  THE  LEVY 
In the 1976  Report  (No.  36)  it was  pointed out  that  in the 
absence of any indication of the date of payment  by the undertaking, 
it had been impossible to  check that the amount  collected in currency 
was  correct. 
A solution was  found to this problem for 1977.  It will be 
recalled that,  although calculated in EUA,  the  levy is received in 
national  currency at the rate of the day before the date of payment 
(Article 3 of Decision 3289/75/ECSC  of 18  December  1975). 
A large number  of undertakings  send a  copy  of their bank transfer to 
the Institution,  at  the time of each payment,  this being the  only means 
of knowing the actual date of the payment. 
1.2.  As  is known,  income  from  the  leV,y  may,  under the specific and 
restrictive terms  of the Treaty of Paris  (Article 50),  only be 
applied: 
- to administrative expenses  under Article 78, 
- to assistance to rehabilitation under Article 56, 
- to assistance to technical  and  economic  research under Article 55, 
paragraph 2, 
- should the  case arise and only after calling on  reserves,  to a  deficit 
in the  loan service account  or a  call on the  Institution as  guarantor 
of outside loans raised by undertakings. 
Funds  applied during the year to  purposes which  may  not  be  charged to 
the levy were  compared with the total of other  income  received in the year. 
The  considerable difference,  as  appears  in the table below,  makes  it 
possible to  confirm that  expenditure for these purposes  has  not  been 
charged to the levy. 
Expenditure  Receipts 
(other than loan service)  (other than loan service) 
EUA  EUA 
Interest reduction,  Art.  54  1 305  815  Interest on deposits  30  430  795 
and portfolio 
Interest  reduction,  Art.  56  2 680  513 
Future  commitments 
(for interest  r~duction)  18  889  026  Fines  and  surcharges  8 109 
Other expenditure  84  010  Interest  on  own  funds  2 011  932 
22  959  364  32  450  836 - 38  -
1.3.  The  Institution considered that,  by reason of the deterior-
ation of market  conditions,  the interval between the production of 
chargeable products and the receipt  of the proceeds of sale was  two 
good  months  in most  current  circumstances.  It therefore decided  (1) 
to  extend the date for payment  of levy on  coal and steel to the  25th of 
the second month  after the  ~onth of production. 
This decision explains the reduction in cases  in arrear or subject 
to proceedings  (see analysis of the Balance Sheet,  Asset,  item VII.  A.). 
Moreover,  the Institution collected during 1977  8  109  EUA  in penalties 
for late payment  from  three undertakings  by  sending a  simple demand 
without having recourse to a  formal  notice under Article 36  of the 
Treaty. 
The  Institution made  individual decisions  constituting writs of execution 
under Article 92  of the Treaty against  two  steel undertakings which  had 
not  paid the levy due  in spite of having received formal  notices. 
Two  fines were  imposed  under Article 47  of the ECSC  Treaty on  an  under-
taking which had been subjected to two  inspections in 1977  and  one  in 
1978. 
Sums  demanded  as  surcharges  and  fines are recorded separately and  only 
brought  to  account  as  receipts when  they are received. 
1.4.  The  Court  addressed itself to the procedures  for  ensuring full 
collection of the  levy. 
In the nine Member  States the  Institution's list shows  430  undertakings 
covering 584  plants divided between 47  collieries and  537  iron and steel 
works. 
This list should be kept  continuously up  to date.  It is possible,  as 
pointed out  in previous  reports,  that  certain small United Kingdom 
collieries and steel-works  not  part of the British Steel  Corporation 
or the National  Coal  Board  and not  belonging to a  national association 
might  not  yet have been included  in the list. 
(1) Decision 1968/77/ECSC of 22.7.1977, 
O.J.L  187  of 27.7.77. - 39  -
OVERALL  COMPARISON  OF  FIVE  CATEGORIES  OF  PRODUCTION  DECLARED  AND  PAID  ON  UNDER  THE  LEVY 
WITH  THE  FIGURES  OF  THE  STATISTICAL  OFFICE  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES  FOR  1976  (tonnages). 
Category of chargeable 
products 
HARD  COAL 
BROWN  COAL  BRIQUETTES 
PIG  IRON 
STEEL  IN  INGOTS 
FINISHED  PRODUCTS 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
Production according to 
SOEC  statistics (  in 
thousand tonnes) 
247. 695 
34. 677  (14%  for  in-i>lant 
consumption) 
4·390 
132  (3%  for  in-plant 
consumption) 
4.644 broken down  into: 
phosphorus  -386 
non-phosphorus  3723 
spiegel  and 
ferromanganese  888 
special  pig-
irons  300 
134·  034 
1.788  (liquid steels for 
casting) 
132.246 
97.217 
160  (for cold rolled 
sheets over  3rnm) 
Production declared and 
paid on under ECSC  levy 
(  in thousand tonnes) 
192. 343 
+  8.~99 (for stocks of 
coal  granted 
temporary 
"defe:J:IIlent  of 
paymenti•) 
201.242 
5.326 
132.345 
96·950 
Remarks 
Our figure 11.7761000  tonnes 
lower for production declared for 
the  levy,  particularly in respect 
of non-chargeable declarations for 
-18%  flat-rate reductions 
on  production by  enterprises 
which  have  no  washing plant  of 
their own 
- production by enterprises 
falling below the monthly 
declarable minimum  of 100  EUA. 
Our  figure  26.000  tonnes higher 
for production declared for the 
levy. 
Our  figure  91.000  tonnes higher 
for production declared for the 
levy despite the fact  that: 
(a)  ferromanganese  containing 
more  than  30%  managanese  is not 
subject  to the  levy 
(?~rlon-integrated small  and 
medium-sized  foundries  pBoducing 
their pig-iron in cupola furnaces 
are exempt  from the levy. 
Our  figure  99.000  tonnes  higher 
for production declared for the 
levy. 
Our  figure 107.000 tonnes  lower 
for production declared for the 
levy,  in respect  of tonnage of 
tube  rounds  and squares 
produced by  continuous  casting 
included-in the official statist-
ics but  not,  as  finished products, 
declared for the  levy. - 40  -
In conjunction with the responsible officials of the Levy  Office 
the  Court  compared the tonnages declared and paid on under  levy in 
1976  with the production figures  collected by the Statistical Office 
of the European  Communities  for the same  year.  This  comparison -
which  clearly can only be done  a  year in arrear - covered  five 
categories of chargeable product which  lend themselves to  comparison 
using the necessary adjustments. 
For hard coal there is a  considerable difference  (11  776  000)  between 
production declared for levy and that  reported by the Statistical Office. 
Accorindg to  information provided by the Insittution this difference  can 
be explained by the difference between the returns. 
Production declared for levy is expressed in tonnes  of product  while 
that declared for statistical purposes  is expressed in tonnes  of coal-
equivalent. 
Unlike other adjustments which  can be worked  out  mathematically this 
explanation can only provide an approximation giving no  certainty. 
For this reason the comparative table below summarizing these results 
cannot,  as  in the past,  give a  reasonable assurance that  collection 
of the levy is complete. 
1.5.  Ten  audit visits by the  inspectorate were  carried out  in 1977 
(against  29  in 1976)  on undertakings subject  to the  levy  (3  in FR 
Germany,  l  in France,  5 in Italy,  and  1  in the United Kingdom). 
At  23  Januar.y 1978  the reports  on all of these audits had been 
submitted.  They  have all been worked  on by the responsible staff of 
the Institution but  not all have been closed. 
An  examination of the reports  shows  that  4 called for no  special 
observations and that  6  called for observations or supplementary 
declarations but  have  been settled. 
Correcting p~ments of levy on  products  in pig-iron and rolled steel 
cover a  total of 161  028  tonnes,  most  of which  refers to one  under-
taking.  This  undertaking has been engaged  in the production of rolled 
steel since 1972  and put  an electric furnace  into production  in 1975. 
The  ECSC  did not  list the undertaking until 1977.  It h_. never declared 
its production:  a  fact which the management  explained by stating that it 
had not  known  of even the existence of the ECSC.  In this case the 
correcting p~ents of compulsory levy relate to  98  400  tonnes  of rolled 
steel for the period from  1972  to 31.5.1977  and  61  611  tonnes  of production 
from  the furnace between 1975  and 31.5.77.  The  undertaking has  promised 
for the future to keep its records  in accordance with the ECSC  requiremnets 
and to send regular statements. - 41  -
In another case it was  necessary i;o  carry out  two  audits of the same 
undertaking which had  owed  the levy since September 1976.  By  an 
individual decision in 1977  its total debt  (principal  and penalties) 
was  set at 32  272  EUA._ 
In yet  another  case defects in the undertaking's  records made  it 
difficult to  come  to  a  conclusion about  its actual production. 
The  audit  reports  show  that  a  large part of the differences between 
quantities declared for levy and  actual  production is traceable to  a 
lack of information in the undertaking about  which  products are subject 
to levy.  As  previous  reports have  pointed out,  the audit  function should 
be  extended  and made  more  systematic not  only to protect  the  revenue 
of the  Community  but  also to raise the level of information in the 
chargeable undertakings. 
Adequate measures  should also be  adopted to  complete the list of 
chargeable undertakings;  the above-mentioned  case of an undertaking 
which started to  pay the debt  5 years after the due  date only because 
of the chance discovery of its business  says  a  great deal  in this 
respect  and  cannot  be  an isolated case. 
Finally the concern expressed at the statistics brought  together in 
the  comparative table commented  on above  confirms  the need  for an 
enquir.y  into those enterprises ljable to  levy and the accuracy of their 
statements. - 42  -
2.  REHABILITATION 
This  chapter is concerned mainly with analysing reports of the 
management  services of the Commission. 
2.1.  The  services of the  Commission,  {the Institution)  forwarded the 
reports on  9 audits carried out  in 1977:  4  in France,  1  in Belgium, 
2  in England and  2  in the Nether  lands. 
2.1.1.  In France the inspections took place at the office of Labour 
and Manpower  in the department  of Bouches-du-Rh6ne  and  at collieries in 
the Loire,  Provence  and Aquitaine coal-fields. 
The  reports enable the following to be  established: 
2.1.1.1.  The  claims  for refund sent to the  Commission  are supported by 
computer-produced statements.  The  audits - carried out by checking a 
sample of individual cases - were  therefore directed to reconciling 
the claims for refund with the documents  established at the start of 
each computer processing.  A number  of mistakes were  found  either in 
the data  themselves - causing recipients of ECSC  assistance to be 
wrongly classified - or infeeding the  dat~ to the  comput,r. 
It was  also noted that the multiplicity of factors  making up  eligible 
expenditure  (basic salaries,  premiums,  travelling costs etc.) inevitably 
leads to the need for t'requent  corrections. 
2.1.1.2.  These  on-the-spot audtis were also directed to the state of 
progress of certain ECSC  assistance operations and discovered discrepancies 
of delays  caused: 
- by difficulty in obtaining from  the appropriate authorities - at the 
stage of calculating the allowances - the value of the fixed parameters 
to put  into the computer  programmes  (Aquitaine) 
- by incomplete up-dating of these parameters  and of their values,  which 
entailed subsequent  corrections  {Loire,  Aquitaine) 
- by an error on the part of the office of the department  in the issue of 
ECSC  cards for a  group of employees  in one  undertaking,  which  caused 
a  certain del~ in ·processing the ECSC  assistance which  had actually been 
paid to this group of employees  (Bouches-du-RhO'ne). - 43  -
The  occasion was  taken to draw  tb.e  attention of Charbonnages  de France 
to a  Change  of procedure which  slowed  down  accounting audits:  in 
Houilleres des  Bassins de la Loire et d'Aquitaine the actual extent to 
which a  retirement  is premature no  longer appears  in the refund statement. 
It is therefore necessary to calculate the period from  the date of birth 
and the date of premature retirement. 
2.1.2.  In Belgium the Institution concentrated mainly on testing a 
new  computer programme  which will make  it possible to detect  cases 
where  a  worker,  having received a  premium  on  leaving a  coal-mining 
job,  is employed  by another undertaking in the same  industry. 
2.1.3.  In the Netherlands the audits were  carried out  at the headquarters 
of the Administratiekantoor Zuid - Limburg  and of the employment  directorate. 
They  concentrated on  assistance granted at different times and  consisted of: 
overall checks  on the expenditure declared and audit  of it, by comparing 
the amounts  declared each month  with the computer  statements 
- checks  on individual  oases,  either completely or by sample,  in order 
to back up  the overall  checks  on expenditure. 
- examination of financial  reports. 
Once  again there were  considerable delays in forwarding by the national 
authorities to the Commission  of a  number  of claims for refund.  This 
makes  checking more  difficult on  account  of variations in social regulations. 
On  this subject it m~  be mentioned that the Institution refused to 
entertain a  claim for incentive or loss of wages  allowances  for the 
period 10.2.67 to  25.4.1968  in view of the delay in presenting it and 
of the claimant's inability to produce supporting vouchers. 
2.1.4.  In the United Kingdom  one  inspection took place at a  nationalized 
undertaking and the other at a  private firm.  Nothing wrong was  found. 
2.2.  The  audit reports  forwarded to it have  enabled the Court  to draw 
the following conclusions,  some  of which  appeared in earlier reports. 
2.2.1.  The  quality and  extent of the internal audit: 
- Internal audit by the Institution is not  frequent  enough;  it is only 
sporadic although assistance is growing in volume,· reaching some  52 - 44  -
million EUA  over the last two  years  and,  in the  past year,  represented 
the allocation of 35.4%  of income  from  levy. 
- The  audits  carried out  were  confined to book-keeping matters;  only too 
often this limitation and the brief time  allowed do  not  lead to anything 
more  than a  simple statement that  "no  irregularity was  found". 
Over  and  above book-keeping matters it would  be desirable to  examine 
the efficiency and  effectiveness of the assistance. 
To  this end: 
Research would  seem  indicated into the social  impact  of the 
assistance taking account  of the situation of a  group of 
undertakings whose  labour requirements might  be  related. 
Greater  importance should be  attached to the  economic 
application of rehabilitation operations in view of rapid  changes 
in the  economic  climate. 
It is esaential to  examine the results of the rehabilitation 
which  has  been financed,  in particular whether workers who 
have taken part  in training periods have  found  new  jobs  and 
how  far the recipients of assistance have  been re-employed 
in undertakings which have undergone  conversion etc. 
- Without  changing the present  conception of the  internal audit 
It ahould be  improved  and applied to further matters.  In this 
connection: 
it should be verified that the recipents are in fact  qualified 
under the  conditions  for the granting of assistance. 
the checking of procedures used  should be more  coherent  since 
examination of the  computer  procedures  in Member  States has 
shown  that they are not  immune  from  error in the supply of 
data,  in up-dating fixed  parameters or even in the design of 
programme  which might  not  take care of particular cases. 
2.2.2.  Technique  for drawing up  reports: 
- They  give little information on the scope of sampling in relation 
to the number  of documents  examined,  the  amounts  involved or the 
sa.mpl ing technique used. 
- Sometimes  they do  not  even  indicate the nature of the transactions 
being examined,  the  Commission decision concerned or even the 
total amount  of assistance given.  It is therefore impossible to 
know  the relative importance of the assistance being audited. - 45  -
3.  TECHNICAL  AND  SOCIAL  RESEARCH 
3.1.  Examination of new  contracts and  riders 
Our examination of these contracts and riders leads to the following 
comments. 
3.1.1.  There are still very long time-lags between decisions and the 
signature of contracts.  Moreover  the majority of contracts are signed 
after the date for the beginning of the work.  This situation,  as in the 
past,  gives rise to anomalies which  go  as far as  providing in the contract 
for a  commencement  date several months  earlier not  only than the date of 
contract but  even of the decision authorizing it. 
We  have been told that this practice is explained mainly by the time 
taken to translate and present the preliminary doc:uments  in 6  languages. 
This is however  not valid for riders which nearly always do  no  more  than 
extend the period of the research.  There is generally a  period of three 
or four months  between the recipient's request  for an extension and the 
signature of the rider.  It even happens  that the body  concerned 
continues the work beyond the expiration date of the contract without 
authorization:  the Institution is then obliged to draw up  an extenSion 
contract with retrospective effect. 
3.1.2.  Although riders are almost  exclusively concerned with extending 
the period of the research,  in some  cases they provide for a  reallocation 
of expenditure. 
The  Court  considers that when  there is a  fundamental  change of subject 
in a  research project the rider should also  include amendment  of Annex  I 
of the contract  (purpose and structure of the research). - 46  -
A research contract designed to develop an effective method  of 
combatting dust  in mines,  signed in.l965 for an initial period of 
two  years,  was  extended to  31  December  1974 by four successive 
riders.  The  original contract  covered trials of a  drilling 
machine  of a  particular type.  The  trials having proved unsuccessful, 
the recipient,  arguing that  funds  were still available,  turned his 
efforts to other types of boring machine,  the last one  of which was  the 
subject  of another ECSC  grant under the  programme  on mechanised gallery 
excavation.  The  extension riders  mad~ no  reference,  as they could have 
done,  to the description of the structure of the research.  The 
Institution points out  that at the time the original  contract was 
signed there was  no  provision for a  technical  annex and therefore 
the riders did not  need to refer to it. 
3.1.3.  Research  contracts  contain only rarely a  quantitative 
statement of the work.  Under the  programme  "Chronic respiratory 
complaints",  the recipient of a  grant stated in his application 
that he  intended to  examine  1  500  sufferers.  Annex  I  to the  contract 
does  contain the structure of the research but  makes  no  mention of this 
quantitative factor. 
3.1.4.  It should be  noted that the "Internal Rules  on the Drawing up 
and  Implementation of the Operational  Budget"  provide  in Article  28: 
"••••••••  expenditure to be taken into account  may  not  have been 
effectively incurred before the date of decision to  put  money  in 
provision,  in the  case of new  research projects •••••••••  ". 
The  Institution deduces  from this,  reasoning a  contrario,  that 
expenditure is allowable if it is incurred after the decision but 
before the signature of the contract. 
The  Court  considers that,  in any  case,  payments  should have  a 
legal basis and that any which relate to matters prior to the 
signature of the contract  should be  covered by a  retrospective 
clause.  It is important that  the principle that any financial 
obligation should derive from  a  contract between the parties 
be strictly observed  ;  the  Institution should ensure the contracts 
are signed before the work begins,  departures  from  this rule being 
allowed only exceptionally and for as brief a  period as  possible. - 47  -
3.2.  Examination of the register 
The  register started by the Institution in 1973  makes  it possible to 
analyse the rate of execution of research projects. 
3.  2 .1.  . It was  ascertained that  in the  coal sector the  closing 
date for  28  research contracts fell  in the period 1  July 1976  to 
30  June 1977.  They  have all -with three exceptions  ~been 
subjected to the final financial  examination.  In two  cases not  yet 
closed the recipient has sent  in his final scientific report  and they 
may  be expected to be  closed soon.  Five of the  cases  examined  had 
closing dates before 1 July 1976. 
3.2.2.  In the steel sector 81  research contracts reached their 
closing dates  in the period l  July 1976  to  30  June  1977.  56  of them 
have been subjected to the final  financial  examination. 
The  number  of cases  closed in 1977  was  101,  of which  19  go  back to 
before 30  June 1976. 
It should be  pointed out,  however,  that  25  recipients have still to 
send in either the final  financial  report  or the scientific report. 
3.2.3.  In the industrial safety health and medicine sector 
the analysis shows  that 62  research cases  not  yet  closed had 
closing dates of 30  June  1977  or earlier,  of which  12  were before 
30  June 1976.  Of  the  62  research  cases  not  closed,  12  cases are 
in order as to submission of the financial  and scientific reports 
and  22  have been subjected to a  final or interim financial  examination 
on the spot. 
3.3.  Examination of closed cases: 
The  Institution sent 174  cases to the Court  for examination,  against 
64  in 1976. 
Examination of the files leads to the following  comments  on  a  number 
of aspects of the management  of  the Institution. 
3.3.1.  Progre~s on  closing cases 
Closing operations have  shown  a  definite effort  to  speed up  the work 
and the production of files. 
3.3.2.  Residual value of equipment 
It is known  that generally the residual value of equipment  bought  by 
the recipient is deducted  from  the grant when  the final account  is 
drawn up. - 48  -
It was  suggested that a  rate of depreciation should be laid 
down  at the time of the contract according to the nature of the 
equipment  and to the possibility of its subsequent  use,  but 
the Institution thought it better not  to bind·.its hands  from 
the outset and  preferred a  case-by-case estimation of residual 
values. 
Although it is perhaps difficult to generalize a  priori about 
a  system for determining residual values,  the Court  considers 
that there is a  great deal of room  for  improvement  in what  now 
appears to be a  discussion without  any real basis.  Tb  this 
effect the technical officer responsible could often give 
authoritative support  to his colleagues  charged with settling 
the financial account. 
3.3.2.1.'"  For a  research project started in 1970  on  the automation 
of continuous rolling mills,  the beneficiary acquired a  digital 
calculator costing BF  1 ·416  042  of which  BF  570  000  was  for 
peripheral equipment.  To  this must  be added  BF  15  386  990  for 
installation costs,  site preparation and wiring. 
At  the final settlement in 1976  the beneficiary and the Institution 
agreed a  residual value of BF  1  500  000  on the grounds  of technical 
advances  in this field since the start of the work.  The  Institution 
states that  in determining the residual value only the peripherals 
and site preparation were taken into account. 
Although  considerable advances  have  been made  in electronics, 
especially in minaturisation and the reduced  cost of equipment, 
it should be borne in mind  that equipment  bough~ for research in 
the industrial field  can either be used for later research projects 
or integrated into the manufacturing process.  Reduction of sale 
value should not  be  the only criterion for determining depreciation. 
3. ).2.2.  For a  research project in welding the beneficiary 
constructed an apparatus  for causing and  measuring fatigue.  The 
apparatus was  regarded as having no  residual value at  the  end  of 
the research without  regard to its components,  which  included several 
measuring instruments.  According to the  information we  have  received 
it was  a  prototype for which the recipient had no  further use after 
the  end  of the contract. 
3.3.2.3.  For a  research project  into precipitation phenomena  under 
a  global  programme  "physics of metals",  the recipient  (an institute 
specializing in metallurgical research)  brought  into account  equipment 
at a  cost of DM  122  651.56. 
The  residual value set  (and accepted without  modification by the 
Institution) was  DM  14 072.83. 
The  purchases  included pumps,  regulating and  measuring instruments 
and  even a  pocket  calculator,  which was  considered to have  no 
residual value. - 49  -
3.3.2.4.  The  recipient  of a  grant  for  a  study of the 
cross-section of hot-rolled wire bought  4 measuring instruments 
3 months  before the  end  of his work. 
The  Institution made  a  heavy reduction for this equipment. 
Questions  could be  asked however,  about  the technical  progress of 
a  research project  into measurements  lasting 2  years  for which 
equipment  was  bought  in the last months  of the  contract  period. 
We  noted that the recipient  emphasized the need  for this equipment. 
in order  to  complete the work. 
3.3.2.5.  For a  research project  into the automation of 
blast-furnaces the value of the  equipment  was  carried over to 
another project undertaken by the  same  recipient. 
It is to be  noted that at  the  final  financial  inspection on 
the spot  no  representative of the technical Directorate-General 
accompanied the representative of the Directorate-General  for 
Budgets,  who  would  have  had difficulty in setting a  residual 
value. - 50  -
Adivisability of Riders 
The  signature of a  rider has  no  real meaning unless it is done  in 
time.  In this respect  we  note that  a  project  on  the  '~ffect of 
Dust  on  Chronic Respiratory Complaints"  should have been finished 
on 30.6.1974. 
A rider was  signed on  24.7.1975  extending the date to  30.10.1975. 
According to  indications on the file,  the final scientific report was 
sent  in on  29.4.1975,  which date should be  considered as bringing 
an end to the work  and,  as  a  consequence,  to the  contract. 
Furthermore an apparatus acquired on  4.1.1971  (the date of the 
suppliers'  invoice)  and paid for by the reciepient  on  5.12.1971 
was  charged to research funds. 
The  Court  considers that  in such a  case it is the date of the  invoice, 
not  the date of the paymenttwhich determines  the date of acquisition. 
As  this was  before the period of the  contract the expenditure should 
have  been struck out  of the account. 
The  Institution states that the apparatus was  delivered on trial and 
that  payment  did not  take place until after a  trial period. 
Exceeding of estimates 
Where  the original  estimate has been exceeded by  any significant 
amount,there should always  be  a  clear explanation. 
3.3.4.1.  The  file on  a  research project  into distortions in 
underground workings  shows  in the  final  account  personnel  costs of 
BF  7.6 million whereas the estimate was  BF  3.6.million. 
In the same  project  50%  of the remuneration of a  member  of the 
management  was  allocated to the research.  Such  a  high proportion 
also deserves  some  explanation in the file. 
3.3.4.2.  ·Another file on  research  into the application of soil 
mechanics  shows  total expenditure as  much  as  4  times the original 
estimates.  When  the  Commission  asked  for  explanations the recipient 
gave  only general replies which did not  justify the  excess. 
The  Institution is of the opinion that the nature of the research 
in question did not  lend itself to accurate  estimating. - 51  -
Delays  in completing work 
The  Court  has discovered several  cases where  considerable 
delays  oocurred,very often without  any satisfactory explanation 
on the file. 
3.3.5.1.  The  same  observation can be  made  about  a  project  on 
dust  in mines.  The  work was  to be  completed by 31.12.1975.  It 
was  not  until 3.3.1976  that the recipient  informed the  Institution 
of his  intention to abandon the research.  This  information did not 
.cause any  immediate reaction by the  Institution;  it did,  however, 
come  to the  conclusion on 28.4.1977  that the recipient  should refund 
the whole of the amounts  paid together with interest on the bank 
account  opened  for the purpose of the project.  A claim for  repayment 
has been sent to the recipient. 
3.3.5.2.  A project  on  the structure,  heterogeneity and  inclusions 
in ingots  should have been completed on 30.9.1976  but was  not  until 
the  28.11.1977. 
No  note on the file - meanwhile  closed - explains this delay. 
3.3.6.  Delays  in terminating projects 
3.3.6.1.  Delays  in closing the file were  in general-due to 
misunderstandings between the scientists in charge  of the  research 
itself and their controlling body. 
The  following examples  may  be cited: 
Four research contracts signed with the same  hospital  complex  under 
the  programme  "Traumatology and rehabilitation",  with a  closing 
date of 31.12.1971,  had not  yet  been  c~osed in 1977.  No  extending 
rider had been signed. 
A research project under the  programme  "Chronic Respiratory Complaints" 
was  to have  been finished by  31.1.1976. 
On  11.6.1975 the recipient  reported that  the work had stopped and 
asked the Institution to  close the accounts.  They  were  no~·,olos-ed 
until 24.1.1977,  when  a  fund  of FF  74  075.72  which had been kept  in 
reserve  could finally be extinguished. 
Similar occurances  have  been noted before (l). 
To  avoid this,  contracts signed with scientific bodies  should 
contain clauses more  effectively protecting the  Institution 
against  the prejudicial effects of serious delays  in the 
submission of scientific reports and financial  accounts. - 52  -
3.3.6.2.  Over the total of the three research sectors 
- coal,  steel and  industrial safety, health  ~d  medicine  - the 
Court  has  attempted  a  quantitative assessment  of the  consequences  of 
settlement delays  in terms  of the amounts  kept  in reserve. 
The  Court  has  taken into  consideration in this assessment  the  amounts 
paid in final  settlement,  interest  on  bank  accounts held by recipients 
for thnir research and the  cancellation of reserve  funds. 
We  have  counted as delayed in settlement  only cases  cleared up more 
than a  year after the on-the-spot  inspection or the receipt of the 
final technical report  and  the final  payment. 
Delays  in settlement have  been weighted according to the amounts 
kept  in reserve.  On  this basis we  estimate that  some  8oo·ooo  EUA 
have been kept  in reserve for nearly  20  months  after the  end of the 
administrative procedures  represented by the on-the-spot  examination 
of the reoipient's accounts. 
Setting of interest 
3.3.7.1.  The  Court  is unable to  form  an opinion on the 
yield from  bank accounts  as the files do  not  show  the rates of 
interest. 
3.3.7.2.  The  Institution met  difficulty in establishing the 
interest  earned on an account  with the national bank of a  Member  State 
and  credited with all assistance granted to a  nationalized undertaking. 
Negotiations  for a  settlement of this question led to the  cessation of 
advance  payments;  the Institution now  pays  its contribution only after 
the recipient has  incurred the expenditure. 
3.3.8.  Payments  and advances 
3.3.8.1.  The  files passed to the  Court  show  a  total of 130  000 
EUA  for interest obtained by the recipients and deducted by the  . 
Institution from  its contribution.  Although this deduction reduces 
the  Community's  expenditure it does  indicate that advances  are paid· 
out  much  faster than they are used. 
The  conclusion can be drawn that  the  Institution should follow more 
closely the rate at which its funds  are used,  since the receipt  of a 
large sum  in interest means  delays  in the work  compared with the 
programmes  in the  contract. 
3.3.8.2.  On  occasions the first  payment  by the  Institution, 
made  immediately after signature of  the  contract,  is too  large or 
even premature. - 53  -
The  example may  be cited of interest  earned on  the bank  account 
of a  recipient of assistance for research in the field of indus-
trialized building. 
Interest of LF 100  814  was  earned on  the bank account  credited with 
assistance of LF  4 800  000.  Although the research was  originally 
estimated to take two  years,  capital expenditure was  not  expected 
until near the  end of the work.  The  first  advance,  in accordance 
with the terms  of the contract,  was  LF  2 500  000  - more  than  50%  of the 
total assistance. 
Checking by the  Institution 
In the course of a  contract the Institution frequently undertakes 
an  interim inspection which  proves  very usefUl,  while no  substitute 
for the examination which  should take place at the  end  of the work. 
The  Court  considers that whenever  possible the final  examination should 
be done  by the same  team  as did the interim inspection. 
3.3.9.1.  One  project  in the field of blast-furnaces was  subjected 
to an interim inspection in the course of the  contract.  At  that time 
a  total expenditure of FF  305  248  50  was  applied to the research.  The 
file was  closed at the  end  of the work  without  any further inspection 
on the spot  although the recipient had applied a  further FF 240  854.49, 
representing 46%  of his original  estimate. 
3.3.9.2.  An  interim inspection on the spot  should not  dispense with 
the need for a  final  examination except  in extreme  cases. 
A research project  on  the  consumption of oxygen  and  cardiac metabolism 
under the programme  "Chronic Respiratory Complaints" was  inspected on 
20.12.74 while the work was  still in progress.  A rider was  signed on 
24.7.75  extending the life of the contract to 31.12.75  and  amending 
the  estimated allocation of expenditure.  No  other inspection visit was 
made. - 54  -
4.  INTEREST  REDUCTIONS  ON  LOANS  FOR  INDUSTRIAL  STRUCTURAL  REORGANIZATION 
(Art  ~  56)  AND  INDUSTRIAL  LOANS  (Art •  54) 
4.1.  Three  new  decisions to  grant  interest reductions were 
based on the new  criteria introduced  in  197';  (l);  one  concerns  a 
loan under Article 54  and two  concern loans  under Article 56. 
4.2~  The  two  decisions mentioned  above,  to  grant  interest 
reductions according to the new  criteria for Article 56,  related 
to  instalments of two  loans under Article  54  advanced  in 1975 
and 1976  respectively,  thus  confusing the scope of Articles  54  and 
56. 
This procedure amounts  to  considering that any restructuring 
operation under Article 54  is an "internal" restructuring(and that 
"jobs preserved" is the same  as "jobs  created"),  even if the final 
result  is a  loss of jobs.  This  interpretation entails the grant, 
under Article 56,  of interest reductions  on ECSC  loans to:.the steel 
industry even though they could and should have been made  under 
Article 54,  on which the  loans themsleves  were  founded. 
In order to respect  the necessary distinction between the fields  in 
which Articles  54  and  56  of the  Treaty are applied - for which the 
Institution has  established different criteria for  granting interest 
reductions  - loans under Article 56  should be  limited to  investments 
which entail  changes  in the nature of the undertaking's activity 
whether into  a  steel activity or not.  In other words  the  change  should 
go  beyond  a  mere restructuring having the  effect  of reducing costs 
or increasing productivity - these grounds  being confined by the 
Treaty to action under Article 54· 
(l)  See OJ  .C  174  of 22.7.1977  for Article 54. 
See OJ  C 178  of 27.7.1977  for Article 56. - 55  -
4.3.  The  restatement of the criteria for granting interest 
reductions  on  loans under Articles  54  and  56  represents a 
considerable step in the elaboration of a  loans policy. 
- Fbr Article 54  the new  criteria are intended to stimulate 
investments which show  the greatest promise of restructuring 
the steel industry of the  Community  and re-establishing its 
long-term competitiveness.  These  new  criteria,  by going 
to the root of the steel crisis,  do  more  than complement  the 
criteria adopted in 1970  (1)  and modified in 1974  (2). 
- For loans under Article  56  it must  be stressed that since 
1967  they have all been made  with an  interest reduction on 
the whole or part; there is,  however,  no  clear definition 
of the priorities determining the proportion to be assisted. 
The  new  criteria could become  an  important  and  coherent 
means  of pursuing the essential purpose of Article  56  which 
is,  on the one  hand,  to give former ECSC  workers  a  priority 
in obtaining jobs which become  available if they are still 
seeking employment  and,  on the other hand,  to  compensate  for 
the loss of opportunities for  employment  and  income  in those 
regions which may  be  affected for several years  even after the 
social problems  of the ECSC  workers directly concerned have 
been solved. 
4.4.  It must,  however,  be emphasized  that the papers  leading up to 
the three decisions to grant  interest reductions under the new 
criteria do  not  contain any real analysis of the eligibility of the 
operations financed with the aid of loans under the new  criteria. 
(1)  See O.J.  C 73  of 18.6.70 
{2)  See o.J.  C 146  of 25.11.74 - 56  -
5·  COKE  AND  COKING  OOAL 
5.1.  State of the Accounts 
5.1.1. Under the second system,  to which  financial transactions 
have been confined since 1  Januar,y 1976,  accounts  have  been finally 
settled only for 1973  and  1974. 
5.1.2.  As  accounts  for 1975,  1976  and  1977  are not yet  closed the 
figures  in the table below must  be  considered provisional. 
Countries  Tonnage  Tonnage  Maximum  ECSC  cont"'ibution 
declared  eligible  tonnage  Reference 
for assis- eligible  period 
tance  for a.ssis-
tance 
1975 
u.a. 
Germany  16  468  857  14 632  458  14 632  458  5  920  000 
Belgium  221  909  - - -
France  132  000  102  095  102  095  -
Community  16  822  766  14  734  553  14 734  553  5  920  000 
1976  EUA 
Germany  13  700  000  13  700  000  13  700  000  5  645  000 
France  4  000  4  000  4  000  -
Community  13  704  000  13  704  000  13  704  000  5  645  000 
1977  (1st half)  EUA 
Germany  5  000  000  5  000  000  5  000  000  2  110  000 
Community  5  000  000  5  000  000  5  000  000  2  110  000 
5.1.3.  In 1977  Italy paid her contribution for 1974  and still owes 
the contributions for the later years. 
Period of 
payment 
EUA 
6  745  5C 
-
-
6  745  5C 
EUA 
5  645  oc 
-
5  645  0( 
EUA 
2 110  Q( 
2 110  0( - 57  -
5.2.  The  provision "Assistance for  coke  and  coking-coal" 
The  Commission's  Decision of 19  October 1977  fixing the "Operational 
Budget"  for 1977  reduced the estimate of "needs"  for assistance for 
coke  and  coking coal  from  6  330  000  EUA  to  6  000  000  EUA,  thus 
requiring a  corresponding reduction in the provision for the purpose. 
The  provision had been calculated originally,  according to the 
Decision 73/287/ECSC  adopted with the assent  of the  Council,  on 
the basis of 0.422 EUA  per tonne  and  a  maximmn  amount  of 15  000  000 
tonnes per year. 
It will be necessar.y to see to what  extent this forecast  proves 
justified - this is not  possible at the moment.  In any event 
the system  remains subject to the basic Decision 73/287/ECSC. - 58  -
6.  BORROWINGS,  LOAJ1S  AlP  qtJ.AR.4NTEES 
6 .1.  :OORROWINGS 
Two  premature repayments  of stock drew  our attention: 
- the first  concerns the 1j%  stock,  1971-86  of US  $  20  000  000 
which was  issued with a  reference clause to LF  and with 
rep~ent in ten equal  instalments of US  $  2 000  000  each on 
1  September.  The  repayment  is made  in US  $  but the amount 
credited to a  holder  (interest and  principal) is calculated 
by converting it into  LF  at  a  rate of US  $  1 to LF  50,  and  then 
reconverting the resulting sum  into US  $  at a  rate to be 
determined by the Luxembourg  Commissaire  au  Contr6le des  Banques. 
Repayment  of loans  issued out of this borrowing is made  in a 
similar way  but at  a  rate of 1  US  $  to  LF  48.5,  which  represents 
a  loss of 3%  to the ECSC. 
After a  first  normal  repayment  on  1 September  1977  of US  $  2  000  000 
at  a  cost  of US  $  2  8o8  988.76  the nominal  balance of the issue,  US 
$  18  000  000  was  repaid prematurely at  101.50% under the same  system 
of reference to LF,  therefore at an actual  cost to the ECSC  of 
us  $  25  660  112.35~ 
The  loss of US  $  7 660  112.35  (6  252  847  EUA)  appears  in the Balance 
Sheet under "recoverable issuing costs";  changes  in the exchange  rate 
of the US  S will determine whether the Institution recovers the loss of 
the loans made  out  of the borrowing.  It has been replaced by an  8% 
issue 1978-86  of US  $  25  000  000. 
- the second  concerns  the  8%  stock,  1970-85  of 50  000  000  European 
Monetary Units  Ct). - 59  -
The  ECSC  repaid the outstanding balance of (t)  40  000  000  prematurely 
and  borrowed 4 loans of DM  20  000  000,  one  at an  interest rate of 
5-75%  and three at 5.5%. 
On  the other side several undertakings  have  repaid prematurely the 
loans to them  out of the t borrowing,  to a  total of t 10  264  000; 
others have  exchanged  such loans for loans  in DM  to a  total of t 
21  653  600  (DM  79  252  176).  This leaves loans  in toft  8  082  400. 
The ECSC  did not  incur any  loss since the undertakings  repaid at 
102%  (including those who  exchanged t  loans for  DM  loans) whereas 
the ECSC  repaid holders at  101%. - 60  -
6.2.  LOANS 
6.2.1. Statistical remarks 
These  remarks  refer to new  decisions taken during 1977  on  loans under 
Articles  54  and 56. 
6.2.1.1.  Article  54 
- New  decisions on  industrial loans under Article 54  of 
the Treaty were taken on  32  loans related to  investments of the 
order of 2 650  million EUA.  The  ECSC's  participation was  884.89 
million EUA;  the average rate of participation is thus  33o4%. 
- The  table below  gives a  breakdown of the loan decisions 
in 1977  by sector according to whether they refer to programmes  of 
investment  for the production of coal or steel  (Article 54  paragraph 1) 
or of works  and  installations which  contribute directly and  primarily 
to  increasing production,  reducing the production costs or facilitating 
the marketing of those products  (Article 54,  paragraph 2).  The  table 
also  shows  the amount  of the  loans  granted interest reduction. 
{in million EUA) 
Sector  Article 54  Article 54 
paragraph 1  paragraph 1 
without  interest  without 
reduction  interest 
reduction 
Steel  500.28  93.20 
Coa.l  151.75  1.-
Number  of loans according to size: 
12  not  exceeding 10  million EUA 
6  between 10  and  20  million EUA 
7 between  20  and  40  million EUA 
7 exceeding 40  million EUA 
Article 54 
paragraph 2 
without 
interest 
reduction 
25.46 
-
Article 54  Total 
paragraph 2  by 
with interest  sector 
reduction 
- 618.94 
113.20  265.95 
- Interest reductions in the loan decisions taken in 1977  in accordance 
with Article 54  amount,  over the 5 years for which they are provided, 
to 2 491  850  EUA  - a  reduced level of action in this field  (3  400  500  EUA 
in 1976). - 61  -
- Six loan decisions  in 1977  included interest reduction on  all 
or a  part of the loan.  Three  of these decisions were  founded  on  the 
influence of the  investments  on the protection of the  environment  or 
on their ability to meet  the requirements  of public authorities;  one 
loan is for the extension of an industrial training centre and  two 
concern investments  in research centres one  of which  is building a 
new  training centre to train the company's  personnel  in the use of 
new  techniques  and machinery. 
- The  Reports  for 1975  (54.211.13)  and  1976  (54.20.116)  drew 
attention to loans granted to help undertakings to take a  holding 
in works  and installations in coal or iron-ore mines  in countries 
associated with' the  Community  and  in the United States.  A new 
decision was  taken referring to  investments  in a  country outside 
the  Community  (Brazil)  and  concerns the supply of pellets for a 
steel undertaking in the  Community.  The  supply is pro'V'ided  by a 
joint venture between the above steel undertaking and  the most 
important  iron-ore producer in Brazil.  According to the terms 
of the loan decision "at least 49%  of the share capital of the new 
company  - whose  purpose is the construction of a  pellet plant to 
the  financing of which  the loan contributes - are held by the 
Community  undertaking''. 
6.2.1.2.  Article  56 
- The  loan decisions taken in 1977  for industrial structural 
reorganization under Article  56  of the Treaty concern 9 loans 
related to  investments of 720.75  MEUA.  The  ECSC's  participation 
was  119.76  MEUA  representing 16.61% of the investments. 
According to  information provided by the  recipients of the loans 
the investments to be financed will permit  (a)  the  creation of 
5 388  jobs,  4 115  of them  open,  in principle,  to  former ECSC  workers 
and  (b)  the preseruation of 3 920  jobs,  including 3 695  in the steel 
industry. 
- All the loans include interest reductions  amounting,  over 
the five years  for which they are granted,  to 17  287  176  EUA. 
- Three  investment projects directly concern the production of 
steel;  two  concern projects in metal working industries;  three are 
towards  investments  in other sectors of industry but  require the 
creation of jobs for which  former workers  in ECSC  industries will 
have priority;  one  loan is to a  banking institution which will grant 
sub-loans to qualifying undertakings. - 62  -
6.2.2.  Audit  comments 
6.2.2.1.  New  decisions,  Article  54 
- The  papers  forwarded  regularly to the  Court  referring to 
the preparatory stages of loan decisions are reasonably complete as 
far as  concerns  the analysis of the enterprise's financial situation 
and the  consequent  economic  and social repercussions  for it. 
- The  loan decisions are taken by the undertaking and  the most 
important  criterion is the future of the undertaking in the face of the 
structural crisis of the ECSC  industries.  It is a  "micro-approach"  in 
which other criteria of choice or evaluation are only touched on 
e.g. the development  of the region supplied by the undertaking and 
its siting or even employment  considerations. 
- In spite of the quotation of numerous  criteria and  priorities 
the papers show  no  sign of coherent  and up-to-date Community  coal  and 
steel policies;  such policies would  explicitly link firstly general 
objectives,  more  operational objectives  (by sector,  product  and  region) 
and  concrete actions  (granting of loans being one)  and  secondly long, 
medium  and short-term objectives. 
These  policies would  need to be regularly adjusted to take account  of 
developments  in the economy  and in industrial atruotures.  A true loan 
policy should be set in a  framework  of adequately coherent  overall policy. 
The  absence of such  framework  and,  consequently,  of a  reasonable 
co-ordination between lending activity and policy is a  fundamental 
hindrance to the external audit which  should also be able to  express 
an opinion on  sound financial management. 
6.2.2.2.  New  decisions,  Article 56 
- All loan requests  comply with the requirements of 
Article 56,  pa~agraph 2,  a). 
- The  decisions on  loans under Article 56,  unlike those 
under Article 54,  consider the projects in a  larger context  - generally 
the  economic  and social position of the region concerned - but  they 
contain less  complete information about  the financial structure and the 
economic  and social aspects of the company  carrying out  the  investment. - 63  -
6.2.2.3.  Security obtained to  cover loans 
- The  majority of loans granted out  of : borrowed  and non-borrowed 
funds  are covered by a  variety of securities  (see Tables 8 and  9). 
Out  of the 3  912  527  167  EUA  of loans out  of borrowed  funds, 
24  002  062  EUA  is not  covered by any security.  For the 117  g53  106  EUA 
of loans  from  non-borrowed  funds  the part not  secured is 41  225  504  EUA. 
It is,  however,  reassuring that these unsecured loans were  made  to 
national financial  institutions who  reassigned them  to the ultimate 
borrower. 
6.2.2.4.  Doubtful  and defaulting debtors 
No  dispute has arisen since 1968  (1). 
Three doubtful debts were  commented  on  in the previous  report  (2).  It 
appears that : 
- the first debtor has  in fact  resumed  normal  p~ents on  the dates 
provided in the contract beginning with 1977, 
- the second debt  has  increased from  839  829  EUA  at 31.12.1976  (31.12.1977 
rates) to  919  443  at 31.12.77, 
- the third debt  has  increased from  63  166  EUA  (31.12.1977  rates) to 
69  503  at 31.12.1977. 
The  increase in the last two  debts  is explained by repayment  instalments 
due  in 1977. 
At  31.12.1977  two  other defaulting debtors were  in arrear to the extent 
of 38  513  EUA. 
At  31  December  1977  loans still outstanding from  defaulting debtors 
(1  027  459  EUA)  represented less than 0.03%  bf·  the total outstanding 
of loans out of borrowed  funds.  Tb  cover these risks,  the Institution 
had a  provision of 1  588  538  EUA  in the Balance Sheet  of 31.12.1976. 
6.2.2.5.  Loans  to officials 
- The  total outstanding balance of loans to  Community  personnel 
(19  271  708  EUA)  for the first time  exceeds the part of the Former 
Pension Fund  allocated to these loans and  amounting,  after revaluation 
and with the addition of interest,  to 19  020  450  EUA.  However,  if this 
part of the Former  Pension Fund  had been accounted for in BF  - the 
currency in which· it was  built up  - it would  be  BF  781  538  565  (19  367  305  EUA). 
(1)  See 1974  Report  (54.25) 
(2) See 1976  Report  (54.20.4) - 64  -
- The  criteria for selection applied since 1975  show  a  social 
character:  in 1977,  190  loans out of a  total of 194  were  granted 
to officials in categories B,  C and D. 
- Since the beginning of the present system 974  cases have  been 
audited,  105  of them  in 1977.  The  following comments  arise out 
of the audit: 
•  ~1e system of selection awards  plus  and minus  points to each 
case.  These  points are affected by the funds  available and 
l)y the number  and nature of the loan requests in hand at  the 
-time  of selection.  The  files  examined  do  not  make  it possible 
to  check the application of the system.  For that,  it would  be 
necessary to know,  for each newly  granted loan,  the number  of 
points earned and the minimum  number  required for an  award • 
•  At  first sight,  the files appear generally to be  correctly 
drawn  up.  Examination of them  does  reveal some  defects at 
certain points. 
- Information about  the loan request  is not  always all shown. 
No  proof is furnished of the personal  contribution although 
it is an essential element  in considering the total financing 
of the project;  nor is it entered when  the file is closed. 
""  - In some  cases the total cost of the operation is not  entirely 
accounted for in the light of the recipient's origina1 
application.  Only  complete utilization of all the resources 
entered in the original financing plan should justify a  final 
payment  completely using up the loan which has been granted. 
If expenditure actually shown  is less than the estimate,  it 
should be necessary to review the personal  contribution and 
the relationship between the local cost and  the ECSC  loan 
before making the final payment  to the recipient. 
- Examination of the file does not  always  make  it possible to 
confirm compliance with Article 8  of the Application Rules 
for Housing Loans  to Officials of the European  Communities. 
Each  p~ent order to the credit of the recipient should be 
supported by a  report  on building progress which  should appear 
clearly in all files;  this is not  always done. - 65  -
- Emphasis  should be  put  on the  furnishing of written proof 
that the  sums  provided have been used  for the assigned purpose; 
this would  be mainly  invoices  creating a  legal debt,  banker's 
certificates or receipts as  proof of payment,  and in the  case 
of payments  by instalment,  invoices related to the principal 
transaction. 
-Both instalment  demands  and principal  invoices·should be  in 
order as  regards tax law.  Several  omissions  have been observed 
in this respect. 
- In several  cases there is no  indication of the recipient's 
new  address  to  prove that he has  entered into possession. 
- As  was  pointed out  last year,  regular certificates should be 
furnished to the Institution to  show  that the recipient  is 
still the  owner  of the house. - 66  -
7.  MANAGEMENT  AND  INVESTMENT  OF  FUNDS 
7.1.  Statistical remarks 
7.1.1.  Between  1974  and  1977,  the average annual yield on  liquid 
assets changed  from  10.1% to 8.38%.  This  rate is based on 
the relationship between total receipts and the arithmetic 
average of the assets which  produced them.  In 1977  the 
average value of liquid assets was  486  million EUA. 
7.1.2.  It is interesting to make  a  comparison,  for 1976  and  1977, 
of the amounts  and the rates of interest earned according to 
currency. 
Table 11  shows  a  substantial reduction in investments in $, 
which  is explained by the fact  that  in 1977  the last $  borrowing 
was  made  in September  (November  in 1976)  allowing the proceeds 
to be lent before the end of the year. 
The  table also shows  an increase in holdings  in £,  caused by 
a  lower level of payments  in this currency and  by  exchange 
operations into it as a  result of the very high interest 
earned on  £  investments. 
Audit  comments 
The  audit  leads to the following comments,  some  of which have 
already been made  in the 1976  Report. 
7.2.1.  The  Institution keeps trifling amounts  in current accounts which 
have not  been used for several years.  These  accounts  are obviously 
not  necessary and should be  closed. 
7.2.2.  The  purchase and sale of ECSC  securities by the Belgian national 
bank in order to steady the market  continued in 1977.  There were 
purchases of BF  527  920  000  and sales of BF  94  920  000  and  a  loss 
of BF  343  692  for the ECSC.  In addition the cost of these operations 
debited to the ECSC  amounted  to  BF  1 271  388. 
Losses  and  costs of this nature incurred since 1975  amount  to  a 
total of BF  5 568  622  (137  996  EUA).  Comments  on this state of 
affairs appear at 56.43  of the 1976  Report. 
7.2.3.  Commission Decision of 9.12.1977  dealt with the rent of the 
Washington premises.  It fixed the rent payable by the administrative 
budget of the Communities  retrospectively to 1 January 1976  at 
45  000  EUA  per annum,  falling due  each 1  July and  payable 30  June. 7.2.6. 
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Although the 1 July payment  in 1977  was  made  under the old arrangements 
(S 42 OOO)the  Institution,  pending receipt of the adjusting payment,  which 
should have been made  by 31.12.1977,  did not  enter the difference  {from 
what  should have been paid under the new  system)  in the 1977  accounts 
and did not  clear up the loss which the ECSC  had  suffered previously.· 
In fact,  the whole  of this situation was  not  cleared up  until 1978  and 
the next  report will make  detailed comments  on it. 
Management  and maintenance  costs of the premises and  insurance premiums 
are reimbursed by the ECSC  as they occur to the extent that they are 
normally borne by the landlord.  Expenses during the year incurred in $ 
amount  to  2  312  EUA.  This total includes  current maintenance and the 
replacement of current  equipment  of the premises to a  total of 1  252  EUA 
which should be  charged to the Administrative Budget. 
A telegraphic transfer of  $  18.675 million sent without  a  date of 
payment  caused an interest· debit of  '$  7 910.93. 
Two  current accounts  remained  in debit for several days  although 
substantial funds  existed in other accounts in the same  bank a.nd  in 
the same  currency. 
The  growth of the portfolio  (+38.9%)  and  of the proceeds of redemption 
by the Institution of ECSC  securities  (+129%)  arises from  the closing of 
deposit  accounts  in certain currencies for which there had been a  consid-
erable fall in interest rates. 
The  ECSC  was  required to  P!LY  to the Administrative Budget  108  125  EUA  in 
interest on "advances" made  from  the budget.  This additional cost was 
the result of the separation of the accounts branch from  the ECSC  financial 
management.  All receipts are taken into the :funds  management  account 
whereas  operational  expenses are paid out  of advances  from  the Administrative 
Budget  of the European  Communities  and  refunded afterwards. - 68  -
8.  SOCIAL  HOUSING 
8.1.  From  its inception the ECSC  has helped to finance eight standard 
programmes  for the construction of social housing and  three 
experimental programmes.  The  latter were  designed to solve 
an urgent  problem of housing for- workers  in ECSC  industries and 
to help with pressing problems  of housing generally. 
The  standard programmes  are financed by loans from  the Speial 
Reserve  {73%)  and  from  borrowed  funds  (27%).  The  first of the 
three experimental programmes  was  entirely financed out of 
grants for technical research,  the second by both grants and 
loans and the third entirely by loans. 
Table 30  shows  the amounts  of the contribution made  towards 
each programme  broken down  according to the nature and  origin 
of the funds.  In the case of the eighth programme  only the 
first instalment of 25  million EUA  has been largely committed. 
In 1977  loans were made  to a  total of 12  036  141  EUA  out of the 
Special  Reserve and borrowed funds  under the fifth and  eighth 
programmes  and the special programme  for the Friuli region. 
The  breakdown of these loans by  country is as  follows:  Germany 
(5  853  931  EUA),  France  {870  915  EUA),  Italy (2  685  138  EUA), 
Luxembourg  (562  252  EUA),  Belgium  {860  659  EUA),  Netherlands 
(509  074  EUA),  Ireland  (190  742  EUA)  and Denmark  (503  430  EUA). 
8.2.  New  decisions in 1977  concern: 
- the financing of building projects in Belgium,  France,  Italy, 
Luxembourg  and  Ireland 'Wlder  the sixth and  seventh programmes 
and the first  instalment of the eighth programme, 
- the assent  {1) of the Council  under Article 54,  paragraph  2 
authorizing the Commission  to grant,  under the second instalment 
of the eighth programme,  loans to a  total of 120  million EUA 
of which  30  million EUA  is to be out  of the Special Reserve  and 
90  million EUA  out of borrowed  funds.  · 
8.3.  The  Special Reserve which  finances these loans had  increased to 
134  500  000  EUA  at  31  December  1977. 
If we  calculate the amount  at stake by adding the balance 
outstanding of loans for social housing from  the Special  Reserve 
at 31  December  1977  {117  953  106  EUA)  to the amounts  still to be 
paid out at the same  date on  loan contracts under social housing 
programmes  not yet  completed  (8  559  827  EUA)  we  arrive at  a  total 
of 126  512  933  EUA. 
{1)  See 0 J  No.  C 179  of 28.7.1977 - 69  -
The  allocations decided on  or put  into effect are thus  completely 
covered by the funds  representing the  counterpart of the Special 
Reserve.  The  position is thus better than that at 31  December  1976, 
when  there was  a  deficit of 3.5 million EUA;  this deficit was,  however, 
covered by the part of the Former  Pension Fund  devoted to this purpose  (1). 
Table 31  shows  the state of progress of the  eight building programmes 
financed by the ECSC  up to  31  December  1977  as  shown  in the files 
maintained by the authorizing department. 
8.4.  As  before the only systematic element  of internal audit  consists  in 
sending a  paper to each recipient worker via his  employer.  These 
documents  are filled in with the dates on which work begins  and  ends 
and returned,  also via the employer,  to the appropriate department 
of the Institution which keeps  a  check  on  their  return.  If a  document 
is not  returned the  Institution sends  a  reminder to the  employer  and 
manages  in this way  to  complete its records. 
In addition the Institution follows  the work  of regional  loan committees 
and,  though not  in a  systematic way,  takes  part  in visits organized 
by the  committees.  The  Court  would  be  interested to  receive  from  the 
Institution reports  on the work of the  committees  and  on  the visits in 
which its representatives take part. 
(1)  In its Decision of 2 March  1970  the  Council  provided that  40% 
of the pension fund  as it then was  (25  509  351  u.a.) should be 
devoted to additional  cover for commitments  for social housing. 
The  amount  in u.a. of this part did not  change until 1974  when 
it was  increased by 60%  of 7 million u.a.  out  of the  contributions 
of the new  Member  States.  The  change  from  u.a.  to EUA  (at the 
rate of 1 u.a.  to 1.07128  EUA)  fixed the part of the  fund acting 
as  contingent security for social housing loans at  20  895  971  EUA. - 71  -
GENERAL  CONCLUSIONS 
1.  In order to  formulate  an external audit  policy and base on  it 
programmes  of practical action for the short  and  medium  term, 
the  Court  proceeded first to examine  the  system of internal audit 
set up by the  Institution principally by examining the way  in which  it is 
applied to management  by the Institution (consistency of Decisions 
and the efficiency with which they are carried out). 
In this respect  an examination of papers sent to the  Court,  whether of 
an accounting nature or concerned with Decisions,  shows  that the 
standard is uneven  from  sector to sector. 
1.1.  For the levy we  noted that the  inspections carried out  on the spot  by 
the inspectorate of the  Commission  (Competi"~ion Department)  on the 
nature and volume  of production forming the basis of the  Community 
tax were unsatisfactory,  being too  few,  not  systematic enough  and  not 
well  enough  planned.  The  inspections  reveal,  among  other things, 
incomplete listing of chargeable undertakings  and  inaccuracies  in 
declarations  (an effective inspection in this field  could usefully be 
combined with inspections for investments  and  prices). 
The  Court  cannot  be satisfied with overall  comparisons  of coal  and 
steel production as shown  in the statistical returns of the Statistical 
Office with the total of declarations for levy; this exercise has 
shown  its limitations once  more  this year. 
1.2.  For rehabilitation the internal audit  is essentially concerned with 
book-keeping;  when  it is done  on  the spot it is infrequent  and it 
clearly cannot  consider the results of the rehabilitation programmes 
in comparison with the national objectives supported by the  Institution. 
Being unable to rely on  any comparable  evaluation,  the Court  will need 
to study the efficiency and  effectiveness of the policy on  the basis of 
a  major audit  programme  which will need to be  carried out  mainly on 
the spot  at the undertakings which  receive assistance. - 72  -
1.3.  For research the  Court  regularly receives  closing reports drawn  up  by 
the staff in charge  of financial  management:  once more  a  definite effort 
has been put  into  catching up  on  arrears.  This  does  not,  however,  alter the 
fact  that  in their present  conception,  which  is entirely financial,  these 
reports will never enable the  external audit  to  judge achievements  in the 
broader context  of research objectives  in relation to  coal  and steel 
policies. 
In order to achieve this end  the  Court  would  need to undertake  a  much 
greater amount  of work  on the basis of numerous  and substantial technical 
files held by the Authorizing Officers.  In view of the  limited resources 
of the  external audit  it will  certainly be  necessary to  evolve  such  a 
system in collaboration with the departments  though it would  be  represent-
ative of both sides.  Only if such a  system is first  evolved will the 
Court  be able to draw  up  an  audit  programme  as  a  complement  to it. 
Previous  reports have detailed the additional  elements which  should be 
found  in more  systematic working and a  more  active  involvement  of the 
Authorjzing Officers  in the  financial  management  and  the supervision of 
research. 
For industrial  lo~~s and  loans  for  industrial structual reorganization 
the setting of clear objectives,  called for  in the previous  report,  has 
not  yet  been undertaken;  and  this  in spite of the  fact  that  1977  has 
increased the  need  for such an elucidation in view of the worsening of 
the steel crisis.  In these circumstances it is difficult to ascertain to 
what  policies the actual  operations of the year were  applied. - 73  -
One  step towards  systematic working was  taken by the restatement 
of the criteria for interest reduction which will,  however,  not 
bear fruit until 1978. 
Another aspect  of the internal management's responsibility is the 
follow-up of cases.  For this the services responsible should 
maintain files  and  records. 
1.5.  For social housing,  apart  from  the papers returned by beneficiaries, 
there is no  systematic checking giving rise to reports which might 
enable the  Court  to verify that the projects put  forward  by  national 
housing bodies are in accordance with the objectives of the programmes, 
that the  completed work  has been applied in accordance with the  condit-
ions  for occupation,  qualification and modernization set  out  in the 
programme  or that  the occupiers fulfil the  conditions  for qualification. 
1.6.  In conculsion the serious  gaps  in the  internal audit  prevent those 
responsible in the Institution drawing the  lessons that  should  enable 
them  to modify the execution of current decisions  and  to,  better informed, 
formulate  new  policies and programmes  of financial  action. 
It stands to reason that,  for lack of a  system of ongoing inspection, 
the Institution faces  additional difficulties in defining the priorities 
of its policy objectives and the means  of achieving them,  all the more 
so  at  a  time of economic uncertainty. 
In these circumstances,  the Court  of Auditors  needs to elaborate a 
vast  programme  of work.  Firstly,  it will have to organize the collection 
of the most  pertinent  information so  as  to reconstruct  itself the 
background and  general lines of the policies pursued through the ~ 
InstitutiorlS activities.  Secondly,  it will have to set up  a  coherent  system 
of audit  activities,  mostly  conducted  on  the spot,  in order to supplement 
this information and  give an account  of the Institution's financial 
management,  which  can then be assessed. - 74  -
2.  Apart  from  the audit  as  defined  in Article  78  (f) of the  1975 
Treaty,  the  Court  is required to certify the Balance Sheet  and 
Accounts  every half-year.  These  receive publicity at the  time 
of borrowing operations,  a  procedure required by lenders who  :eecrn.nl 
them  as the uaual  assurance required in financial markets. 
In order to undertake this task the  Court  must  satisfy itself,  by 
a  complete verification of the accounting procedures,  about  the 
validity of the  items  making up  the Accounts  and  Balance Sheet. 
It must  therefore previously have  obtained  from  the  Institution 
the  insertion of any  corrections  required as  a  condition of signing 
the certificate. It must  be  remarked that this year the negotiations 
for this purpose delayed until 8  November,  the final settlement of 
the Balance Sheet  andRevenue and Expenditure Account  which are reproduced 
in the following pages. EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY BALANCE SHEET 
AT 31 DECEMBER 1977 
(All amounts are stated in European units of account) 
A  European  unit  of  account  represents  the  exchange  value  of  the  various  currencies  at the following  rates  of  conversion:  1  European  unit  of  account  (EUA) 
DM 2·58058  Bfrs 40·3535 = Lfrs 40·3535  =  Dkr 7·07974 = FF 5·76124 = Fl2·78938 = Lit 1 067·50 = £ 0·641652  =  £ Irl  0·641652  =  Sfrs  2·45698  =  US$  1·22506 
l  0·705077  =  Can.$  1·34065  =  u.a. 0·601596 
ASSETS 
I.  Disbursed loans 
II.  Cash and bank accounts 
III.  Short and medium-term placements 
IV.  Investments 
V.  Fixed assets 
VI.  Recoverable issuing costs 
VII.  Miscellaneous 
VIII.  Accrued income 
Suspense accounts: 
I.  Enterprises' liabilities under guarantees 
II.  Due on debentures 
17 922 327·54 
2 035 018·60 
Note of the Court of Auditors 
4 055 192 910·18 
307 698 469· 52 
59 165 404·15 
104 022 873·42 
306 158·88 
62 611 936·42 
156 726 833·78 
101 513 750·32 
4 847 238 336·67 
We have examined the accompanying financial statements comprising the Balance 
Sheet  of  the  European  Coal  and  Steel  Community  at 31  December  1977  and 
the Statement of Income and Expenditure for the year ended on that date. 
Our examination has been carried out in  accordance with the provisions of the· 
Treaty of 22 July 1975, which amended certain financial provisions of the Treaties 
establishing  the  European  Communities.  On  the  basis  of  our  examination,  we 
certify that these financial statements are in accordance with the books and records 
of the Commission. In our opinion the Balance Sheet and the Statement of Income 
and Expenditure present fairly  the financial  position of the European  Coal and 
Steel  Community at 31  December  1977  and the result  of its  operations  for  the 
year then ended. 
Luxembourg, 23  November 1978. 
M. N.MURPHY 
President 
P. GAUDY 
Member 
I.  A.  Borrowings 
B.  Reimbursement premiums to be paid 
II.  Reserves 
A.  Guarantee fund 
B.  Special fund 
III.  Allocations 
A.  Financial aid 
B.  Other 
IV.  Former pension fund 
V.  Miscellaneous 
VI.  Accrued liabilities 
VII.  Unallocated balance 
Suspense accounts: 
I.  Liabilities under guarantees 
II.  Debentures to be paid 
-
17 922 327·54 
2 035 018·60 
LIABILITIES 
3 954 503 760·21 
1397 869·49 
183 000 000·-
134 500 000·-
190 166 658·33 
68 362 414· 28 
39 916 420·  57 
146 355 498·75 
128 950 122·47 
85 592·57 
4 847 238 336·67 
European Coal and Steel Community 
Commission of the European Communities 
F.-X. ORTOLI 
Vice-President 
of the Commission 
A.  NICOLETTI 
Director-General 
for .Credit and Investments EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES 
FROM 1 JANUARY TO 31 DECEMBER 1977 
EXPENDITURE 
A.  Servicing  of  borrowing  operations  and 
guarantees 
B.  Budgetary expenditure: 
- Administrative expenditure 
- Expenditure for research 
Expenditure for rehabilitation 
Assistance to coking and coke 
Assistance (Article 56) 
Assistance (Article 54) 
C.  Other expenditure: 
- Financial expenditure 
D.  Excess of income over expenditure 
(All  amounts are stated in European units of account) 
17 721  127·75 
34 666 007 ·61 
30 752 994·56 
5 275 000·-
3 368 483·14 
3 601 807·34 
312 228 991·87 
95 385 420·40 
84 010·45 
38 264 704·17 
445 963  126·89 
A.  Servicing of lending operations and guaran-
tees 
B.  Levy 
C.  Other income: 
Interest to deposits and portfolio 
Fines and increases for overdue payment 
Miscellaneous 
D.  Adjustments - currency parities 
30 430 794·40 
8 108·38 
36 398·25 
INCOME 
628 604 045·32 
86 840 594·20 
30 475 301·03 
43  186·34 
445 963 126·89 
Note of the Court of Auditors 
We  have  examined  the  accompanying  financial  statements  compnsmg  the 
Balance Sheet of the European Coal and Steel  Community at 31  December 1977 
and the Statement of Income and Expenditure for the year ended on that date. 
European Coal and Steel Community 
Commission of the European Communities 
Our examination  has  been  carried  out in  accordance  with  the provisions of the 
Treaty of 22 July 1975, which amended certain financial provisions of the Treaties 
establishing  the  European  Communities.  On  the  basis  of  our  examination,  we 
certify  that  these  financial  statements  are  in  accordance  with  the  books  and 
records of the Commission. In  our opinion the Balance Sheet  and the Statement 
of Income and Expenditure present fairly  the financial  position of the European 
Coal and Steel Community at 31  December 1977 and the result of its  operations 
for the year then ended. 
Luxembourg, 23  November 1978. 
M. N. MURPHY 
President 
P.  GAUDY 
Member 
F.-X. ORTOLI 
Vice-President 
of the Commission 
A.  NICOLETTI 
Director-General 
for Credit and Investments - 77  -
ANNEX  I 
TABLES - 79  -
LIST  OF  TABLES 
No.  1  Financial position of the European  Coal  and  Steel 
Community  at  31.12.1977  (Balance  S~eet) 
No.  2  Revenue  and Expenditure Account  of the European  Coal 
and Steel Community  for 1977 
No.  3  Conversion into rate of EUA  at 31.12.1977  of the 
Balance Sheet  31.12.1976 
No.  4  Loans  granted out  of borrowed  funds  - Breakdown  by use 
and  country - Operations  in 1977  and  sums  disbursed and 
outstanding at 31.12.1977 
No.  5  Loans  granted out of the Special  Reserve  - Breakdown 
by use and  country - Operations  in 1977  and  sums 
disbursed and outstanding at 31.12.1977 
No.  6  Loans  for technical research  (second programme  of 
experimental building)  and  rehabilitation -
Breakdown  by countr.y and security obtained -
Operations  in 1977  and  sums  disbursed and 
outstanding at  31.12.1977 
No.  7  Loans  granted out  of the Former ECSC  Pension Fund  __ 
Breakdown  by system -Changes  in sums  disbursed and 
outstanding between 31.12.1976  and 31.12.1977 
No.  8  Loans  out of borrowed  funds  - Breakdown  by country 
and security obtained - Balances  outstanding at 
31.12.1977 
No.  9  Loans  granted out of the Special Reserve  for social 
housing - Breakdown  by  country and security obtained -
Balances  outstanding at 31.12.1977 
No.  10  Breakdown  by country and  currency of funds  held by 
the ECSC  at 31.12.1977 
No.  11  Changes,  by  currency,  in amount  of investments and 
rates of interest 
No.  12  Breakdown of funds  placed with banks  on  current 
account  and  fixed deposit at 31.12.1977  by  currency 
and  rate of interest 
No.  13  Recoverable  issuing costs paid in 1977 
No.  14  Changes  in deferred levy payments  for quantities of 
hard  coal stocked - 80  -
No.  15  Bowworings  contracted and  collected by the ECSC 
Currency in which floated -Original amounts  and 
balances outstanding at  31.12.1977 
No.  16  :  Borrowings  - Individual  characteristics of new  loans 
floated  in 1977 
No.  17  ECSC  borrowings.  Characteristics,  initial amounts  and 
balances outstanding at  31.12.1977 
No.  18  Rehabilitation assistance - New  allocations and effects 
on  employment 
No.  19 
No.  20 
No.  21 
No.  22 
Commitments  for rehabilitation - Provisions by country 
and sector 
Commitments  for technical,  economic  and social research -
Provisions by sector 
Technical,  economic  and social research - sums,  by sector 
and  project,  in provision at 31.12.1977 
Future  commitments  for  interest reduction.  Movements  from 
31.12.1976  to 31.12.1977 
No.  23  Breakdown  of administrative expenditure by national  currency 
No.  24  Income  from  levy - Breakdown by group of products  and  country -
Amounts  declared and brought  to  account  in 1977 
No.  25  Changes  in the proportion from  each  country  in the  levy 
between 1976  and  1977 
No.  26  Rate of the levy and net  per tonne scale from  1953  to 1977 
for  each  category of chargeable  products 
No.  27  Changes  by sector  (coal  - steel) in levy income  from  1953  to 1977 
No.  28  Changes  in levy  income  for the various  categories of steel 
products  from  1953  to 1977 
No.  29  Interest yields  and  income  on  investments  - Breakdown by country 
and  type of income  during 1977 
No.  30  ECSC  assistance to social housing construction - Breakdown  by 
programme  and type of assistance - Position at  31.12.1977 
No.  31  Progress achieved  in social housing construction projects at 
31.12.1977 F1.nancial  pos1. t1.on  of  the  Euror:e m  Cc;c!l  and  Steel  Communi. ty at  31  Dece:--Pr  1977 
ASSETS 
I.  Disbursed  loans  {1) 
A.  Loans  granted out of borrowed  funds 
- to finance  industrial  investments 
- for  industrial structural reorganization 
- to  finance  social housing  construction 
B.  Other  loans 
- out of the  Special  Reserve  to finance 
social housl ng  construction 
- out of  levy funds 
.  for  rehabilitation 
.  for  research 
- out of Former  Pension  Fund 
for  housing  loans  to offic1.als 
of  the Eur.  Cties. 
to finance  construction of steel-
works  in  the Friuli region 
II.  Cash  and  banks 
A.  Current accounts 
B.  Fixed deposits 
III.  Short  and  medium-term  investments 
IV.  Portfolio 
V.  Fixed  Assets 
VI.  Recoverable  issuing costs 
VII.  MI.scellaneous 
A.  Debtors  under  the  levy 
B.  F1.nanc1.al  debtors 
C.  Deposits  for  coupons  and  bonds  due 
but  not yet presented 
VII I.  Accrued  income 
I 
r 
A.  Interest and  fees  accrued  but not 
yet due  on  depostis,  portfolio, 
B. 
loans  and  gt;.ar3.nte•_~s 
Levy declared  for  December  1977  pro-
duction  but payable after  31. 12.1977 
EUA 
3  564  196  660 
325  132  000 
23  198  507 
117  953  106 
275  989 
310  607 
19  271  7081 
2  854  333 
16  753  0951 
290  945  3751 
I 
i 
12  833  667 I 
3  481  515 i 
140  411  6521  ------! 
I 
94  614  064 . 
899  G87 
fl.  Undertakings'  liability under  guarantP•~s 
I 
~_l)u_<:_ _f~~enture_!l__  ______  _ 
17  922  328 
------~0~35 019 
3  912  527  167 
142  665  743 
4  055  129  910 
307  698  470 
59  165  404 
104  022  873 
306  159 
62  611  93fi 
156  726  83·! 
101  513  751 
4  847  238  337 
I.  A.  ngs  Borrow  I. 
in  US  doll 
in German 
in  Italian 
in Dutch  g 
in French 
in Belgian 
in  Luxernbo 
in Swiss  f 
in Canadia 
in units  o 
in Pounds 
(l) 
ars 
marks 
lire 
uilders 
francs 
francs 
urg  francs 
rancs 
n  dollars 
f  account 
sterling 
B.  Redemptlo  n  premiums 
francs 
(US$  2  102  150  000) 
(OM  2  269  395  000) 
(LIT126  000  000  000) 
(HFL  253  038  000) 
(FF  l  544  125  000) 
(BF  4  366  000  000) 
(LF  6  779  317  508) 
(SF  l  225  500  000) 
(Can$  75  000  000) 
(u.a.  12  200  000) 
(ESt.  20  000  000) 
to be  paid 
(FF  7  875  000)  in French 
in Belqian 
Reserves 
francs  (BF  l  250  000) 
II. 
III. 
A.  Guarant 
B.  Special 
Provis1.ons 
A.  Financ1. 
- Rehab 
- Resea 
- Inter 
- Inter 
- Aid  t 
B.  Other  p 
- Futur 
- Sundr 
IV.  Former  Pen 
v.  Misce11ane 
A.  Coupons 
ee  Fund 
Reserve 
al ass1.stance 
ilitation 
rch 
est reduction under  Article  56 
est reduction under l'.rticle  54 
o  coke  and  coking coal 
rovisions 
e  commitments 
y  provisions 
sian Fund 
ous 
and  bonds  payable 
creditors  B.  Sundry 
VI.  Accrued  l1.  ·abilities  (2) 
Interest a 
on  borrow1. 
VII.  Unallocate 
nd  fees  accrued but not yet due 
ngs  and guarantees 
d  balance 
SUSPENSE:  PCCOU:JTS 
j  l. ECSC' s  liabi 
I  2.  Liabilities 
~,-----
lity under  guarantees 
under debentures 
17 
2 
1 
3 
922 
035 
Up  to July  1961,  claims  and  r"latc>d  sureties under  loans  granted out  of 
borrowed  funds,  together  with  othc>r  items  of  the  assets,  wer•:o  pledged 
(unifer  the  Act  of  PlP<I<J••l  to  the  Bank  for  International  Settlements  in 
Bas1P  in  favour  of  th•'  Holders  of  securc>d  not!"s  and  coupons  holders  by 
the  ECSC  and  I.ndicatPd  in  no~e  (1)  to  the  Bal'lnCP  Sh"et lia1,ilitHlS.  Tha 
amounts  plAdged  werP: 
;  {1)  Borrowings  secured  by  the  Act  of Pledge  total: 
:  (2)  Of  which  s ecured  notes  total:  536  355  EUA 
I 
L _  __:_t~_:_-1~--~8-~2_6__3_~~-~  r-~~~~:__-__  I_t:'~~-~~r_I=  _  ___5~?__0~3-- __ 
LIABILITIES 
EUA 
715  956  769 
879  412  768 
118  032  787 
90  714  782 
268  019  558 
108  193  837 
167  998  253 
498  783  059 
55  943  013 
20  279  390 
31  169  544 
954  503  760 
l  397  870  3  955  901  630 
183  000  000 
134  500  000  317  500  000 
119  292  465 
51  235  811 
8  173  171 
6  890  211 
4  575  000 
190  166  658 
44  121  877 
24  240  538 
68  362  415  258  529  073 
39  916  421 
140  411  235 
5  944  264  146  355  499 
128  950  122 
85  592 
4  847  238  337 
328 
019  ---
28  326  304  EUA 
_j - 82  -
TABLE  2 
Revenue  and Expenditure Account  of the  European  Coal  and  Steel  Commun~ty for  the  year  1977 
I.  Se1·v~ce of borrowings  and  GUarantees 
:Jorrow1ngs 
- Interest  un  borrowings 
- Fees  to  Cillltod~aus and  agent  banks 
- :nscellaneous  expend1ture 
- Amort~zatiou or recoverable  issu~ng costs 
Total  expenditure  for  borrowings 
II.  Dud getary  expend~  ture 
- Adm~nistrative  expend~ture 
- hehabil~tat~on expend~ture 
- '\es earch expenditure 
- Interest  reductlon under Article  So 
- Interest  reduct~on under Article  54 
- Assistance to  coke  and  cok1ng coal 
Total  budgetary expenditure 
EI. Other expenditure 
- r'1nanc~al costs 
IV.  ~..:xcess  of income over  expend~  ture 
Grand  total 
EUA 
I.  Serv~ce of loans  and  guarantees 
A)  Loans  granted out  of borrowed  funds 
- Interest  on  loans 
- Interest  on borrowed  funds 
not  d~sbursed 
- Sundry  revenue 
Total  revenue  from  loans  granted 
out  of borrowed  funds 
B)  Guarantees 
- Fees  credited 
Total  revenue  from  loans  out  of 
borrowed  funds  and  guarantees 
II.  Levy 
- German  undertakings 
- Belgian undertakings 
- Brit  ish undertakings 
- Danish undertakings 
- l''rench  undertakings 
- Irish undertakings 
- Italian undertakings 
- Luxembourg undertakings 
- Dutch undertakings 
Total  from  levy 
III.  Other  Income 
- Interest  on  bank deposits 
and portfolio 
- Interest  on  loans  out  of non-
borrowed  funds 
- Surcharges  and  fines 
- Miscellaneous  income 
-Adjustment  for monetary parities 
Total other  income 
Grand  total 
INCOME 
!  EUA 
1306-0~1 
10  301 
10  101 
325  i 
'1341i 
?34 
326  498  9«3  I 
I 
I 
93  120  I 
28  351  341 
6  5'14  5~0 
20  062  0(>3 
3~4  tj20 
13  01?  113  I' 
2)  ~33 
13  0'10  571  I 
2  210  201)  I 
2  339  L)6b  I 
i 
I  80  340  5'14  : 
I 
I 
30  430  ,,  05  : 
2  011  '~:' 
tjj  10b  I 
32  530  420  I Conversion  into rate of  EUA  at  n  December  19'' I,  c,f  the  Balance  She-et  at  31  Decemb'?r  19'76 
ASSETS 
I.  Disbursed  loans  (11 
A.  Loans  granted out  of  bor...-owed  funds 
to  finance  industrial  1nvestments 
- for  lndustrial  structural  reorgan1:::at1on 
- to  f1nance  soc1al  hous1ng  construction 
B.  Other  loans 
out  of the  SpPc1al  Reserve  t,c•  finanC'e 
sor.::J al  houslng construe tivn 
=  ~~~  ~=:=~~;~  tatlon  I out  c,f  levy  funds I 
out  of the  Former  Pension  Fund  t,_, 
f 1nance  hous1ng  loans  fnr  offi•~  1als 
of  the  European  Communi tles 
II.  Cash  and  banks 
A.  Current  accounts 
EllA 
918  784  418 
35')  415  :J40 
t-_2_4--06.::2.::.3_:3:_:3:_4_1  J  298  8,',,>  992 
113  7()')  1)71 
29 7  :5. '4 
2  4~'2  Gl9 
15  916  486  132  341  Scl<l 
3  431  164  49.~ 
I  .  A.  florrow  1 ngs  I 1 I 
US  dolL'lrs 
in  1;erman  rnarks 
in  Ital1an lire 
Dutch 
i_n  Frenr~'h 
Belg1a.n  fr'-1n·~ s 
LuxF;;-mb~=.~urg  fran·- s 
in  Swl::,S  rrar:cs 
un  i  l  '='  rJf  acr.::ount 
B.  Redemptlon 
illS$  l  694  ~'">0  000 
I DM  954  689  744 
I LIT  131  Oil•)  000  000 
( IIFL.  ,~70  836  •)00 
I H  1  ::'10  Ot)O  •)•JU 
i BF  l  552  300  OC:u 
I l.F  ')64  148  094 
I c~r  000  ':,00  c:ou 
I CAN$  '_•U  •JOO  OOC' 
I E  45  0011  000 
I u. a.  1 3  c:.oo  00\J 
pr'~m1ums  to  he  pa1d 
frF·nch  francs 
Be-lg1an  francs 
IFF 
lflr 
CJOO  O•'JO 
:C50  •)00 
B.  Fixed  depos1ts 
11  493  CJS:' 
402  820  100  414  H:J  1 c,:  I I.  Reserves 
III.  Short  and  medl um-term  investments 
IV.  Portfolio 
V.  Fixed  assets 
VI.  RFOcoverable  lSSUJ ng  costs 
VII.  Mi~·cellaneous 
A.  DFObtors  under  the  lC'vy 
5.  F1nanc1al  debtors 
C.  Deposits  for  coupor,s  and  bonds  due 
but  n0t  yet  pres~":="ntt--d 
VIII.  Ar_'crued  ln(:ome 
A.  Interos  t  and  fees  accrued  but  t':ot 
y-':?t  due  on  deposits,  portfoli,·,,  Joans 
ar.d  guar ar1tt::>es 
B.  Ll?vy  der_'lared  for  December  l g  76  IJr(Jduc t ir::'n 
but  payable  after  31.12.1976 
L7  705  .:'0': 
74  943  4Cl 
'306  1'>9! 
19(1  ·l84 
4  J 79  226  538 
A.  1-;uarantr~.-:>  .fur:d 
A.  Finan•--::12-l  3~f-,ist_arJ(_'f:' 
- Inte::rest  recJu,~  ll·-~n  undt?r  P.rt1cle  ~6 
- Tntt:>l't::'St  rE--ductlon  1u1dF>r  A•'tlcle  r:-.4 
- Ass1stanc<:::  t.0  ,-(~Le  ur1d  •'0k1ng  coal 
- Futur~:::  cr:,mmi trnt?nt::::, 
- ::lunJrv  prc•v1s1ons 
TV.  FormEr  Pens_1_r•r1  1=-,und 
V.  MlscPllan.;;, 
B.  Sundry  ·redl"tr:•r·s 
I.  Undertak1ngs'  liabill  ty  under  guarantees  21  313  038  SUSPENSE  ACCOUNT!  I.  EI_'SC' s  llablli  ty  unde-r  gudl'cmh:c:s  21  313  03tl 
'(1)  Up  to  July  1961,  claims  and  related  surPtiPs  under  loans  granted  c'ut  uf  Ill Bon'o:•wings  scccured  by  the  /\o:t  nf !''edge 
borrowed  funds  togeth<er  with  oth'er  1 toems  uf  the  assets,  we<re  pledged  (under  t0tal  39  401  2  i l 
the  Act  of Pledge I  to  the  Bank  for  International  Settlement:s  in  Basel  in  1 ( 21  Of  whtch  •,m  sec'urecd  nc.tes  71'>  c,CJ'/ 
favour  of  the  holders  of  secured  notes  and  coupons  1ssued  by  the  ECSC  and 
lndicated  1n  nc•te  ( 1)  to  the  Balance  Sheet  liabi ll  ties.  The  amc•unts 
pledged  were: 
Item  1:  39  401  2 33  - Item  II:  37.443  - Item VIII:  754  944 
EUA 
l  382  995  486 
7 ',7  4tJ 1  402 
12.- '/16  628 
97  095  412 
no o:>4  2n 
ll3'i53967 
162  666  l4Ll 
447  907  5') 3 
F  ,,'0'·  341 
63  8.:'2  81 ' 
~  440  309 
cl  41 I  9T7  326 
LIABILIT lES 
1  593  140  3  419  ', 70  466 
Hill  (JI)O  000 
12.:'  ')(It)  <)()() 
129  971  266 
'>0  412  6
7 2 
8  90::'  183 
',)  l 78  '·85 
',  8':.0  001) 
091  '•44 
,:•g  110  '·38 
C)6  202  082 
63  136  451 
67  7 09  951 
111  4.?2  168 
/S,J  639 
4  179  2.'6  5 38 TABLE  4 
Loans  granted out of borrowed  funds 
Breakdown  by use  and  country 
Ooerations in 1977  and  sums  disbursed  and  outstanding at 31.12.1977 
Position at 31.12.1976  ·I 
Operations in 19,77 
,B.2;te  of EUA  at 31.12.1976 Rate.of  EUA  at 31.12.771 
Categories  Sums  Sums  I  Sums  Sums  !sums  Repayments, . 
Countries  disbursed  outstanding  disbursed  puts  tanding  ~;ema  t:'ure  re 
disbursed  eroptions .anc 
accelerated 
rep.aymen:l;:.p 
I. Industrial 
investments 
(Article  54  of 
the Treaty) 
Belgium  162  938  S67  136  906  237  165  326  213  l)!i OS8  825  IS  007  322  20  751  928 
33  703  459  32  857  694  32  812  019  31  970  3ll  - 842  482  aenmark  I  194  343  141  900  64.5  974  I  209  070  479  901  705  040  109  650  723  II  .501  OS7  ermany 
France  630  679  140  S54  699  411  629  746  594  561  287  994  158  188  578  18  457  096 
Italy  5S2  232  410  448  SIO  38S  Sl9 412  599  417  695  !ISS  167  289  765  8  S67  370 
Luxeii:tbourg  4  364  999  2  931.594  4  396  288  3  012  687  - 283  657 
Netherlands  102  204  993  90  64)  96S  105  053  683  93  360  921  - )  969  614 
United  Kingdom  795  898  571  795  898  571  754  692  657  754  692  658  260  125  178  476  120 
Total  3  476  36S  280  2  963  093  831  3  420  511  332  2  918  784  418  710  261  566  64  849 '324 
P::I.  Social 
housing 
Belgium  26  637  236  II  403  780  26  839  555  II  490  396  - I  478  254 
Germany  23  466  128  7  324  663  24  599  318  7  902  410  - I  133  367 
Fra~ce  423  432  423  432  412  828  412  828  - -
Ita y  5  84S  728  2  .587  118  s 413  616  2  397  581  I  680  094  292  051 
M~£fi~~~K~s 
'  2  090  507  I  108  187  2  106  385  I  116  604  - 94  41S 
2  789  225  '936  917  2  778  395  1  303  515  - 106  834 
Total  61  252  256  23  7B4  097/  62  ISO  097  24  623  334  I  680  094  3  104  921 
III. Structural 
reorranization 
(Artie  e  56  of 
the  Treaty') 
Belgium  52  427  671  34  767  296  S3  783  513  35  496  788  - 2  690  718 
Germany  127  973  177  101  736  6YS.  131  248  392  102  484  052  - 31  763  353 
France  99  951  017  88  277  056  100  583  201  88  864  959  IS  448  064  6  S71  032 
Ireland  .S39  828  539  828  497  935  497  935  - -
Itafi~ 
57  840 456  40  413  775  55  104  384  39  586  233  718  332  3  446  409 
Net  rlands  28  liS 422  21  593  192  28  023  738  21  162  Ill  - 2  1711  114 
United  Kingdorr  71  792  347  71  7.92  347  67  323  162  67  :)23  162  199  990  - .. 
Total  438  839  918(1)  351  120  189  436  s64  325  3~5 415  24Q  16  366  386  46,  649  626 
Grand  total  3  976  457  454  J  345  998  117  3  919  225  754  3  298  822  992  728  308  046  114  603  811 
(1)  This total  includes  sums  received  as  premature  redemptions·  and accelerated repayments 
Position at 31.12.1977 
-
I  Sums  ~urns 
disbursed  )Utstanding 
180  333  535  149  31L  ::!19 
32  812  819  31  127  8!16 
I  318  721  202  999  85L  ,06 
787  935  172  701  019  476 
686  702  364  576  41!  3.50 
4  396  288  2  729  030 
105  0.53  683  89  391  307 
I  014  817  8))  1  014  341  716 
4  130  ~72.  898  3  l64  19~  6(·0 
26  839 sss  10  01::  142 
24  S99  318  6  76S  043 
412  828  412  628 
7  093  710  3  78.5  624 
2  IOii  385  I  02:  IU 
2  778  395  I  19~  6111 
63  830  191  23  19!  .507 
53  783  513  3~  80~ 070 
131  248  392  70  72C•  699 
116  OJ I  26'  97  741  ~91 
497  935  4~i 935 
.s.s  822  716  36  856  1  !16 
28  023  738  18  953  997  i 
67  523  152  67  52j  152 
452  930  711  325  13::!  000 
4  647  S3l 800  3  912  52i  167 
and disburse(  as  new 
loans TABLE  5 
Loans  granted out of the Special Fund 
Breakdown  by use  and  co~ntry 
Operations  in 1977  and  sums  disbursed  and outstanding at  31.1~.1977 
...  Positiop at 31.12.1976 
Use  and  country ~~  of  EUA  at 31.13·.1976  Rat-e  of EUA  at 31.12.77  'Operations  in 1977 
-· ... ------
Sums  Sums  Sums  Sums  Sums  Redemptions 
disbursed  outstanding  disbursed outstanding  lent  &  repayments 
---· 
Social  housing 
!Belgium  9  241  672  .5  730  1.50  9  311  866  .5  773  672  860  6.59  4.51  .5.5.5 
Denmark  764  .57'3  723  91.5  706  240  668  68.5  .503  4.30  7.5  162 
r:;ermany  90  740  218  67  190  221  93  862  668  69  502  295  5  853  931  2  961  243 
France  33  644  409  22  232  7.5.5  32  801  84.5  21  67.5  97.5  870  91.5  I  .502  234 
Ireland  29.5  331  295  331  304  994  304  994  190  742  12  708 
!Italy  7  613  872  .5  376  620  7  056  066  4  982  718  I  005  044  293  763 
~uxembourg  3  575  996  2  484  314  3  603  154  2  .503  183  562  2.52  185  419 
~ether  lands  9  029  liO  .5  92.5  0.54  8  994  I i3  5  902  0.50  509  074  .521  946 
!United  Kingdom  2  .515  189  2  315  731  2  597  483  2  391  499  - 103  982 
Total social 
housinq  157  420 430  112  274  091  159  238  429  113  705  071  10 356  047  6  108  012 
Structural 
reorganization 
45  947  - 42  581  - - - Belgium 
Germany 
815  5.51  .  - 7.55  802  - - -
France  232  661  - 21.5  616  - - -
Italy.  650  603  - 602  939  - - -
Netherlands  2  6~8 952  - z 491  955  - - -
~otal structural 
4  '•33  714  - 4  108  893  - - - reoraanization 
Grand  total  161  854  144  112  274  091  163  347  322  I 13  705  07i  10  356  047  6  lOll  012 
Position at 
Sums 
disbursed 
10  172  .52.5 
I  209  f·70 
99  716  .599 
33  672  7&0 
4~  736 
8  061  110 
4  165  406 
9  503  187 
2  597  48) 
169  591  476 
42  581 
755· 802 
21.5  F,16 
602  939 
2  491  955 
4  108  893 
173  703  369 
31.12.1977 
~ums 
utstanding 
I  &  182  776 
I  096  9.53 
72  39'  9S3 
21  04l.  656 
4el oze 
.5  693  99i 
2  880  016 
5  689  17E 
2  287  517 
117  953  106 
- -
-
-
-
-
117  953  106 
co 
CJl Op.,rations  in  lci77  '""d  sw~s d1sbursed  ar.d  outsta.ndinc at  31.1?.1977 
Su -,s  o{;"tstand 1ng at  31.1".-l'?lu 
~-- --------------- - ~ 
Country  Rat~ of  J,;UA  i  Rate  of EUA  Re~'aJ.7lents  Loc..n  oa1 ance 
at  31.12.137t:l  at  31.12.1977  1n  1977  out::;tanding 
at  31.12.1977  (EUA) 
Technical  research 
Ileleium  360  208  362  944  16  678  346  266 
Germany  1  300 150  1  344  889  62  827  1  282  062 
France  376  592  367  161  16  684  350  477 
Italy  90  125  83  523  3  838  79  685 
Luxembourg  66  666  67  172  2  934  64  238 
l>ether1ands  197  6()7  196  930  "  051  137  879 
Total  2  391  438  2  422  619  112  012  2  310  607 
Rehabilitation 
France  304  962  297  324  21  335  275  989 
Grand total  2  696  400  2  719  S'43  133  347  2  586  596 
Type  of security obtained 
Government  guarantee 
Mortgage  bonds 
Guarantee 
Guarantee 
Government  guarantee 
... Guarantee 
Government  and  other 
guarantee 
co 
m T'ABU  7 
Loars  Grar,ted  out  of the  Former ECSC  Pension  Flllld 
Brealr<1own  by  system 
C1v.n.:;es  in sums  dis"Lursed  ar,d  outstanding between  3l.12.1<)7G  and  31.12.1977 
Operations  Position at 
Loan  syste=:  Number  Rate of EUA  at  31.12.1S•7G  Rate  of EUA  at  31.12.1977  in 1977  31.12.1977 
of loans 
~--- --- ---~----------"---------- --------
--~--· 
granted 
Sums  Su-:;_s  Sums  SU'liS  Su..1lB  ;  Repayments  Sums  Su·ns 
disbursed  outstanding  disbursed  outstanding  disburse4  disbursed  out stand-
ing 
-· 
Housing Loans 
Old  system  277  3 ll8 273  l  388  190  3 141  957  l  398  735  - 192  804  3 141  957  l  205  r::l31 
(w to 1968) 
New  syste!:l  1499  17  840  170  14  ~03 315  17  975  673  14  517  751  4  509  557  961  531  Q2  485  230  18  OS5  777 
(from 1971) 
TOTAL  1776  20  958  443  15  796  505  21  ll7  630  15  916  486  4  509  557  1  154  335  25  627  187  10  271  (08  . 
Loans  for steel 
investments  l  - - - -;- 2 854  333  - 2 854  333  2 854  333 
(Friuli) 
Grand total  1  777  20  958  443  15  796  505  21  ll7 630  15  916  486  7 363  890  1  154  335  28  481  520  22  126  041 J'ABLE  8 
LC>ar;B  out  of borrowed  funds 
Br ea£down  b:.  country and  security obtai  ned 
Amounts  outstanding at  31.12.1'.117 
Type  of security  Belgium  I  Denmark 
I 
Germany  France  Ireland 
1.  Government  guarantees 
and  negative  clauses  1  28o  284  2  139  488 
2.  Guarantee of 
Member  States  63  668  889  140  734  420  236  659  508  497  935 
3.  Guarantees  of financial 
establishment  102  730  584  69  508  881  38o  996  778 
4.  Guarantees  of financial  -
establishments  and 
mortgages  10  751  400 
5·  First mortgages  8  326  31  127  856  778  242  597  284  943 
6.  Second  mortgages  17  994  256 
1·  Guarantees  of industrial 
groups  and negative 
clauses  1  061  172  4  484  779 
8.  Guarantees  of 
industrial  groups  22  372  960  16  135  763  62  420  679 
9·  Negative clauses 
and miscellaneous  946  284  4  915  958  2  726  554 
!lo.  Registered mortgage 
bonds  2  699  005 
11.  Bank gua.rant ee  13  898  354  109 048  739 
fL2·  No  guarantee  63  932  18  774  591  412  827 
3.  Subsequent  public 
sector guarantees  3  689  222 
Total  by  country and 
for the  Community  192  132 431  31  127  856  1  077  344  447  799  174  295  497  935 
i  Italy  .L\Uembourg  Netherlands 
16  866  676  1  022  189 
74  319  604  44  688  389 
735  516 
1  474  869  35  787  716 
3  811  250 
73  624  965 
450  323  882  743  430  7  186  692 
41  78o  1  985  6oo  4  012  114 
397  222 
12  953  087 
410  354 
617  062  130  3  751  219  109  571  986 
United 
Kingdom 
1  041  168  916 
2  559  935 
15  829  220 
17  966  439 
4  340  358 
1  081  864  868 
'roTAL 
3  419  772 
1  500  618  533 
674  8o4  171 
11  486  916 
846  926  307 
21  8oS  506 
95  000  136 
577  149 845 
14  628~  290 
3  096  227 
135  900  18o 
24  002 062 
3  689  222 
3  912  527  167 
co 
co - 89  -
TABLE  9 
Loans  granted out  of the Special Reserve  for Social Housing 
Breakdown  by  country and security obtained 
Balanoes 
outstanding at  31.12.1977 
Country  Government  Registered  Mortgage  tluarantee  No  guarantee  mortgage  and  other 
bond  security  security 
Belgium  1  854  374  - - - 4  328  402 
Denmark  - - - - 1  096  952 
Germany  1  779  023  29  671  273  116  890  15  291  741  25  536  056 
France  811  284  - 272  997  10  087  126  9  873  250 
Ireland  483  028  - - - -
Italy  - - 33  021  5  270  134  390  844 
Luxembourg  2 880  016  - - - -
Netherlands  - 1  696  211  - 4  192  967  -
United  2  287  517  - - - -
Kingdom 
'l'otal  10  095  242  31  367  484  422  908  34  841  968  41  225  504 
Total 
6  182  776 
1  096  952 
72  394  983 
21  044  657 
483  028 
5  693  999 
2 880  016 
5  889  178 
2  287  517 
117  953  106 'rABLE  10 
Brea.J.:down  by  country and  currency of  funds  held  by  the ECSC  at  31  Dece :ber  1977 
(in thousand  ~UA) 
Country  Currency 
BF  DKR  DM  FF  Llrl  LIT  LF  HFL  i:St  SF  US$  u.a. 
Belgium  16  734  3  992  23  377  3  734 
Denmark  610 
Germany  132  962 
France  1~ 01_2  191 
Ireland  19 
Italy  4  276  21  978  1  587  15  158 
Luxembourg  12  479  1  356  37  28o  18  285  16  489  6  595  1  456  20  279 
Netherlands  19  768 
United Kingdom  3  159  20  629  60  352  3  430  2  612 
Switzerland  364 
USA  4  028 
Canada 
Total per currency  29  213  610  ~34 318  63  719  19  60  892  16 490  19  768  90324  ~ 837  ~6 002  -
"' 
6.21  0.13  28.53  13.53  - 12.93  3-5  4-2  19.18  ~-45  9-77  -
Total 
by 
CA.U$  country 
47  838 
610 
132  962 
15  203 
19 
42  999 
1  772  115  991 
19  768 
912  91  094 
364 
4 028 
11  11 
2  695  470  887 
0.57  100.:-
% 
10.16 
0.13 
28.24 
3.23 
-
9-13 
24.63 
4.20 
19.35 
0.08 
0.85 
-
100.-
c.o 
0 TABLE  11 
Changes,  by  currency,  in amounts  of investment  and  rates of interest 
Investments  as %  of whole  Interest yield % 
Currency  1976  1977  Difference  1976  1977  Difference 
between  between 
DM  30.9  28.5  - 2.4  - 4  and  5  4  and  5  -
LIT  10.7  12.9  +  2.2  13  and  14  14 and  15  +  1 
FF  10.5  13.5  +  3.- 11  and  12  9  and  10  +  2 
us  $  25.6  9.8  - 15.8  4  and  5  6  an~ 7  +  2 
HFL  3.5  4·2  +  0.7  6  and  7  4  and  5  - 2 
BF  3.5  6.2  +  2.7  10  and  11  8  and  9  . - 2 
SF  1.4  1.5  +  0.1  1  and  3  2  and  4  +  1 
LF  3.0  3-5  +  0.5  10  and  11  8  and  9  - 2 
£.St  10.2  19.2  +  9-- 18  and  20  6  and  7  - 12 TABLE  12 
Breakdown  of  funds  placed with banks  on  current account  and  fixed deposit at  31  December  1977,  by currency  and  rate of interest 
(in thousand  EUA) 
,----
Rate  oof  interest  Currencies 
TOTAL 
%  DKR  £  Irl  DM  BF  FF  LIT  LF  HFI..  £St  SF  us  $  CAN  $ 
Current accounts 
0  - 0.5  45  19"  2  468  835  186  345  193  264  3  364  - 1  550  11  3  183 
1, 5  - 3  183  195  378 
4  - 6  4  266  5  001  9  267 
6  - 7.5  937  2  988  3  925 
TOtal  current 
45  19  2  468  1  018  l  123  3  333  388  264  4  269  364  3  451  11  16  753  accounts 
Fixed deposits 
2  - 4  4  650  1  385  6472  12  507 
4  - 5  60  774  8  892  69  666 
5  - 6  3  298  3  298 
6  - 7  3  940  2  676  3  786  24  493  24  578  59  473 
7  - 8  743  929  4  864  2  775  2  684  11  995 
8  - 9  8  797  1  215  5  576  12  000  27  588 
9  - 10  9  113  9  113 
10  - 11  744  5  745  6  234  12  723 
11  - 12  3  714  1  124  6  234  11  072 
12  - l3  4  373  2  967  3  898  11  238 
13  - 14  8  808  16  177  1  558  26  543 
14  - 15  212  6  393  7  969  14  574 
15  - 16  282  2  690  6  651  9  623 
16  - 18  72  7  629  7  701 
18  - 20  2  426  2  426 
20  - 22  1  405  1  405 
TOtal  fixed 
566  - 65  424  14  224  43  436  46  348  9  181  15  976  59  281  6  472  27  353  2  684  290  945  deposits 
Grand  total  611  19  67  892  15  242  44  559  49  681  9  569  16  240  63  550  6  836  30  804  2  695  307  698 
'II  of grand total  0.20  0.01  22.06  4.95  14.48  16.15  3.11  5.28  20.65  2.22  10.01  0.88  100.-
% 
1.03 
0.12 
3.01 
1.28 
5.44 
4.06 
22.64 
1.07 
19.33 
3.90 
8.97 
2.96 
4.13 
3.6 
3.65 
8.63 
4.  74 
3.13 
2.5 
0.  79 
0.46 
94.56 
100.-
c.o 
N - 93  -
TABLE  13 
RECOVERABLE  ISSUING  COSTS  PAID  IN  1977 
Amounts  Costs  paid in 
EUA  1977 
EUA 
Loans  in DM 
floated in 1976  77  501  957  313  086 
floated  in 1977  31  632  424  395  405 
floated in 1977  7 672  694  76  727 
floated in 1977  6  200  157  120  903 
floated  in 1977  12  400  313  198  405 
floated in 1977  7  750  196  9  688 
floated in 1977  7  750  196  62  002 
floated in 1977  7  750  196  58  126 
floated in 1977  37  975  959  444  319 
floated in 1977  6  975  176  52  314 
floated in 1977  4  650  117.  20  461 
floated  in 1977  9  687  745  90  096 
Loans  in FF 
floated in 1976  10  414  425  - 3  471 
floated  in 1976  43  393  436  707 
floated  in 1977  52  072  123  1 025  821 
Loan  in LF 
floated in 1977  12  390  499  260  096 
Loan  in £  St 
floated  in 1977  31  169  544  713  003 
Loans  in SF 
floated  in 1976  8 140  074  1 109 
floated  in 1976  32  560  298  11  125 
floated in 1977  26  455  242  604  759 
Loan  in CAN  I 
floated in 1977  18  647  671  482  379 - 94  -
TABLE  13  (contd.) 
Amounts  Costs  paid in 
EUA  1977 
Loan  in US  $  EUA 
floated  in 1971  16  325  731  6  252  847  (1) 
floated  in 1974  40  814  327  364 
floated in 1975  122  442  982  8  728 
floated in 1976  81  628  655  14  083 
floated  in 1976  122  442  982  42  017 
floated  in 1976  24  488  596  - 3  741 
floated  in 1977  40  814  327  1  240  129 
floated in 1977  8  162  865  197  924 
floated  in 1977  36  732  895  1  065  706 
floated  in 1977  61  221  491  958  002 
floated in 1977  24  488  596  805  139 
floated  in 1977  40  814  327  1  081  986 
floated in 1977  20  407  164  360  750 
floated  in 1977  34  284  035  194 183 
floated in 1977  40  814  327  872  215 
floated  in 1977  81  628  655  2 107  539 
EUA  1  250  702  397  20  134  931 
==============  ====::z:=:s=:===== 
(1)  This  amount  is the  counterpart  in EUA  of  t~e difference between the 
nominal  balance outstanding at  1.9.1977  (US  $  18  000  000)  of the  issue 
(7  3/4%,  1971-86  of US  $  20  000  000)  and  the amount  paid for premature 
redemption  ($  25  660  112.35). 
The  difference will be  recoveP.ed  in whole  ar in part  over the period 
1978-1986  from  normal  repayments  on  the loans  granted out  of the  issue. TABLE  14 
CHANGES  IN  DEF.ERRED  LEVY  PAYMENTS  FOR  QUANTITIES  OF  HARD  COAL  STOCKED 
Deferred payments  at  31.12.1976  Changes  between 1.1.1977 and  31.12.1977 
Country  Rate  of EUA  Rate  of EUA 
at 31.12.1976  at 31.12.1977  +  -
Belgium  84  84  428  115 
Germany  1  619  307  1  653  928  739  553  110  476 
France  122  867  119  203  103  737  49  265 
Netherlands  6 010  6 017  - 2 581 
United Kingdom  227  777  233  709  89  405  112  929 
Community  1  976  045  2 012  941  933  123  275  366 
Deferred  p~ents 
at 31.12.1977 
EUA 
397 
2 283  005 
173  675 
3  436 
210  185 
2  670  698 
c:o 
CJl - 96  -
TABLE  15 
:OORROWINGS  CONTRACTED  AND  COLLEO'mD  BY  THE  ECSO 
Currency in which  floated 
Original amounts  and balances outstanding at 31.12.1977 
Currency  Initial borrowing  Ba.l&ljloe  outst&ljld.i~ 
at 31.12.1977  EUA  EUA 
uss  (US  dollars)  1  971  332  016  1  715  956  769 
DM  (German  marks  1 110  373  424  879  412  768 
LIT  (Italian lire)  145  199  063  118  032  787 
HFL  ~Dutch guilders)  149  405  961  90  714  782 
FF  (Freach fru.cs)  285  528  810  268  019  558 
SF  (Swiss  francs  558  120  131  498  783  059 
LF  (Luxembourg  francs)  192  176  639  167  998  253 
BF  (Belgian francs)  130  595  859  108  193  837 
9qits of accouqt  EPU  (1)  33  244  902  20  279  390 
- CANt 
£  St 
(European_ units of account)  (2)  70  914  240  -
(O~i~  dollars)  55  943  013  55  943  013 
(Pouuds  sterling)  31  169  544  31  169  544 
Total  4  734  003  602  3 954  503  760 
(1)  This unit of account,  with a  value of 0.888  667  088  grammes  of fine  gold, 
is to be  converted into the 17  currencies of the Member  States of the European 
Payments  Union  (EPU)  on the basis of the gold parities declared to the  IMF. 
B,y  reason of the holder's right to receive the currency equivalent  to the gold 
value of securities and  given the different positions of the various  currencies 
for which gold parities have  practically abandoned,  the choice of the Swiss 
franc as  reference  currency has  been approved on arbitration.  Thus  the value 
in EUA  has  been calculated on the basis of the aurrent ratio between the 
value of the Swiss  franc in EUA  (1  EUA  =  SF  2.45698)  and that of one u.a. = 
SF  4.0841,  the last parity declared. 
(2)  The  fixed value of one"¢ is DM  3.66  - BF  50  .::  FF  5.55419  - LIT  625 -I:& 50 -HFL 3.62 
the choice of currency being left to the holder. 
The  reference currency chosen by the  Institution for arriving at the value 
in EUA  of the amount  expressed in "¢  is the DM,  on account  of the probability 
that holders will resort to the most  attractive currency.  Thus  the  amount 
in EUA  is a  function of the value of the EUA  in DM,  i.e. DM  2.58058. 
Since 1 "¢  =  DM  3.66,  it also  equals 0.7050765  EUA. - 97  -
TABLE  16 
::OORROrliNGS 
Individual  characteristics of new  loans floated in 1977 
Kind  of loan  Date of issue  Amount  in  Amount  in  Interest 
(signature)  currency  EUA  per annum 
~ebenture issued  9.2.77  US$  50  000  000  ~0 814  327  7-25% 
in Luxem··)our;.; 
Pebenture  issued 
9.2.77  US$  10  000  000  8  162  865  8.25%  in Luxembourg 
IPri  vat  e  1:nua- in 
15.2-77  DM  81  630  000  ~1 632  424  1  %  permany 
!Private  ~ssue  in  -8.3.77  ust  25  000  000  ~0 407  164  7-75%  !  Jp.ited  Kingdom 
Prl.vate ~-ssue _  ..  -.  1n 
17.3-77  DM  19  800  000  J 1  672  694  I 
1 
tf1_  j  ;o  'Jer:nany  1  I 
CAN  .s  25  ooo  ooq1s 647  671 
Private  issue- on  22.3.77  I 9  %  J  international  market 
Pebenture  issued in  31.3.77  US$  75  000  000  61  221  491  9.125%  ~nited States  -=-- Pebenture  issued in 
29.4-77  LF  .... 500  000  000  12  390  499  8.5% 
~uxembourg 
!Private · issu~; in 
5·5-77  USt  30  000  000  24  433  596  7.  625~~  -<uwait 
~ebenture issued on 
US$  50  000  000  40  814  327  9 
r-1  10.6.77  jO  jinterr._ational  market 
Private  '--rssue~ in  13.7-77  US$  20  000  000  16  325  731  8.125% 
uond~m 
Private · l.SSU:e  •  in  8.7.77  FF  60  000  000  10  414  425  11.375%  France 
Debenture  issued in  13.7.77  FF  300  000  000  52  072  123  ll  ~~  tFrance 
·-:.rivate  - ~ssue- on 
4.8.77  US$  25  000  000  20  401  164  8  --1 
I;;  international market 
!Private  ~ssue  in 
16  000  000  6  200  157  6 
~  14.9.77  DM  iO  Ger:-nany  I. 
!!Yr1v.ite  ·  -J.SSUe-'  1n 
12  400  313  6 
___. 
14.9.77  DM  32  000  000  /0  Ger;aany 
lp"r1 vat  e  -:tssue--fir-
15.8.77  US$  42  000  000  34  284  03-5  8. 75/b  :United States 
Pr  1 va  --c e  -:trilie -nn 
15.3.77  SF_  20  ooo  000  3 140  074  5.  25;~  'Svlitzerl~:::d -
peber.ture 1ssuea. on 
13.9-77  uss  50  000  000  40  314  327  3.  25:-:.;  int  crna  t ional  mar~cet 
~ebenture 1ssueu on 
13.9-77  US$  100  000  000  ! Sl  628  655  8.75%  international market 
Pr1vate  issue  1n  18.10.77  Dr:I  20  000  000  7  750  196  5- 75;~  Gcr:nany 
r?r::'rate  issue  ~  1r.  25.10.77  DM  20  000  000  7  750  196  5.5%  Germany 
Pr1vate  ·iss;;·._, 1n 
17.11.77  m.r  20  000  000  7  750  196  5-5~  Gerr:!:my 
D-e1)enture  1SSUed  1n 
15.11.77  t  St  20  000  000  31  159  544  9.625% 
U1~i  ted Kingdom 
[Fr1vate  issue  ~n-
8.12.77  SF  65  000  000  26  455  242  4·55~  Switzerland  . 
' 
~·r::..~.:-2-vd  issue~  :'...::: 
29.11.77  lJ~··I  20  oco  000  I  ?SO  125  5·  5;~ 
'}e:r'""'la~y  I' 
?3lvate- 1SSUe  1n  DH  98  000  000  37  975  959  6  o1  30.11.77  JO  Germany 
[Pr·l'Iate  ~ssue  .·  1n 
1.12.77  DM  18  000  000  6  975  176  5.  5i~  Germany 
Term 
(years) 
5 
10 
4-12 
5 
12 
1 
20 
10 
7 
18 
5 1/2 
5 
12 
9 
5-12 
5-12 
15 
2 
12 
20 
8 
8 
8 
12 
8 
--
8 
5-14 
8 TABLE  16 ( contd. ) 
-
Kind  of loan  Date of issue  Amount  in  Amount  in  Interest  Term 
(signature)  currency  EUA  per annum  (years) 
Private  is·Slhi'll  22.12.77  DM  12  000  000  4  650  117  5  •  .5  ~s  8 
in Germany 
Debenture  issued  8.12.77  SF  80  000  ooc  32  560  298  4·5 %  15  in SHitzerland 
Private ·  ~ssue  20.12.77  DM  25  000  000  9 68{  745  6.125%  10  in  Ger:r~any 
Total  contracted  r-,29  413  927  in 1977 
Total  collected  ~27 378  908 
in 1977 - 99  -
TABLE  17 
ECSC  borrowings 
Characteristics,  initial amounts  and  balances  outstanding for  each  borrowing at  31.12.1977 
Balances  Balances 
Floated,  maturing  in 
Initial amount  Description of  loan 
outstanding  outstanding 
currencies  at  31.12.1977  at 31.12.1977 
currencies  (EUA) 
in us  $  in  US  $ 
1954/1979  ( 1)  100  000  000  3.875 % private  issue  13  000  000  10  611  725 
1957/1975  ( 1)  25  000  000  5.5  % debenture  - .•  -
1957/1962  ( 1)  10  000  000  5  % bearer  bonds  and  . 
private  issue  - -
1958/1978  (1)  35  000  000  5  % debenture  2  800  000  2  285  602 
1958/1963  ( 1)  15  000  000  4.5  % bearer  bonds  - -
1960/1980  ( 1)  25  000  000  5.375  % debenture  5  200  000  4  244  690 
1960/1965  ( 1)  10  000  000  4.75  % to  5  % bearer  bonds  - -
1962/1982  25  000  000  5.25  % debenture  8  500  000  6  938  435 
1964/1984  30  000  000  5.25  % debenture  14  000  000  11  428  011 
1966/1986  15  000  000  6.5  % debenture  9  000  000  7  346  579 
1966/1986  20  000  000  6.5  % debenture  11  900  000  9  713  810 
1967/1987  25  000  000  6.5  % debenture  16  500  000  13  468  728 
1967/1987  20  000  000  6.625  % debenture  13  250  000  10  815  798 
1971/1986  20  000  000  7.75  % debenture  - -
1973/1988  30  000  000  7  % private  issue  30  000  000  24  488  '')6  -
1974/1989  50  000  000  7.75  % private  issue  49  500  000  40  406  184 
1974/1979  20  000  000  8.25  % private  issue  20  000  000  16  325  731 
1974/1982  100  000  000  9.25  % private  issue  100  000  000  81  628  6':·5 
1974/1984  100  000  000  9.5  % private  issue  100  000  000  81  628  655 
1974/1984  200  000  000  10  % private  issue  200  000  000  163  257  310 
1974/1979  100  000  000  8.75  % debenture  100  000  000  81  628  655 
1975/1983  150  000  000  8.375  % debenture  150  000  000  122  442  982 
1975/1982  50  000  000  8.75  % debenture  46  000  000  37  549  181 
1975/1980  30  000  000  9.25  % debenture  30  000  000  24  488  596 
1975/1982  25  000  000  9.25  % private  issue  - -
1975/1980  125  000  000  8.875  % debenture  125  000  000  102  035  819 
1976/1986  125  000  000  8.75  % and  9.25% debenture  122  500  000  99  995  102 
1976/1983  50  000  000  7  % debenture  50  000  000  40  814  327 
1976/1996  175  000  000  8.625  % and  9  % debenture  175  000  000  142  850  146 
1976/1986  23  000  000  8.5  % private  issue  23  000  000  18  774  590 
1976/1981  30  000  000  7.875  % debenture  30  000  000  24  488  596 
1976/1996  150  000  000  8.125  % and  8.875  % debenture  l'iO  000  000  122  442  983 
1976/1983  30  000  000  8  % debenture  30  000  000  24  488  596 
1977/1982  50  000  000  7.25  % debenture  50  000  000  40  814  327 
1977/1987  10  000  000  8.25  % debenture  10  000  000  8  162  865 
1977/1982  25  000  000  7.75  % private  issue  2t)  000  000  20  407  164 
1977/1997  75  000  000  9.125  % debenture  75  000  000  61  221  497 
1977/1984  30  000  000  7.625  % private  issue  30  000  000  24  488  596 
1977/1995  50  000  000  9  % debenture  50  000  000  40  814  32"/ 
1977/1982  20  000  000  8.125  % private  issue  20  000  000  16  325  731 
1977/1986  25  000  000  8  % private  issue  25  000  000  20  40"/  164 
1977/1992  42  000  000  8.75  % private  issue  42  000  000  34  284  035 
197?/1989  50  000  000  8.?5  % debenture  50  000  000  40  814  327 
1977/1997  100  000  000  8.75  % debenture  100  000  000  81  628  655 
2  415  000  000  c:.  102  150  000  1  715  956  770 
in  HFL  in  HI'L 
1961/1981  ( 1)  50  000  000  4.':·  % debenture  13  150  000  4  714  309 
1961/1966  10  000  000  4.5  % private  issue  - -
1962/1987  6  000  000  4.75  % private  issue  ~  400  000  860  406 
1962/1982  .  25  000  000  4.75  % private  issue  8  500  000  3  047  272 
1962/1967  20  000  000  4.5  % pr1vatc  lSSUC  - -
1963/1968  10  000  000  4.5  % private  issue  - -
1963/1993  1  750  000  4 .62':'  % pr1vate  i SSW'  938  000  336  275 
1964/1984  2:)  000  000  5.75  % debenture  11  800  000  4  230  336 
1965/1985  40  000  000  5.75  % debenture- 21  4rc,o  000  7  689  881 
1967/1972  20  000  000  6.375  % private  issue  - -
1975/1990  60  000  000  8.5  % debenture  :~2  000  000  18  642  135 
1975/1985  20  000  000  8.625  % private- issue  16  000  000  5  736  041 
1976/1983  60  000  000  8  % debenture  60  000  ()00  ;'1  510  156 
1976/2001  2!:·  000  000  8.  c/5  % private  issue  24  000  000  8  604  060 
19?6/2001  30  000  000  8.62!:,  % pr1vate  issue  28  800  000  10  124  875 
1976/1996  14  000  000  8.75  % private  issue  14  000  000  5  019  036 
416  750  000  2:)3  038  000  90  714  782 
(1)  These  loans  were  contracted  und~r the  1954  Act  of  Pl~dge between  the  ECSC  and  the  Bank  for  Inter-
national Settlements. - 100  -
TABLE  17  (contd.) 
Balances  Balances 
Floated,  maturing  in 
Initial  amount 
Description of  loan 
outstanding  outstanding 
currencies  at  31.12 .1977  at 31.12.1977 
currencies  (EUA) 
in  SF  in  SF 
1956/1974  ( 1)  50  000  000  4.25  % debenture  - -
1961/196'6  9  000  000  5.25  % private  issue  - -
1961/1966  2  290  000  4.5  % private  issue  - -
1962/1980  60  000  000  4.5  % debenture  15  000  000  6  105  056 
1969/1987  60  000  000  5.5  % debenture  46  500  000  18  925  673 
1972/1984  50  000  000  7.25  % private  issue  44  000  000  17  908  163 
1973/1988  80  000  000  6.25  % debenture  80  000  000  32  560  297 
1973/1978  65  000  000  6.75  % private  issue  65  000  000  26  455  242 
1973/1980  75  000  000  7  % private  issue  75  000  000  30  525  279 
1973/1978  50  000  000  7.25  % private  issue  50  000  000  20  350  186 
1974/1979  20  000  000  9.25  % private  issue  - -
1975/1982  100  000  000  8  % private  issue  100  000  000  40  700  372 
1975/1990  80  000  000  7.75  % debenture  80  000  000  32  560  298 
1975/1983  50  000  000  8  % private  issue  50  000  000  20  350  186 
1975/1983  100  000  000  8  % private  issue  100  000  000  40  700  372 
1.975/1982  50  000  000  7.75  % debenture  50  000  000  20  350  186 
1976/1982  100  000  000  7.25  % debenture  100  000  000  40  700  372 
1976/1983  60  000  000  6.25  and  6.5 % private  issue  60  000  000  24  420  223 
1976/1982  20  000  000  6  % debenture  20  000  000  8  140  074 
1976/1983  25  000  000  6  % debenture  25  000  000  10  175  093 
1976/1984  25  000  000  5.875  % debenture  25  000  000  10  175  093 
1976/1991  80  000  000  5.75  % debenture  80  000  000  32  560  298 
1977/1979  20  000  000  5.25  % private  issue  20  000  000  8  140  074 
1977/1985  65  000  000  4.5  % private  issue  65  000  000  26  455  242 
1977/1992  75  000  000  4.5  % private  issue  '15  000  000  30  525  279 
1  371  290  000  1  225  500  000  498  783  0'::>8 
in  LF  in  LF 
1957/1982  ( 1)  5  000  000  3.5  % private  issue  - -
1957/1982  ( 1)  100  000  000  5.375 % private  issue  34  532  882  855  759 
1961/1986  ( 1)  100  000  000  5.25  % private  issue  56  039  034  1  388  703 
1961/1986  100  000  000  5  % private  issue  55  438  223  1  373  814 
1962/1977  300  000  000  4.75  % debenture  - -
1962/1987  250  000  000  5.125  % private  issue  151  307  369  3  749  548 
1964/1984  150  000  000  5.375  % private  issue  70  000  000  1  734  670 
1971/1979  150  000  000  6.5  % debenture  76  000  000  1  883  3'::>6 
1971/1986  250  000  000  7  % debenture  250  000  000  6  195  249 
1971/1983  300  000  000  7.75  % private  issue  257  000  000  6  368  716 
1972/1984  300  000  000  6.75  % private  issue  234  000  000  5  798  '!53 
1972/1987  400  000  000  6.75  % debenture  400  000  000  9  912  399 
1973/1988  300  000  000  6.75  % private  issue  300  000  000  cl  434  299 
1973/1985  800  000  000  7  % private  issue  800  000  000  19  824  798 
1973/1988  800  000  000  7  % private  issue  800  000  000  19  824  798 
1973/1985  300  000  000  8  % private  issue  267  000  000  6  616  526 
1973/1985  200  000  000  8  % private  issue  178  000  000  4  411  017 
1973/1988  500  000  000  7.25  % debenture  490  000  000  12  142  689 
1973/1981  250  000  000  c!  0  5  % private  issue  160  000  000  3  964  964 
1974/1981  400  000  000  10  % debehture  400  000  000  9  912  399 
1975/1985  500  000  000  9  % debenture  500  000  000  12  390  499 
1975/1984  100  000  000  9  % private  issue  100  000  000  2  478  100 
1976/1984  500  000  000  9.5  % debenture  500  000  000  1?  390  499 
1976/1982  200  000  000  9.5  % private  issue  200  000  000  4  9:)6  199 
1977/1987  500  000  000  8.5  % debenture  500  000  000  12  390  499 
7  755  000  000  6  T/9  317  508  167  998  253 
in u.a.  in u.a. 
1966/1986  20  000  000  5.75  % debenture  12  200  000  20  279  390 
20  000  000  1;)  :-'00  000  20  279  390 
in  £  St  in  £  St 
1977/1989  20  000  noo  9.625  % debenture  20  000  000  31  169  544 
20  000  000  20  000  000  ~-H  169  544 
(1)  These  loans  were  contracted  under  the  195~ Act  of Pledge  between  the  ECSC  and  the  Bank  for  Inter-
national Settlements; Floated,  maturing  in 
19'::>61198]  (11 
19~,711Yl7  (]) 
1964119"6 
196411979 
196!\I197G 
196511983 
196'"11970 
196'1197;:.; 
196811978 
196811981 
196911984 
196911982 
196YI1984 
1971/1986 
19/.'I1Y87 
19~
1 :.::/1988 
19'13/1988 
19n/1988 
197411979 
1974/1979 
1974/1981 
197411981 
197';/198') 
19751198:' 
19'15/198"'· 
197~)/1  ':180 
197'.11980 
1')7')/1'.=)82 
197611986 
197611986 
19"611981 
19'1611986 
19?7 /]989 
197/  /]989 
19T'I1989 
197711989 
1 gn  I 138~· 
1977/198~· 
J 977  I 198'::· 
1977  1198:'· 
197"11991 
1 9'7  I 198c:, 
19771198':, 
1 '=!77 I 1 98'1 
196311983 
196611986 
196611986 
196811988 
196811388 
19~'21198'/ 
197.::'/1987 
191411989 
197'::·1198'-
- 101  -
TARLE  l c  ( ccmtd.) 
lnitial  amount 
cur'r'~-?nc ies 
in  DM 
:.o  000  000 
377  1\r::.o 
100  00Cl  000 
100  (J(!II  000 
.~IJ  000  000 
1  '~I)  000  000 
c)(J()  000 
LO  000  000 
L'C1  001)  rJOO 
3. 7 5  % private  issue 
60  000  000 
40  000  000 
50  000  000 
r::.o  ooo  uoo 
100  000  000 
100  000  ouo 
1':·0  000  001) 
1so  ooo  ooo 
100  000  1)00 
'0  000  000 
30  000  000 
'·0  000  000 
1 '~I-I  000  000 
56  000  000 
c'O  000  000 
1SO  000  000 
1G  000  OOC1 
61)  000  000 
1~)0  000  000 
80  000  ()[I() 
4'::,  000  000 
50  000  000 
200  000  000 
81  6JO  000 
19  8no  ooo 
16  000  [l(l(l 
];'  000  000 
20  000  001) 
c'Cl  000  (![Ill 
c
0 0  000  000 
20  ooo  oon 
98  ()[1[1  000 
18  oun  ooo 
12  000  000 
:~5  OOC1  CICIO 
in  LIT 
~) . ·  n:~ 
(.")  •  LJ 
r:: .• 7~  .. 
~_)  •  ~I 
~~  •  ~I 
6.  ;_)~· 
6 .2'-· 
6.  c:, 
6  0  °/5 
7.~ 
7 
b.5 
7.75 
10 
10 
11=) 
9.7'J 
s.c:, 
8. ') 
8.'1 
8.'1 
8 
8 
6 
6 
~). 
1~  000  000  000  ~.5 
1 "·  000  000  01!0  f) 
]<=,  000  000  000  6 
15  000  1)()()  000  fi 
15  000  000  000  6 
20  000  ()00  000 
c
00  000  000  0()[1  7 
10  000  000  000  7 
30  000  000  000  10 
1 c:,c:,  000  000  000 
% privatP  lSSUC 
% privati'"  issu<" 
% debenture 
% privale•  issue 
% debenture 
% private  issuP 
% pr1vale  1ssue 
5.7~ and  6.875  privati'" 
is  suP 
% private  issue 
% private  issutc-
% private  iss11•~ 
% private  issue 
% debenturP 
% dPbenture 
% dt:bPnture 
%  dr·b•~ntur•e 
% debenture 
%private  issue 
% pr.Lvate  issue 
% private  issue 
% dE-"benture 
% private:- issuP 
% privati'  1ssuc> 
% dr·benture 
%  prival·~  issut-
% privat••  issue 
% de·henturP 
%private  issuP 
% private·  issue 
% private  issue 
% dPbPnture 
% private  issue 
%  privat<~  lSSlk 
% private  issue 
% pri  vatp  i  ssw~ 
% privatP  issue 
% private  issue 
% privatP  JSSU'' 
% privst,c:  issue 
% privatte·  issue> 
% pci  vatP  i ssw:· 
% private  issue 
%private  issue 
% debPnture 
%  d~Cbentur'=' 
% privaLt:  issur-? 
% dcbr:·nture 
% rifc'benture 
% debentur•:-
% privatP  issue 
% privat<:c·  issu"' 
% privatP  iss11P 
Balances 
r:•utstanding 
at  31.1..:0.1977 
currencies 
in  DM 
6  965  000 
1/  [11)0  000 
69  000  000 
1'·  000  000 
c~4  000  000 
?8  000  000 
;:·r,  000  000 
.35  000  000 
90  000  000 
100  000  000 
150  000  000 
1so  oon  ooo 
100  000  000 
20  000  CJOO 
30  000  CICIO 
':!0  000  000 
150  000  000 
~6  000  000 
20  000  000 
150  000  000 
16  000  000 
60  000  000 
150  ono  ooo 
60  000  000 
!\5  000  000 
50  CICIO  000 
200  000  000 
81  630  000 
19  800  000 
16  000  CICIO 
3'  000  000 
20  000  000 
20  000  O(JO 
20  000  000 
20  000  000 
98  000  000 
18  CICIO  000 
12  000  000 
25  000  000 
2  269  395  CICIO 
in  LIT 
6  000  [1[10  000 
9  000  000  000 
9  000  000  000 
ll 000  000  000 
11  ()[1[1  000  000 
20  000  000,000 
::·o  ooo  ooo  ooo 
10  000  000  000 
30  000  CICIO  000 
121:·  000  000  000 
Balances 
outstanding 
at 31.12. 1977 
(EVA) 
2  699  005 
6  587  666 
26  738  176 
r;  812  647 
9  300  235 
10  850  274 
9  687  745 
D  !:'·62  842 
34  875 '881 
38  750  978 
'J8  126  467 
58  126  468 
38  7'::!0  978 
7'J0  196 
11  6?5  294 
19  37~)  489 
58  126  468 
?1  700  548 
7  750  196 
58  126  468 
6  200  156 
23  2'~0  587 
58  126  468 
31  000  763 
17  437  940 
19  375  489 
77  501  957 
.31  6  ~2  424 
7  672  694 
6  200  156 
1~  400  313 
7  750  196 
7  750  196 
7  7')0  196 
7  750  196 
37  975  9'J9 
6  975  176 
4  650  117 
9  697  71\!\ 
879  412  768 
5  620  609 
8  4JO  913 
8  430  913 
10  304  450 
10  304  449 
18  735  363 
18  73:'·  363 
9  367  681 
28  103  046 
118  03?  787 
(1)  ThPse  loans  were  contr·arted  under  thP  19'~ Act  of  PlPdgP  brtween  the  ECSC  and  the  Bank  for  Inter-
national  SPttlcmrnts. Fluat~rl,  ~~turing 1n 
l  ~H34 / 2_  ·~2,.1 
lllll/L'JS'J 
19'. /198' 
19 7 3/1988 
L9~'
0./JLJ8f' 
1Y'3/1Y'~l 
ll.J7c,/lY8~ 
19/C/1981 
1 'T/6/  1 '381 
1976/1'18) 
; CPf'./1 99·1 
1':1/F;/1983 
l9T'  11 ~ja:· 
'·,]7'1 /1988 
1  ·~ '·  / 1  CJ.s: ·  '·  1 1 
1 'J':• '/  1 'Jt\.  ( 1  I 
1  ~)f::'c'/1'=<8, 
1'Jf;J/L18.) 
1 CJt-,8/ 1 '.JS 3 
1q .. 1-1/ L9C10 
l'~ /:L/  ~CJ86 
l_Ci-)/l'J8c, 
1_9'/CC,!  -~  '~ 1 8 1:< 
ls-1/0/lqCJO 
l'rr:;/:'18' 
1::e ~ 11 ':le4 
Ini Lia 1  amc,unt 
l  C,()  000  1}00 
1'fl ()()()  000 
l  c:,()  000  000 
1:)(1  1)0(1  000 
',1)  1)00  000 
1"!0  000  000 
12':·  000  000 
40  000  001) 
60  000  000 
~~o  noo  ooo 
.''JO  000  000 
c:,o  000  000 
bO  UO,_-,  <JOO 
.11<0  ()1_1()  000 
64':,  000  000 
lii  BF 
~00 000  IJ()(_) 
,'1-_1  (11)0  uoo 
'',nu  orJo  ono 
~,,,-10  OIJU  IJCJO 
}SU  000  000 
',oo  'Joo  ooo 
-,oo  1fJO  ooo 
<101)  IYII)  (101} 
~.I_Y)  000  000 
in  E 
C-,fl  i_)()()  IJI)(I 
Ht  CAN  $ 
:=.o  orJu  orJo 
(100  i)<IU 
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TABLE  1/  irontd.l 
8.':1 
7. <; 
10 
10.:-'"· 
10 
10 
10.::' 
10." 
11. 37'-, 
ll 
Description of  loan 
% dPbfelltur•:" 
% debentur•• 
% Jebcnture 
% privat-te  issue 
%  d•c"benture 
% dl·b·-·nture 
% dcbcnturP 
% private  issue 
% pl'i vate  i_ ssue 
% debellture 
% debenture 
% pri,;at.:·  issue 
% privatt:::o  issut:> 
% dPbl'c'lltUJ'<C' 
l.5  % private  issue 
3.S  %private  isSUP 
% prlvate  issei'" 
5.  % privat~  issu~ 
6./~  % dehenture 
8./')  % pr1vate  1ssuc 
-~  .?",  % dr:l:Jentut·c· 
.' .·n)  r_J)  J~b(--'nturt? 
8. ~c-,  'l;  J<:·bPntur•" 
8 
9 
9 
% df'bPnturP 
% debr>nturrc· 
Balances 
outstanding 
at  31.12.1977 
curr~.:ncies 
in  FF 
65  625  000 
L38  500  000 
150  000  000 
60  000  000 
50  000  000 
1')0  000  000 
120  000  000 
40  000  000 
60  000  000 
30  000  000 
250  000  000 
')(I  000  000 
60  000  000 
300  000  000 
")44  125  000 
in  BF' 
':>6  000  000 
:=,  600  000 
1()C,  (j()(J  000 
126  000  000 
'llO  000  000 
433  400  000 
630  000  000 
000  000  000 
')00  000  000 
4  366  000  000 
1n  E 
in  CAN  $ 
:;o  oo'J  ooo 
2':,  000  000 
7",  000  000 
Total 
Balances 
outstanding 
at 31.12.1977 
(EUA) 
11  390  777 
24  039  963 
26  036  062 
10  414  424 
8  678  687 
26  036  061 
20  828  849 
6  942  9')0 
10  414  424 
8  678  687 
43  393  436 
8  678  687 
10  414  42!:· 
52  072  126 
268  019  558 
38?  736 
138  774 
2  602  004 
3  12::'  406 
12  638  309 
10  740  085 
15  612  029 
24  780  997 
]7  171  497 
108  193  837 
37  295  342 
18  647  6'71 
5":>  943  013 
J  954  503  760 
( 1 I  'l'ltc·se  Lc•ans  W•'l'c-,  ,~nnrs·acL•cd  ur,d•'Y'  t-h"'  Lq',fl  1\ct  of  l-'ledgP  bPtwl'en-the  ECSC  and  the  Bank  for  Inter-
nat  -i  ( Jrta 1  Set  t  l  r~'mt.:..n t~·  .. - 103  -
TABLE  18 
REHABILITATION  ASS~ANCE 
New  allocations and effects on  employment 
Country and sector  Number  of recipients  New  allocations 
BelgiUJil 
Coal  526  687  000 
Steel  2 986  3  567  500 
Germany 
Coal  3 834  5 730  500 
Steel  521  223  250 
France 
Coal  1 051  8 640  500 
Steel  5  279  5 183  750 
Italy 
Coal  - -
Steel  - -
Netherlands 
Coal  - -
Steel  - -
United Kingdom 
Coal  - -
Steel  2 792  1  722  750 
Total  16  989  25  755  250 Belgium 
Article 56 
Steel 
Coal 
Belgium total 
Germany 
Article 56 
Steel 
Coal 
Germany total 
France 
Article 56 
Steel 
Coal 
France total 
Italy 
Article 56 
Steel 
Coal 
Italy total 
Netherlands 
Article  56 
Steel 
Coal 
- 104  -
'l'.ABLE  19 
Commitments  tor rehabilitation 
Provisions by  country and aeotor  (1) 
11  .Aaounts  still in the provision at  31.12.1976 
Rate of EUA.  at  Rate of EUA  at 
31.12.1976  31.12.1977 
2 059  864  2 070  042 
9  878  961  9  934  245 
11  938  825  12  004  2tl7 
2  346  693  2 402  433 
56  247  835  57  898  862 
58  594  528  60  301  295 
3  787  853  3 702  039 
1~ 222  ~17  12  q~')  66~ 
17  010  170  16  647  702 
115  758  107  277 
- -
115  758  107  277 
508  227  506  254 
16  ~67 377  16  ~03 4.41 
Netherlands total  16  975  604  16  909  695 
United  Kingdom 
Article 56 
Steel  4  608  405  4  698  840 
Coal  18  957  528  19  302  170 
United Kingdom 
total  23  565  933  24  001  010 
Community  128  200  818  129  971  266 
.Amounts  still 
in the provision 
at 31.12.1977 
5 444  474 
6  426  991 
11  871  465 
2 146  235 
56  673  980 
58  820  215 
5 835  255 
10  815  750 
16  651  005 
106  021 
-
106  021 
502  752 
12  559  618 
13  062  370 
5 496  771 
13  28~ 618 
18  781  389 
119  292  465 
(1)  The  steel sector includes  iron ore mines  and  steelworks  coking plants.  The  coal 
sector includes  colliery coking plants. - 105 -
TABLE  20 
Commitments  for technical,  economic  and  social research 
Provisions by sector 
Amounts  still in the provision at 31.12.1976  Amounts  still;in 
Research sector  the provision at 
Rate of EUA  Rate  of EUA  31.12.1977 
at  31.12.1976  at 31.12.1977 
Steel  20  246  186  20  388  149  18  412  020 
Ore  8o6  017  785  832  410  305 
Coal  19  738  192  19  982  269  22  380  212 
Industrial aafety,  health 
and medicine  8  533  747  8  500  883  9 338  535 
Experimental social hous-
ing construction 
(2nd  programme)  85  311  85  959  85  959 
Dissemination of 
research findings  670  828  669  580  608  780~349 787~••1 
258  993)coal 
Total  50  080  281  50  412  672  51  235  811 - 106  -
TABLE  21 
Co~mitments for technical,  economic  and social research 
Provisions - by sector and project - at  31  December  1977 
Description of project 
Steel 
Fl~~e radiation IV and  V 
Low-shaft  blast-furance VI 
Service properties of steels 
Structure of steel  ingots 
Joint  progra.'lliile  on measurement  in the 
steel industry 
Fire resistance of metal  structures 
Cold  forming 
Corrosion 
Fatigue and  standard  construction 
Brittle fracture 
Steel for heat  treatment 
Metal  physics 
Casting and solidfying of steel 
Measurement  in the steel  industry II 
Control  of energy  flows 
S.E.P.  III Fatigue  and  standard construction 
Automation of oxygen steel-plant 
Measurement  in steel  industry III 
Direct  reduction of iron-ore 
Rolling-mills 
Counterbend~ng of rollers 
Ladle steels 
Sintering 
Organization of slabbing-mill  so~~ing-pits 
Process-control  by  computer 
Structural mechanisms 
Creep  in welded  joints 
Cold-forming of steels 
Foundry pig-irons 
Creep 
Corrosion 
Welding 
Electronic monitoring 
Electri.c arcs 
Blast-furnace 
Steel-plant 
Measurement 
SEP  - Corrosion 
SEP  - FatiGUe 
S3P  - ~rittle fracture 
Amounts  still in the 
provision at  31.12.1977 
29  628 
3  717 
422  720 
4 337 
37  958 
14  648 
7  171 
5  204 
1  299 
89  202 
12  376 
22  938 
5  244 
22  600 
30.000 
3  748 
56  679 
317  163 
199  101 
2  833  433 
38  605 
118  643 
97  300 
56  485 
70  777 
8  140 
66  664 
3  456 
6  285 
1  920 
26  729 
8  761 
35  721 
4  040 
2  181  932 
2  004  569 
2  072  698 
2  081  34) 
364  030 
1  047  634 Description of project 
Steel  (continued) 
SEP  - Creep 
SEP  - Thermal  treatment 
SEP  - St~npability 
Service properties of steels 
Service properties of steels 
Physical  metallu~gy 
Physical metallurgy 
Use  of steels 
Direct  reduction 
Physical metallurgy 
Quantitativ~ metallography 
Use  of steel 
- 107  -
TABLE  21 
Technical  literature from  eastern countries II 
Total Steel 
Coal 
Firedamp control 
General  services  under~·ouri.d 
Technical  literature from  eastern countries  II 
Production and efficiency in workings 
Coke  manufacture 
Coal  preparation 
High-performance cutting 
Techniques  of preparatory work 
~linning and dri  vage  r:1ethods 
Coal  up-grading and  coking 
General  services underground 
Pricing coal  and  coke 
Total  coal 
Iron-ore 
Iron-ore extraction 
profitability of iron-ore extraction 
Total  iron-ore 
Amounts  still in the 
provision at  31.12.1977 
119  726 
197  607 
635  921 
101  892 
73  233 
~6,  634 
22  850 
48  773 
598  530 
986  308 
34  374 
991  237 
120  035 
18  412  020 
2  211  553 
1  301  598 
83  644 
131  417 
26  047 
650  364 
24  026 
2  317  288 
1  419  986 
2  300  OC3 
1  8o6  i§a 
4 012  098 
22  380  212 
390  805 
19  500 
410  305 - 108  ~ 
TABLE  2l 
Description of Project 
Industrial Safety,  Health and Medicine 
Rescue  by boring 
Arresting-dams 
Fire in mines 
Industrial safety and medicine 
Physiopathology and  clinical studies 1 
Traumatology 
Human  factors  - Ergonomics 
Burns  - therapy and rehabilitation 
Physiopathology and  clinical studies II 
Dust  in mines 
Dust  in steel  :~ndustry 
Health  in mines 
Ergonomics  and rehabilitation 
Technical measures  against  polllrl; ion in 
steel industry 
Safety in mines 
Physiopathology and  clinical studies III 
Social Hop.sing 
Total,  Industrial Safety, 
Health and  Medicine 
Second  experimental  progra~e 
Amounts  still in the 
provision at  31.12.1977 
22  588 
33  624 
135  633 
13  650 
9 189 
9  992 
14  548 
224  633 
370  878 
659  754 
1  591  370 
2'326  085 
-.1  443  837 
257  500 
2  225  254 
9 338  535 
85  959 
Total,  Social  Housing!  85  959 
Dissenination of Research Findings 
Steel 
Coal 
Total,  Dissemination of 
Research  Findings 
Grand  Total 
349  737 
258  993 
608  780 
' 51  235  811 - 109  -
TABLE  22 
F'tJ'I'URID  COMMI'IMENTS  .FUR  INTEREST  REDUCTION 
MOVEMENTS  FROM  31.12.76  TO  31.12.77 
Future  commitments  Article 54  Article 56 
Position at  31.12.1976  in 
EUA  at  31.12.1976  rate  3  562  521  9  259  473 
Withdrawals  for loan agree-
mente  signed in 1977  - 569  000  - 2  293  698 
Unused  provisions  - 120  462  - 116  815 
1976  provision remaining  2 873  059  6  848  960 
Provision constituted in 1977  1  871  850  17  017  176 
Total allocations at 
31.12.1977  4  744  909  23  866  136 
Total 
12  821  994 
- 2 862  698 
- 237  277 
9  722  019 
18  889  026 
28  611  045 TABLE  23 
BREAKDOWN  OF  ADMINISTRATIVE  EXPENDITURE  BY  NATIONAL  CURRENCY 
Breakdown of fixed  sum  by  Equivalent of the debt  % 
Equivalent brought to 
currency  in u.a.  (general budget)  account  by the ECSC 
in EUA 
BF  66  912  222  1  338  244.44  7-44  1 663  614.32 
DKR  3 821  039  509  471.86  2.83  538  443.73 
DJ(  14  579  818.47  3  983  556.96  22.13  5 584  086.04 
FF  20  249  743.61  3 645  850  20.25  3 621  220.94 
£  Ir1  133  648.41  320  756.15  1.  78  208  075.65 
LIT  1  919  323  150  3 070  917.04  17.06  1  940  449-74 
LF  - - - -
HFL  5 036  024.50  1  391  166.98  7.73  1  795  716.63 
£  St  1 558  348.76  3  740  037.02  20.78  2 369  520.70 
18  000  000.45  100.- 17  721  127.75 - 111  -
TABLE  24 
Income  from  the levy 
Breakdown  by  group  of product  and  country 
Amounts  declared and  brought  to account  in 1977 
Country  Coal  Steel  Levy  total per country 
Amount  %  Amount  %  Amount  % 
Belgium  621  212  3.1  5  973  328  9·- 6  594  540  7.6 
Denmark  - - 354  428  0.5  354  428  0.4 
Germany  8  244  972  40.7  20  106  369  30.2  28.  351  341  32.6 
France  1  871  563  9.2  11  940  550  1:('.9,  13  812  113  ~5-9 
Ireland  2  970  0.1  22  868  0.1  25  838  0.1 
Italy  - - 13  090  571  19.6  13  090  571  15.1 
Luxembourg  - - 2  210  204  3.3  2  210  204  2.5 
NetherLands  - - 2 339  466  3.5  2 339  466  2.7 
United  Kingdom  9  487  909  46.9  10  574  184  15.9  20  062  093  23.1 
Community 
Total  20  228  626  100.- 66  611  968  100.- 86  840  594  100.-- 112  -
TABLE  25 
CHANGES  IN  THE  PROPORTION  FROM  EACH  COUNTRY 
IN  THE  LEVY  BETWEEN  1976  AND  1977 
COUNTRY  ll1.§.  19J.l 
Belgium  7·5  7.6 
Denmark  0.4  0.4 
Germany  34.- 32.6 
France  15.9  15·9 
Ireland  0.1  0.1 
Italy  14.2  15.1 
Luxembourg  2.7  2.5 
Nlitherlands  3.2  2.7 
United Kingdom  22 ....  23.1 
- --
100.- 100.-- 113  -
TABLE  26 
Rate  of the levy and  net  rates per tonne  from  1953  to 1977  for each 
category of chargeable product 
A.  In u.a. 
Period  Rate%  Brown  coal  Hard  Pig iron  Basic  Steel  Finished and 
briquettes  coal  other than  Bessemer  other  end  products 
and  semi- in ingots  steel in  than  of iron and 
coke  ingots  Bessemer  steel 
derived from  steel in 
brown  coal  ingots 
1.1.1953  0.30  0.0141.  0.0372  0.1422  0.1398  0.1884  0.07_.$5 
1.3.1953  0.50  0.0~35  0.0620  0.2370  0.2330  0.3140  0.1225 
1.5.1953  0.70  0.0329  0.0868  0.3318  0.3262  0.4396  0.1715 
1.7.1953  0.90  0.0423  0.1116  0.4266  0.4194  0.5652  0.2205 
1.7.1955  0.70  0.0329  0.0868  0.3318  0.3262  0.4396  0.1715 
1.1.1956  0.45  0.0212  0.0558  0.2133  o.~9'f  0.2826  0.1103 
1.7.1957  0.35  0.0220  0.0448  0.1870  0.;1.738  0.2925  0.1003 
1.7.1959  0.35  0.0277  0.0448  0.1870  0.:1.738  0.2925  0.1003 
1.7.1961  0.30  0.0237  0.0384  0.1603  0.1490  0.2507  0.0860 
1.7.1962  0.20  0.0158  0.0256  0.1068.  0.0993  0.1672  0.0573 
1.7.1964  0.20  0.018o  0.0256  0.1068  0.0993  0.1672  0.0573 
1.7.1965  0.25  0.0225  0.0360  0.1071  0.1337  0.2117  0.0717 
1.7.1966  0.25  0.0225  0.0360  0.1071  0.'1337  0.2117  0.0717 
1.7.1967  0.30  0.0297  0.0432  0.1286  O.rl604  0.2540  0.0860 
1.1.1972  0.29  0.0287  0.0548  0.1640  0.1814  0.2865  0.1043 
1.1.1973  0.29  0.0339  0.0526  0.1617  0.1931  0.2667  0.1010 
1.1.1974- 0.29  0.0395  o.0537  0.1615  0.2111  0.2870  0.1093 
1.1.1975  0.29  0.0448  0.0594  0.2241  0.2895  0.3636  0.1386(1) 
(1)  Thus  sum  was  calculated with weightings for the average values  of the  two 
categories Finished and End  Froducts of Basic Bessemer steel and  Finished 
and End  Products other than of Basic Bessemer steel. 
B.  In EUA 
Period  Rate %  Brown  coal  Hard  Pig iron  Steel  Finished and 
briquettes  coal  other than  in ingots  end  products 
and  semi- in ingots  of iron and 
coke  steel 
derived  from 
brown  coal 
1.1.1976  0.29  0.05385  0.08802  0.33324  0.41720  0.18487 
1.1.1977  0.29  0.06081  0.10220  0.35027  0.38423  0.17409 % of the annual 
product of the 
levy 
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TABLE  27' 
Changes by sector (coal  - steel)  in  levy  income from  1953 to  1977 
(expressed as a  percent~ge of the annual product of the levy) 
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TABLE  28 
Changes in levy income for the various categories of steel products (
1
) 
from  1953 to 1977 
(expressed as a  percentage of the annual product of the levy on steel) 
Fm•shed  and  end  products of  ~ron  and  steel 
Steel  other than  Bas•c  Bessemer steel 
Foundry  p1g  ~ron  (not mtended for steel  mgot manufacture  1ns1de  the Community) 
Bas1c  Bessemer  steel 
Steel  1n  1ngots 
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TABLE  29 
Interest  and  income  from  investments 
Breakdown  by country and  type of income  during 1977 
Bank  interest  Interest  from  various  Total per country  (current  accounts) 
Country  and  fixed deposits)  portfolio securities 
Amount  %  .Amount  %  .Amount  % 
Belgium  4  991  073  16.3  494  622  4.9  5 485  695  13.5 
Denmark  I 
118  598  0.4  - - 118  598  0.3 
Germany 
I  3  594  263  11.8  5 309  453  52.5  8  903  716  21.9 
France  2 411  494  1·9  1  491  60q  14.8  3 903  100  9.6 
Ireland  - - - - - -
Italy  3 663  172  12.- 1  335  737  13.2  4  998  909  12.3 
Luxembourg  6 405  876  21.- 1 160  949  11.5  7 566  825  18.6 
Netherlands  894  Boo  2.9  131  129  1.3  1 025  929  2.5 
United KingdoD  7 889  041  25.8  187  340  1.8  8 076  381  19.8 
Switzerland  143  523  0.5  - - 143  523  '  0.4 
USA  444  429  1.4  - - 444  429  1.1 
Canada  I  1  183  - - - 1  183  -
I 
Sub-total  30  557  452  100.- 10  110  836  100.- 40  668  288  100.-
Interest  to be 
credited to 
loan service  - 10  237  493  33.5  - - - 10  237  493  25.2 
account 
Total  20  319  959  66.5  10  110  836  100.- 30  430  795  74.8 TABLE  30 
ECSC  ASSISTANCE  TO  SOCIAL  HOUSING  CONSTRUCTION 
Breakdown  by programme  and  type of assistance 
Position at  31.12.1977 
Outri,n.t 
Amounts  disbursed  (repayments  not  deducted) 
gra;ots  Loans  out  of  Loans  out  of  Loans  out of Levy  Loans  out  of levy 
(1)  borrowed  funds  Special Reserve  income  for technical  income  for 
and  economic  research  rehabilitation 
Social  housin~ construction 
- 1st pro  gramme  26  105  005 
- 2nd  programme  3  294  386  18  054  935 
- 3rd programme  4  629  115  15  630  718 
- 4th programme  12  910  057  21  538  131 
- 5th programme  (standard 
and special}  7  277  664  32  642  383 
- 6th programme  534  031  24  325  734 
- 7th programme  (standard 
and  special)  7  399  839  35  213  194 
- 8th programme  1  680  094  21  459  958 
Housin~ for rehabilitated workers  510  775 
Assistance to the Fruili region  374  707 
Ex~erimental social  housin~ 
reconstruction 
- 1st programme  995  838(1) 
- 2nd  programme  904  176(1)  354  716  3  674  788 
Total  1  900  014(1)  63  830  191  169  594  476  3  674  788  510  775 
(1)  Figures drawn  up  in u.a.  values as at the time when  they were  entered in the accounts. TABLE  31 
PROGRESS  OF  SOCIAL  HOUSING  CONSTRUCTION  PROGRAMMES  AT  31.12.1977 
Breakdown by country {standard and experimentatl programmes) 
comprising dwellings 
Country  Number  of 
dwellings  in  under  completed 
financed  preparation  construction 
Belgium  7980  174  238  7 568 
Denmark  288  8  6  274 
Germany  92  145  561  1  606  89  978 
France  30  919  1  281  1  584  28  054 
Ireland  179  57  - 122 
Italy  7 652  356  575  6  721 
Luxembourg  1 164  17  38  1 109 
Netherlands  5 718  75  87  5  556 
United Kingdom  5  599  33  - 5 566 
Total for the nine countries  151  644  2 562  4 134  144  948 - 119  -
ANNEX  II 
SCRAP  EQUALIZATION  SYSTEM - 121  -
SCRAP  EQUALIZATION 
1.  General 
The  winding-up account  of the single Fund  for the equalization 
mechanism  was  set up  under Decision No.  19/65  and has been in operation 
since 1  January 1966.  It records the operations  involved in winding 
up  the system i.e.  : 
- pursuit of claims against defaulting debtor undertakings  for recovery 
of contributions in arrear  (1)  and  against  scrap dealers  for  compen-
sation amounts  improperly received for deliveries which were  not 
eligible 
- distribution of funds  recovered to all enterprises subject  to the 
system,  in the form  of refunds 
adjustments arising from  changes  in the bases for the assessment 
of contribution. 
The  reader is referred to the summarized Management  Account  at  31  December 
1965  (2)  on  the basis of which  the final  rates of contribution  (principal 
and  interest) were set by Decision No.  19/65  of the High  Authority dated 
15  December  1965. 
2.  Scope  of audit 
The  only movements  arising from  the winding-up operation in 1977  concerned 
the  investment  of funds  and  a  single payment  of administrative expenses  to 
a  trustee.  For this reason the audit was  confined to the examination of 
banking and  accounting documents. 
(1)  These  amounts  can be  found  under Assets  in the statement  on  the 
following page  (undertakings'  current  accounts) 
(2)  1965-66  Auditor's Report,  No.  99· - 122  -
3.  Summarized  account  of winding-up operations at 31  December  1977 
and  comments 
3.1.  The  winding-up account  at 31  December  1977  was  as  follows: 
Assets  Liabilities 
u.a.  u.a. 
Undertakings  1  current  Provision for debtor 
account  54  175  undertakings subject 
Bank  175  333 
to  court  orders  47  600 
Temporary  account  4 102  Debts  to third 
parties  6 575 
Unallocated balance  179  435 
233  610  233  610 
When  drawing up  the statement  the Institution converted the 
undertaking's  current  account  into EMA  units of account, 
bank accounts  into EUA  at  31  December  1977  and  estimated 
administrative costs  into EUA  at 31  December  1976  rates. - 123  -
A financial statement  combining units of account  having 
different meanings  and  values does  not  give the true position. 
The  table below m~  be regarded as  giving a  correct  summary 
of the account  at the  end  of 1977;  it is based on  the actual 
currency of transactions and  follows  the requirements of 
Decision 21/60  of 26  July 1960  (1). 
Assets  Liabilities 
u.a.  u.a. 
Undertakings'  current account  54  175  Provision for debtor 
undertakings subject 
Ba.nk  298  468  to  court  orders  47  600 
Temporary account  9  725 
Debts to third 
parties  6  575 
Temporary accounts  2 045 
Available for 
distribution  306  148 
362  36(j  362  368 
(1) Official Journal of the European  Communities  54  of 24  August  1960: 
"Article 2 
The  amounts  in units of account 
(a)  to be paid to undertakings  established in 
- the Federal Republic of Germany,  excluding the Saar; 
- Belgium; 
- Italy; 
- LUxembourg; 
- the Netherlands,  and 
{b)  to be paid by the undertakings  referred to  in (a)  above, 
••••  are converted to national  currency at the following rates: 
DM -4.20,  BF  50,  LIT  625,  LF  50  and HFL  3  •. 80  for one  EMA  unit of account. 
Article 3 
For undertakings  in France and the Saar,  statements are drawn  up  in 
French francs  in accordance with the following procedure  ••• 
4 •.. the parities to be applied for one  EMA  unit of account  are as  follows: 
- for the period from  1 April  1954  to  31  October 1957  inclusive 
FF 350.00 
- for the period from  1  November  1957  to 31  December  1958  inclusive 
FF  420.00 
- for the period from  1 January to 30  April 1959  inclusive: 
FF 4.93706 H - 124  -
3.2.  The  only variations  from  the position at the end  of 1976 
arise from  the receipt of interest on  invested  funds  and  changes  in 
the  exchange rates of the EUA. 
The  enterprises•  current account  represents the debt of a  bankrupt 
undertaking and  must  be  regarded as  irrecoverable.  Under Liabilities 
is included the debt  of the Fund  to the ECSC  which had temporarily 
refunded to it the amount  of fines  previously received. 
Closing of the accounts,  which had been hoped  for in 1977,  has been 
deferred again by a  year.  A single matter in dispute remains to be 
settled after a  judicial  arbi~ration conducted by the  company  which 
manages  the Fund on behalf of the ECSC;  the affair concerns  the 
recover.f of sums  wrongly collected under scrap equalization. 
3.3.  The  summary  Qf  amounts  distributed to the different  categories of 
recipient  (either as  p~ents or set off against debts to the Fund) 
did not  change  in 1977  and are set out  in the  following table. 
" 
Distributions  Amounts  Amounts  Amounts  Rounding-up  Amounts  shoWI 
per settlement  actually  credited  paid to  of individual  in statement 
period  distributed  to debtor  other  statements  published in 
undertakings  undertakings  the Official 
Journal 
u.a.  u.a.  u.a.  u.a.  u.a. 
1st 10.3.1967  1  549  991.79  97  118.40  1  452  873-39  8.21  1  550  000 
2nd  8.3.1968  1  359  921.58  50  120.54  1  309  801.04  78.42  1  360  000 
3rd 26.4.1969  664  885.- 12  555-51  652  329.49  115.-- 665  000 
4th  ~9.6.1971  959  058.65  14 684.50  944  374-15  -58.65  959  000 
5th 28.1.1972  1  917  867.37  27  250.77  1  890  616.60  132.63  1  918  000 
6th 31.12.1972  1  167  286.84  14  716.01  1  152  570.83  13.16  1  167  300 
7th 30.4.1974  891  339.29  8  524.51  882  814.78  60.71  891  400 
8th 14.9.1976  566  507.73  3  295-59  563  212.14  - 7-73  566  500 
Total  19  076  858.25  228  265.83  8  848  592.42  341.75  9  077  200 .OFFICE FOR OFFICIAL PUBUCATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNmES 
P:Q.'IDICU103-IU  f  Ill 